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All praise is due to Allah, the One, Unique, Everlasting who did not beget nor was
begotten and there is none comparable to Him. Prayers and peace be upon Muhammad,
±
His servant, the chosen and His messenger, the select. (Allah) sent him to the totality of
mankind as a bearer of good news; a warner and one inviting ( mankind) to Allah with His
permission, a brilliant light. (Prayers and peace) be upon his household, the leaders of
guidance and the lamps (of guidance) in darkness. Those whom Allah removed from
them impurity and purified them thoroughly. Peace be upon he who follows guidance.
The publication before you is a commentary on one of the chapters of the Glorious
− Surah
−
Quran,
al-Kahf, the Cave. It gives indication upon the affairs and personalities of
nations of the past. It bears witness that our prophet Muhammad
was indeed a bearer of
±
good news to believers and a warner to mankind, past and present, who have rejected
faith in God, the Mighty and Majestic.
"And when there came to them an Apostle from Allah verifying that which they have, a
party of those who were given the Book threw the Book of Allah behind their backs as if
they knew nothing." [al-Baqarah 2:101]
This chapter is comprised of three intriguing narratives: the companions of the cave; the
−
prophet Musa
and his encounter with Khidir
± and the narrative of Zulqarnain, peace be
upon them all. It also contains a number of memorable parables for spiritual reflection
and moral advices.
Attached to this publication is my humble request for your prayers for my family and
myself.
Ali Abdur-Rasheed
− 1430 QH±
August 1, 2009 / 9 Sha'ban

(Please note that footnote reference numbers marked with boxes are active links to the footnotes and text)
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:Ò¿f´¿
−
− says: Except the verse: 'And withhold
'Allamah
Tibirsi
says: "It is Makkan. Ibn 'Abbas
±
yourself with those who call on their Lord...' (verse 28). It was revealed in Madinah
−
regarding the narrative of 'Uyainah Ibn Hisn
al-Farazi.
The number of its verses is
±
one-hundred and eleven verses according to the Basri
± (reciters); one-hundred ten
− one hundred six according to the Syrians and one hundred-five
according to the Kufi;
− " 1 A similar narration can be found in Tafsir at-Tibyan
− on the
according to the Hijazi.
−
−
authority of Mujahid
and Qutadah.

:BÈN¼Îz¯
−
Of the virtues of Surah
al-Kahf, we will mention the following:
− ± Makarem
−
− narrates the following traditions:
In the Tafsir al-Amthal, Shaikh Nasir
Shirazi
−
The Messenger of God (S)
whose supporters were
± said: "Shall I indicate to you a Surah
−
seventy thousand angels? At the time of its descent (the Surah's)
greatness filled that
which is between the heaven and earth? They said: Yes! The Messenger of God (S)
± said:
−
Surah
al-Kahf. He who recites it on Friday, God will forgive him until the next Friday while
adding three days. He will be given a light that reaches the heaven and it will (offer)
2
−
protection against the sedition of Dajjal."
−
Also, the Messenger of God (S)
al-Kahf), he is protected for
± said: "He who recites (Surah
− emerges within these eight days, God will
eight days from every trial. Then, if ad-Dajjal
− He who recites the verse which is at its end: 'I am
protect him from the trial of ad-Dajjal.
only a mortal like you...' at the time of his sleep, his sleep is a light radiating to the
Ka'bah, filling that light are angels praying for him until he rises from his sleep. If he is in
− filling that light are
Makkah and recites it, he will have a light radiating to Baitul-Ma'mur
3
angels praying upon him until he awakens."
The Messenger of God (S)
± said: "Whomever memorizes ten verses from the beginning of
− he (Dajjal)
− will not harm him." 4
−
Surah
al-Kahf, and then he encounters Dajjal,

−
Commentary on Surah
al-Kahf
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− as-Sadiq
−
Imam
(AS) said: "He who recites Surah
al-Kahf every Friday night, he will not
± ±−
die except as a Martyr (Shaheed) and God will raise him with the Martyrs and he will
stand on the day of judgement with the Martyrs." 5

:BÈ»ËlÃ
− 'Allamah
−
In his Tafsir, Majma' al-Bayan,
Tibirsi
mentions the reason for the revelation of
±
−
this Surah:
It is narrated from Muhammad
Ibn Ishaq
±
± − with his chain of narrators on the authority of
− (he said):
Sa'eed Ibn Jubair on the authority of 'Akramah on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas,
`
"The Quraish dispatched Nadr
and 'Uqbah Ibn Abi Mu'eet± to Jewish Rabbis
±
± Ibn al-Harith
in Madeenah. They (the Quraish) said to them: Ask them about Muhammad,
describe for
±
them his characteristics and inform them of his saying 'For they are the original people of
the Scripture and with them is knowledge of prophets that is not with us.'"
"They set out until reaching Madeenah. They asked the Rabbis of the Jews about the
prophet (S)
± and they said for them whatever the Quraish had said. The Rabbis said to
them: Ask him about three matters, if he answers you (correctly) about them, then, he is a
delegated prophet. If he doesn't do it, then he is a deceitful man."
"Then, see your view in the matter. Ask him about youths disappearing in the early
era-what is their affair for surely there is a amazing story about them. Ask him about a
man (whose) travels reached the eastern (horizon) of the earth and the western
(horizon)-what was his story? And ask him about the soul-what is it? "
In another tradition, it says: "If he informs you of two and does not inform you about the
soul, then he is a prophet."
"They both left heading towards Makkah. They said: O kinsfolk of the Quraish! We have
come to you with the details of that which is between you and Muhammad.
They narrated
±
to them the narrative. Then, they went to the prophet (S).
± They questioned him. Then, he
(S)
± said: I will inform you of that which you asked regarding it tomorrow and it will have no
exceptions"
They departed from him and he (S)
± waited fifteen nights and Allah did not communicate
−
any revelation with him in that nor did Jibraeel
(AS) come to him until rumors swirled
among the people of Makkah and they were talking about that. The Messenger of Allah
grieved about that which the people of Makkah were saying about it."

−
Commentary on Surah
al-Kahf
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−
−
"Then, Jibraeel
came to him (S)
al-Kahf. In
± on behalf of Allah, Glorified be He, with Surah
it was that which they asked him about regarding the affair of the youths and the man
traversing (the east and west), and it was revealed to him: 'And they ask you regarding
the soul. Say: The soul is one of the commands of my Lord, and you are not given aught
−½ 17:85]"
of knowledge but a little.' [al-Isra
In another tradition, Ibn Ishaq
± − said: "It was mentioned to me that the Messenger of Allah
−
(S)
(AS) at the time when he came: "Surely you have held back
± said to Jibraeel
−
−
something from me, O Jibraeel!
Then, Jibraeel
(AS) said to him: 'And we do not descend
but by the command of your Lord...' [Maryam 19:64]." 6
−
In another similar tradition, Imam
as-Sadiq
(AS) said:"The cause of its revelation,
± ±−
−
−
meaning Surah
al-Kahf, was that the Quraish dispatched three individuals to Najran,
−
− as-Sahmi
an-Nadir
Ibn al-Kildah, 'Uqbah Ibn Abi Mu'eet± and al-'As± Ibn Wail
±−
± Ibn al-Harith
in order that they could learn from the Jews and Christians matters which they could
− to the scholars of the
inquire of the Messenger of Allah (S).
± They departed toward Najran
Jews and they inquired of them.
They (the scholars) said: Ask him about three matters. If he answers you with that which
is with us, then he is truthful. Then ask him about one matter. If he claims knowledge of it,
then he is a liar. They said: And what are these matters? They said: Ask him about the
youths in the early times. They departed, disappeared and slept, remaining in their sleep
until they were awakened. What was their number and what thing did they have with
them other than themselves and what was their narrative? Ask him about Moses when
God commanded him to follow a learned man and learn from him. Who was he, how did
he follow him and what was his narrative with him? Ask him about one traversing the
place of the setting of the sun and its place of rising until he reached the barrier of Gog
and Magog. Who is he and what is his narrative?
Then, dictate to them (the Quraish) information regarding these three matters. They said
If he answers that which we have dictated to you, then he is truthful. If he informs you
contrary to that, then do not affirm him. They said what is the fourth matter? They said:
Ask him when will the hour (of resurrection) come? If he claims knowledge of it, then he is
a liar. Surely, no one knows of the hour (of resurrection) except God, the Blessed and
Exalted.
− Talib
− Talib!
They returned to Makkah and gathered with Abu
(AS). They said: O Abu
±−
±−
Surely your nephew asserts that information of the heavens have come to him. We will
inquire of him about matters, if he answers us with its knowledge about them, then he is
truthful. If he does not answer us, our knowledge is that he is a liar.
−
Commentary on Surah
al-Kahf
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− Talib
Abu
(AS) said: Ask him about that which has become evident to you. Then, they
±−
asked him (the Messenger) about the three matters. The Messenger (S)
± said: Tomorrow I
will inform you and it will have no exceptions. Then, revelation was held back from him for
forty days until it saddened the Prophet (S)
± and caused doubt among his companions
who had believed in him. The Quraish were gladdened. They mocked, abused and
− Talib
−
grieved Abu
(AS). Then, after forty days Surah
al-Kahf was revealed to him. The
±−
−
−
Messenger of God (S)
Had (revelation) come to an end? He (Jibraeel)
± said: O Jibraeel!
said: Surely, we are capable that we will descend only with the permission of God. Then,
it was revealed: "Or, do you think that the Companions of the Cave and the Inscription (O
Muhammad!)
were of Our wonderful signs." Then, he conveyed their narrative." 7
±
−
Upon receiving the revelation, the Messenger (S)
to the people of
± introduced the Surah
Makkah.
________________

−
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"In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful"
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"(All) praise is due to Allah, Who revealed the Book to His servant and did not make in it
any crookedness." [al-Kahf 18:1]

åä æ ä ä ì ä æ å ä ð äå å æ åä æ ç ä ç æ ä ä æ å ç ä
ä
ì
ð
ê ÅÎÄ¿ÛÀ»A
ê ê BÀÎ³}
ê ê jrJÍ ÉÃf» Å¿ê AfÍfq
ê BmDI ihÄÎ»
ê ê ÆÌ¼À¨Í ÅÍh»A
PBZ»Bv»A
ç ä ä ç æ ä æ åä ì ä
{BÄnY AjUC ÁÈ» ÆC

"Rightly directing, that he might give warning of severe punishment from him and give
good news to the believers who do good that they shall have a goodly reward,"
[al-Kahf 18:2]
−
The Surah
begins with God, the Exalted, praising Himself for which He is entirely worthy.
Allah is the Lord Who has revealed the book to His Messenger Muhammad
(S)
±
± and in
− says that it
this book there is no crookedness, meaning no deviation from truth. az-Zajaj
means no divergence from correctness to incorrectness and from truth to falsehood.8

ç ä

ð , is related to the book that
The word in the beginning of the second verse, Qayyim {BÀÎ³}
God revealed. Many scholars have noted that in the syntax of this verse the word Qayyim
is placed at the beginning of the sentence although it is related to the previous sentence.
− states that the meaning of the verse is: (All) praise is due to Allah,
As a result, Ibn 'Abbas
Who revealed the rightly guiding, moderate, straightforward, upright book without any
ç ä
ð is that it has a value with regard to the remaining
defects in it. Another meaning of {BÀÎ³}
scriptures in that it affirms them and preserves them. 9
− is that it is its Hal
The grammatical relationship between Qayyim and the book (al-Kitab)
±−,
meaning a word which clarifies the state of the subject or object at the time of speaking.
ç ä
ð , meaning: right, rightly guiding, clarifies that the Book of Allah
Accordingly, the word {BÀÎ³}
−
(al-Kitab),
the sentence's object, is rightly guiding. The Hal
± − is always a noun in the
å æì
accusative state or Nasb
± or another indicator of Nasb.
±
± (KvÄ»A) and terminated with Fathah

−
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Next, God Almighty gives the reason why He has revealed this book to His Messenger
Muhammad
(S).
±
± It is so that through the Messenger (S)
± mankind may be warned about a
severe punishment or calamity awaiting those who disbelieve in God. This punishment is
divine, meaning it is not the misfortunes that soothsayers forecast, rather it is the wrath of
God foretold by previous scriptures. God, the Exalted, has also revealed this book to
convey good news and the encouragement of paradise for those who have faith and do
good works.
Those who have faith, referred to as the Siddiqeen (äÅÎ³fu
ê ð ê), are those who have affirmed
− is true. The good works
that God is true; the day of judgment is true and the faith of Islam
(Salihat)
± − ± − are those deeds, like prayer, fasting and charity which bring about goodness in a
person's life. Good works for which a believer will be greatly rewarded in the hereafter.
_________________

ç ä ä
êê
ê ê ÅÎR·B¿}
{AfICä ÉÎ¯
"Staying in it forever;" [al-Kahf 18:3]
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"And warn those who say: Allah has taken a son." [al-Kahf 18:4]
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"They have no knowledge of it, nor had their fathers; a grievous word that is that comes
out of their mouths; they speak nothing but a lie." [al-Kahf 18:5]
Meaning that those believers described in the previous verse who do good works and are
rewarded with the 'goodly reward,' meaning paradise, they will abide forever with that
reward: an everlasting reward for their sacrifices in this world.
Next, as some commentators and historians have noted, the Quraish had the belief that
angels were the daughters of God, perhaps it would have been more accurate to
ç ää
translate the verse as: God has taken a child, translating the word {Af»Ë}
Walad in a more
generic sense. In addition, Jews and Christians have taken 'Uzair and Jesus (AS), as the
sons of God.10

−
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All of their sayings in this regard are not based on factual information but upon ignorance
and blind Taqleed or following their forefather's superstitions and falsehoods. Shaikh
Mughniyyah says that these people had not based their beliefs on evidence, rather, the
evidence establishes the reverse,11 meaning that God has not taken anyone as a child.
Such utterances about this topic are described as grievous due to it being a lie that
demeans the greatness and supremacy of God Almighty. Not only does God Almighty not
have a child, He also has no need for such.
_______________

ä ä ä ä æ ä è ä ìä ä ä
ç ä
å ê æ å æÁ»ä ÆGæ æÁÇiBQE
Ð
ê
ê ¹¼¨¼¯}
ê ä AhÈIÐ ê AÌÄ¿ÛÍ
{B°mCä êSÍfZ»A
Ó¼§
¹n°Ã ©aBI
ê ê
"Then maybe you will kill yourself with grief, sorrowing after them, if they do not believe in
this announcement." [al-Kahf 18:6]
The narrations all tend to indicate that as time passed and there was no response to the
three questions posed by the Quraish, the Messenger of God was deeply troubled and
anxious. After more than two weeks (some reports indicating forty days), the response
was given to the Prophet. With the response, however, the Prophet was rebuked as well.
God Almighty questions whether the Prophet would kill himself with anxiety due to
− and their clamor over the delay in
grieving at the Quraish's rejection of the Quran
− is referred to as al-Hadeeth
response to their questions. Here the Quran
or an
±
announcement.
− ± Makarem
−
Shaikh Nasir
makes the point that the Prophet's reaction indicates one of the
− for his nation or Ummah. As
more important facets of his leadership: concern or Ishfaq
with previous Prophets, the Prophet Muhammad
was troubled by the rejection of
±
guidance and salvation, particularly within his own clan. Why, then, the rebuke? The
rebuke, like the delay in response was instructive. Verses similar to these can be found in
−½ It is followed by verses that can perhaps clarify why
−
the beginning of Surah
ash-Shu'ara.
the Prophet was rebuked for grieving at their rejection:
• Ta
±− Sin Meem
• These are the verses of the Book that makes (things) clear.
• Perhaps you will kill
•

yourself with grief because they do not believe.

If We please, We should send down upon them a sign from the heaven so that
their necks should stoop to it.

−
Commentary on Surah
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•

And there does not come to them a new reminder from the Beneficent God but
they turn aside from it.

•

So they have indeed rejected (the truth), therefore the news of that which they
−½ 26:1-6] 12
mock shall soon come to them. [ash-Shu'ara

Obviously, this is a description of people whose hearts are sealed by God Almighty due to
− is described here as the Book that makes
their rejection of the clear truth. The Quran
things clear. Rejection of this message, therefore, was due to reasons other than lack of
understanding. Perhaps it was due to their arrogance, sinful lifestyle or other factors.
Their rejection was of their own accord, therefore they are destined to suffer in the end on
account of that which they have rejected .
The point is also made (v.3) that God Almighty has the power to send compelling signs
which people cannot turn aside from. The phrase: 'So that their necks should stoop to it',
implies bowing or submitting to that sign involuntarily.
As He is the Almighty, it would not be difficult to compel mankind to submit to His signs
and faith. However, God Almighty gave mankind the unique dual characteristics of
reasoning and volition. By means of Prophets and Messengers, the Almighty appeals to
mankind's superior capability of reasoning through clear manifestations of His signs. God
Almighty's signs are explained and defended by His Prophets and Messengers with clear
arguments and sensible reasoning. God obliges man to accept the truth through these
clear signs and arguments, although man is not compelled to do so.
− did not change their
As can be judged from history, those who were rejecting Islam
position when the proper answers to their questions were revealed in this and other
chapters. As mentioned in v.4, every new reminder from their Lord is turned away from or
rejected. The Quraish asked for proofs from the Rabbis because they were ignorant of
Jewish scriptures. The Prophet Muhammad
had claimed that these divine scriptures
±
contained signs of his prophethood as he was also dispatched by the same God,
meaning the God of Abraham, Moses and Jesus, peace be upon them all.
The Quraish requested an acid test of prophethood and were given three questions that
the Rabbis asserted only one chosen by God Almighty could answer. As a result, the
Quraish were given clear signs regarding matters that had been previously unknown to
them. Despite the clarity of the answers and their compelling nature, the Quraish still
rejected the truth as they had rejected it previously. From that perspective, we can
rationalize God Almighty's rebuke: they did not believe before nor will they believe,
therefore do not grieve over them.
________________
−
Commentary on Surah
al-Kahf
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æ
{ÝÀ§ ÅnYC ÁÈÍCí ÁÇÌ¼JÄ»ê BÈ» ÒÄÍkê ê~iÞA ÐÓ¼§ B¿ BÄ¼¨U
BÃG}
ê
"Surely, We have made whatever is on the earth an embellishment for it, so that We may
try them (as to) which of them is best in works." [al-Kahf 18:7]

ç å å ç ä æä ä ä å ä ì ä
ê BÈÎ¼§ B¿ ÆÌ¼§BV»
ê BÃGê Ë}
{AkjU
AfÎ¨u

"And most surely We will make what is on it bare ground without herbage."
[al-Kahf 18:8]
All that which has been created upon the earth, such as its vast variety of vegetation, is
−
only an embellishment or decoration for the earth. According to Mujahid,
this verse
means:"We have made that which is upon the earth of the varied types of creation:
organic, animal and plant, as an embellishment for the earth in order that We might test
our servants as to which are better in good deeds, in other words, better in following Our
commands and prohibitions and acting righteously in obedience to Us." 13
−
'Allamah
Tabatabai
± − ± − mentions the following narration on the authority of Ibn 'Umar:
"The Messenger of God (S)
± recited this verse: So that We may try them (as to) which of
them is best in works. Then, I said: O Messenger of God! What is the meaning of that? He
said: In order that (God) may try you as to which of you are better in reasoning and more
cautious regarding the prohibitions of God and (which of you) is quicker in obedience to
God." 14
In describing all things upon the earth as an embellishment, it indicates that these things
are not an essential part of the earth, rather, they are a variety of creation which God has
situated upon the earth to satisfy mankind's needs and to give him benefit and prosperity.
The temporal nature of these embellishments are highlighted in the next verse as God
Almighty reminds us that He has the power to remove these embellishments from the
ç åå ç ä
AfÎ¨u}
earth rendering it, thereafter, a wasteland. The term used, {AkjU
ê indicates a land
−
−
without trees and plants or a wasteland, according to Qutadah
and Mujahid,
15
respectively.
_______________
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"Or, do you think that the Companions of the Cave and the Inscription were of Our
wonderful signs." [al-Kahf 18:9]
−
This verse begins with the mention of the companions of the cave for which this Surah
was named. They are referred to as the companions of the cave and inscription. There
are differing opinions about the meaning of {ÁÎ³j»A}
ê êì Raqeem or inscription. Most
commentators are inclined to believe that both are a reference to the same thing,
meaning companions of the cave because some narrations indicated that they (or
someone else) wrote their names upon a slate placed at the opening of the cave.
−
There are other opinions as well. In Majma', according to 'Allamah
Tibirsi:
Raqeem is the
±
− and Dahhak.
valley where this cave existed in a mountain in the view of Ibn 'Abbas
± ±±−
According to al-Hasan
(ath-Thawri) it is the mountain itself and according to Ka'b and
±
as-Sadi it was the town from which these companions originated. According to Sa'eed Ibn
Jubair it is the slate of stone where the companions of the cave wrote their story and
− agree.
placed it at the entrance of the cave. al-Balkhi and Jabai
−
−
Tafsir al-Burhan,
Sayyid Bahrani
mentions a narration from Imam
as-Sadiq
(AS)
± −
± ±−
regarding the verse: (Or, do you think that the companions of the cave...). He (AS) said:
They were people who fled and the owner of that abode wrote their names, the names of
their fathers and families on a ledger made of lead, thus the saying: companions of the
cave and inscription." 16
The verse mentions that the companions of the cave is one of God Almighty's amazing
−
−
signs. According to Mujahid,
Qutadah
and Ibn Ishaq,
± − the meaning of the verse is: "Do you
not think, O Muhammad
(meaning, the Ummah or nation of Muhammad),
that the
±
±
companions of the cave and inscription were among our wonderful signs? Rather, I have
not created the heavens and earth and that which is between them among amazing
things more amazing than the companions of the cave. My proof is its being established
upon these idolaters among your people and other than them among all my servants." 17
_________________
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å ä æ ä ä å ä æ Ð ää æ
ç ä æ ä ä æ åä æ
ì
ä
ê ÔËC gG}
ÒÀYi ¹Ãf» Å¿ê BÄMEê FÄIi AÌ»B´¯ ê±È¸»A ÐÓ»Gê ÒÎN°»A
ê
ç ä ä æä æ ä æ ä ä
ð Ë
{Afqi BÃj¿C
ê Å¿ê BÄ» ØÎÇ
"When the youths sought refuge in the cave, they said: Our Lord! Grant us mercy from
Thee, and provide for us a right course in our affair." [al-Kahf 18:10]

åæ

æ

ää

ä ê)
ä ê , it is the plural of Fata (ÓN¯
ç ) on the same pattern as: (ÒÀ¼«
Regarding the term Fityah {ÒÎN°»A}
å

å

ää

ç ) usually
which is the plural of (èÂÝ«). In the same manner as the word (èÂÝ«), the word (ÓN¯

−
signifies a youth but is also used in the meaning of a servant. According to Imam
−
as-Sadiq
(AS), it does not refer to age at all but, rather to faith. A narration in Tafsir Nur
± ±−
ath-Thaqalain confirms this:
− Who is Fata? I said: May I
"(al-Hindi) said: Ja'far Ibn Muhammad
(AS) said: O Sulayman!
±
−
be your ransom, with us, al-Fata are the youth (Shabab).
He said to me: Do you not know
− Allah named them
the companions of the cave all of them were middle-aged (Kuhul).
− He who believes in God and is God-fearing, he is
Fityah due to their faith. O Sulayman!
18
al-Fata."
Who were these companions and what was their reason for taking refuge in the cave? In
−
Majma', 'Allamah
Tibirsi
summarizes: "These individuals believed in God while their ruler
±
was an idol worshipper. They sought refuge in the cave because of their belief. Their
− − and the name of the town was Afsus.
− Their king was known to
king's name was Diqiyanus
kill anyone who disputed with him about his idol worshipping faith. It is said that these
events occurred before the advent of the Prophet Jesus (AS) while other opinions are
that the companions were Christians. Another report says that they were Christians but
− meaning a Zoroastrian."
their ruler was Majusi,
Were they actually Christians or a people whose faith predated Christianity. Considering
the fact that the Quraish approached the Rabbis with the intent of gaining a clear sign by
which they could contest the prophethood of Muhammad
(S).
±
± The Rabbis gave them
three questions through which they could ascertain whether he was rightly guided or not.
The question which comes to mind is whether Rabbis would narrate the story of the
companions of the cave if they were Christians? Only a few commentators, however,
indicate that their faith predated Christianity or that they may not have been Christians.
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The historian Gibbon relates from the Syrian priest James of Saruc (b. 452 CE) that the
companions of the cave were Christians. The king's name was Decius who ruled from
249-252 CE in what is currently known as Ephesus. Ephesus is located about 72
kilometers southeast of Izmir in western Turkey. James of Saruc claims that the Roman
emperor tortured these early Christian converts. Gibbon, however, claims that the ruler at
the time when these companions woke from their long sleep was Theodosius II (408-450
CE) a Christian king. Christians generally agree with this view. In the city of Ephesus,
there is a place known as the cave of the seven sleepers that Christians claim is the
actual cave wherein the companions slept.19
− ± Makarem
−
Shaikh Nasir
gives two probabilities his Tafsir regarding the location of the cave.
He says:
"There are two predominate sayings in face of the many probabilities cast upon the
location of the cave. It is possible to summarize them in what follows: first, that this event
− and this cave is found near it. It is possible in the present
occurred in the city of Afsus
time to witness the ruins of this place near to the city of Izmir, Turkey, near the town of
−
−
− in the mountains of Unayirdag,
− This
Ayasuluk
where the cave is found not far from Afsus.
cave is very spacious. It is said that it is possible that in its interior the ruins of hundreds
of graves can be seen. Many believe that this cave is the cave of the companions of the
cave."
"It is related from those witnessing the cave that the opening of the cave faces the north
east. This place is a cause of some great commentators leaning toward doubt in this
place being some place other than the cave of the companions of the cave. In its time,
this place corroborated the correctness of the topic and gave more weight to the cave
being the intended cave, because the evidence of the sun, at the time of rising is on the
right and inclines a little toward the north east. At setting (the sun set) on the left. It is that
the opening faces toward the north or inclines a little toward the north east. Naturally, the
lack of there being a mosque or place of worship to (one of its) sides does not lessen the
correctness of the topic whereas it is possible that their ruins could have be obliterated
after the passing of seventeen centuries from the event."
− the capital of Jordan. It is near a town called
"Second, the cave is located near 'Amman
Rajeeb. It is possible to see the ruins of a monk's hermitage above the cave, leading
back some centuries to the fifth century of the Christian era whereas it was converted
− after the rule of
(later) to a mosque possessing a Mihrab
± − and a place for calling the Azhan
" 20
the Muslims over that location.
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− Shaikh Tusi
In at-Tibyan,
± − indicates that Raqeem is in a valley situation between Ghadban
±
and Ailah, a town in present-day Jordan on the Red Sea (known today as Eilat).
This remains an issue of uncertainty. Perhaps the more important points are not the
location of the cave or the faith to which they belonged but rather the strength and power
of their faith itself and the story of their miraculous period of sleep.
In Tafsir al-Qummi, it is mentioned that this event occurred during the period between the
− as-Sadiq
prophets Jesus and Muhammad,
peace be upon them both. Imam
(AS) said:
±
± ±−
"The companions of the cave dissembled their faith and proclaimed their disbelief, then
− (AS) also said: "The similitude
they were rewarded twice." In the same source, the Imam
− Talib
of Abu
(AS) is like the companions of the cave, they dissembled their faith and
±−
proclaimed idolatry, then God gave them their reward twice." 21
−
'Allamah
Tibirsi
mentions that some narrations indicate that they were among the special
±
servants of the king each of them hiding their faith from the other. When they discovered
their common faith, they joined together in a covenant and fled seeking refuge in the
− as-Sadiq
cave. After mentioning the companions of the cave, Imam
(AS) said :
± ±−
"Had your people burdened you with that which their people had burdened them. It was
said to him: What did their people burden them with? He said: Polytheism (Shirk) with the
Mighty God. They exhibited Shirk for them and secreted (their) faith until relief came to
them." 22

ä

The term used in the verse Awa (ÐÔËCä ), meaning to seek refuge, indicates that the
companions came to the cave due to some type of anxiety or compulsion. Their prayer
also indicates their state of distress and fear. They prayed to God for mercy and proper
guidance in their affair. The prayer for mercy is interpreted here as proper guidance and
− 23
salvation, according to Ibn 'Abbas.
− 'Allamah
−
In al-Mizan,
Tabatabai
± − ± −½ says that the phraseology: Our Lord! Grant us mercy from
−
Thee, indicates that the object of mercy is guidance, as is the case in a similar Quranic
prayer:

ä ä æ ì ä æ åä æ ä æ ä ä ä æ ä ä æ ä æ ä ä å ä æ å ì ä
{ÒÀYj»A
¹Ãf» Å¿ê BÄ» KÇ Ë BÄNÍfÇ gGê f¨I BÄIÌ¼³ ®lMê Ü BÄIi}

"Our Lord! Make not our hearts to deviate after You have guided us aright. Grant for us
− 'Imran
− 3:8]
from Thyself mercy." [Ali
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In this verse, clearly the mercy that is requested from God is guidance as the prayer
seeks to avoid deviation. Perhaps the deviation that the companions sought refuge from
was forced-submission to the misguided faith of the king after having been rightly guided.
−
Regarding the sentence:"And provide for us a right course in our affair." In at-Tibyan,
Shaikh Tusi
says it means:"Make easy for us that which we seek and request of Your
±−
pleasure, meaning guide us to that in which is our salvation. (Make easy for us our flight
away) from disbelief towards You from the worship of idols which our people summon us
to."
_________________

ä æä ä ä
ç ä ää
æ ä Ï¯ê æÁÈÃAgE
ê ê ê±È¸»A
êê ÐÓ¼§ä BÄIjz¯}
{Aef§
ÅÎÄm
"So We prevented them from hearing in the cave for a number of years."
[al-Kahf 18:11]

ä æ ä æ å æ ää ìå
ç ä åä
æ ê ÐCä äÁ¼¨Ä»
ä æ ä ÅÎIlZ»A
ä
æ
ê ÁÇBÄR¨I ÁQ}
{Af¿Cä AÌRJ»ê BÀ»ê ÐÓvYC
í
ê
"Then We raised them up that We might know which of the two parties was best able to
compute the time from which they remained." [al-Kahf 18:12]

è ä æ æ åì ¢ ð ä æ åä ää ä æ ä ä åä å æ ä
ç å æÁÇBÃek
å ä ÒÎN¯
å æ Ëä æÁÈIjI
ä
ð
ê ÁÈÃGê μZ»BIê ÁÇDJÃ ¹Î¼§ íw´Ã ÅZÃ}
{ÔfÇ
AÌÄ¿E
ê ê ê

"We relate to you their story with the truth; surely they were youths who believed in their
Lord and We increased them in guidance." [al-Kahf 18:13]
After petitioning God Almighty for relief, the companion's prayers are answered by God
Almighty who puts the companions into a deep sleep. In saying that they were prevented
from hearing, there is a subtle indication that they were not dead. Nor were they intended
to be awakened as we can always be awakened prematurely by noise during sleep.
−
− refers to it as a veil or Hijab
'Allamah
Zamakhshari
± − that has been placed over their
hearing preventing them from hearing just as a person in a deep sleep does not hear.24
The companions were suspended in this state of deep sleep for many years. Further
discussion on the duration of that period will come in verse 25.
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By seeking refuge in the cave and being suspended in this way, God Almighty saved the
companions from the oppression of the king. By God's grace, they outlived they king and
were awakened in a time when believers were more plentiful and powerful.
After remaining in a deep sleep for a long period of time, God awakened them. According
ì å , that a significant
to grammar, it can be inferred from the conjunction Thumma {ÁQ}

ä

− (²) indicates a shorter duration.
duration had passed in this state. Another conjunction Fa
While both can be translated to mean 'then', Thumma always signifies the longer
duration.
− as a wonderful sign and described by
Also, because their story is described in the Quran
the Rabbis as amazing, we can appreciate that the duration of their sleep was the matter
that made their story wondrous and amazing. It gives rise to speculation that their sleep
had lasted even beyond a normal lifespan. Perhaps from one era to another.
Commentators differ on the significance of the two parties mentioned in the verse.
−
Mujahid
indicates that it refers to people who came to the cave, some of whom were
−
believers while others were not. Qutadah
agrees while adding that neither actually knew
the true duration of their sleep in that this knowledge was with God alone. Many
commentators, however, believe that the two parties refers to two parties among the
companions of the cave themselves, each party having its own estimation of their
duration of sleep.25
Finally, God Almighty affirms that their story is related with truth. Perhaps this
phraseology is due to the fact that both Christians and Jews have their own versions of
this same story with contradicting elements.
− is also known as al-Furqan
− (the Criterion). As Muslims, we believe that as the
This Quran
− is the ultimate criterion by which previous divine books
final divine revelation, the Quran
and faiths can be measured. The perseverance or deviation in faith of previous nations
can also be deduced from this criterion as well. This verse also affirms that God Almighty
blessed these companions with divine guidance due to their faith, struggle and
perseverance in God's way.
With regard to this verse, Shaikh Mughniyyah relates the following tradition in his Tafsir:
"Before (the time of) the Messenger of Allah (S),
± people have recorded the story of the
people of the cave and it has been written in some books. The mention of the people of
−
the cave had appeared in poetry. (The following being taken) from the verses of Lamiyah
Ibn Abi as-Sallit:
±
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ä
ä ä ä ê±È¸»A
åå æ ä Ëä
æ ä Ëä æÁÇfÎu
fVÇ
Ï¯ê åÂÌ´»A

ää
ç åå ä ì
ä
æ
ê
AiËBV¿
ÁÎ³j»A
ÜG
BÈI
oÎ»
Ë
ê
ê ê

'There was nothing except Raqeem close by...
And their hunt. The people of the cave stayed awake at night (praying).'
The Messenger of Allah (S)
± asked a poet to recite for him this poetry of Ibn Abi as-Sallit.
± ±
He (S)
± listened to it and said:

è åä Ð
å ê äÅ¿Eä ½Ui
åÉJ¼³
åæ ä j°·
ä ä ä Ëä åÉÃBn»
AhÇ

This is a man, his tongue has faith while his heart disbelieves."
With these words, the Messenger of Allah (S)
± affirmed the message in the poetry
regarding the companions of the cave while denying the messenger himself. 26
________________________

å ä å æ æ åå ä ä æ ä ä ä
ç Ð Ø å æ ä å æ ä æ ä æä ä
ä
ä
ì
ê ê Å¿ê Ì§fÃ Å» ê~iÞA Ë PAËBÀn»A
ê
BÈ_»Gê ÉÃËe
Li
BÄIií AÌ»B´¯ AÌ¿B³ gGê ÁÈIÌ¼³
ê ê ÐÓ¼§ BÄñIi Ë}
í
ç ä ç æå æ ää
{Bññqä AgGê BÄ¼³ f´»
"And We strengthened their hearts with patience, when they stood up and said: Our Lord
is the Lord of the Heavens and the earth; we will by no means call upon any god besides
Him, for then indeed we should have said an extravagant (extreme) thing."
[al-Kahf 18:14]

ä æä æ ä ä ¢ ä æ å æ æ ä ä ä åæ ä æ ä ¢ ç ä Ø å æ å ä ì å æ ä å Ð
å
ì
ê Å¿ê AËhbMA BÄ¿Ì³ ÕàÛÇ}
ê
ë ê ÁÈÎ¼§
ê ÆÌMDÍ ÜÌ» ÒÈ»Eê êÉÃËe
êÅÀ¿ê Á¼£C ÅÀ¯ ëÅÎIð ÆBñ¼nI
ç ä ì Ð ä ä Ð ää æ
ê êÉ¼»A Ó¼§ ÔjN¯A
{BIh·
"These our people have taken gods besides Him; why do they not produce any clear
authority in their support? Who is then more unjust than he who forges a lie against
Allah?" [al-Kahf 18:15]

å å ä æ å æ ä æ ä ä åæ ä ä ì ì ä åå æ ä ä æ å ååæä ä æ ä
ê ä æ ä æÅ¿ê æÁ¸Iií ä æÁ¸» jrÄÍ
Ëä êÉNÀYi
ê±È¸»A ÐÓ»Gê AËËD¯ É¼»A ÜGê ÆËfJ¨Í B¿ Ë ÁÇÌÀN»lN§A gGê ê Ë}
ç äæ æ å æä æ æ å ä æ äå
ð
{B´¯j¿ê Á·j¿C
ê Å¿ê Á¸» ØÎÈÍ

"And when you forsake them and what they worship save Allah, betake yourselves for
refuge to the cave; your Lord will extend to you largely of His mercy and provide for you a
profitable course in your affair." [al-Kahf 18:16]
−
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The faith of the companions of the cave and their fortitude eventually caused them to
manifest their hidden faith and thereby manifest their opposition to their king. Their faith
was such that they could no longer live hiding their faith among idol-worshipping people.
God Almighty assisted them in strengthening their hearts with patience. Patience to bear
the hardships which opposition to the king's faith was destined to produce. Patience to
face even death for God's sake.

å AgG}'When they stood up,' many scholars believe it indicates that
Due to the wording: {AÌ¿B³
ê
the companions of the cave openly manifested their faith in opposition to the king.
−
How, then, did they manifest their belief? In a portion of a lengthy narration from Imam
'Ali Ibn Abi Talib
± − (AS), he gives a detailed perspective on how the companions manifested
their faith. His comments are in agreement with an opinion mentioned earlier from
−
'Allamah
Tibirsi
who mentioned that they were special servants of the king.
±
− − took as his ministers. Three stood on
"These were originally six people whom Diqiyanus
his right and three on his left. He adopted a holiday ('Eid) for them once in every year.
Then, we clarified for them one day on a holiday while al-Batariqah
was on his right and
±−
−
Hiraqalah
was on his left, he came to the road and was informed that the Persian armies
− − was saddened by that until the crown had fell
had overcome them. Then, (Diqiyanus)
from his head. One the three whom were on his right looked at him (said to be
− − was a god and as he claimed, then he would
Tamleekha). He said to himself: If Diqiyanus
not be saddened, worried, nor (unable to) relieve (himself), nor could he sleep. This is not
the action of god.
Every day, these ministers would gather together among one of them. That day they were
with Tamleekha. He prepared for them good food and then said to them: O brothers!
Something has occurred in my heart preventing food, drink and sleep. They said: What is
that O Tamleekha? My thinking has been engaged with the heavens. Then, I said: Who
raised its ceiling (being) protected without support and without connection from above it.
Who makes the sun and moon flow in (the heavens)? Two illuminating signs. Who
embellished (the heavens) with stars?
Then my thinking became engaged in the earth: Who spread the earth brimming with
water? Who restrained it with mountains that extend beyond everything? I engaged my
thinking in my (own) soul. Who took me out as an embryo from the stomach of my
mother? Who fed me? Who is my sustainer?
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− − the king? (I
(My thinking is) That is there a Creator and manager other than Diqiyanus
thought that) he is only a king among kings and a tyrant of the heavens. Then, the youths
(the ministers) fell at his feet kissing them. They said: By you may God, the Exalted,
guide us from misguidance toward proper guidance, then show it to us.
Then, Tamleekha jumped up and purchased dates for three thousand Dinar and shoved
into his cloak and they rode their horses and left the city. When they traveled three miles,
Tamleekha said to them: O brothers! Poverty of the hereafter has come and the king of
the world has left. Descend from your horses and walk upon your feet, perhaps God will
make for you from your affairs a relief and escape. They descended from their horses and
−
walked seven Farasikh
in that day. Their feet were made to drip blood.
Here, a shepard faced them and they said: O shepard! Is there any milk or water (with
you)? The shepard said: With me is whatever you like, but I see in your faces the faces of
− − the king. They said: O shepard!
the kings. I believe you are only fleeing from Diqiyanus
Do not make the lie lawful for us. Is the truth saved from you? Then, they informed him of
their narrative. The shepard fell at their feet and kissed them saying: O people! Certainly
what has occurred in my heart has occurred in your heart. Delay for me until I can return
the sheep to their owner. The truth is with you.
They stopped before a single sheep. It drew closer with the dog trying to follow it. The
ministers looked to the dog. Some of them said: Surely we fear it has exposed us by his
barking. They abused him with stones. Then, God, Majestic is his mention, set the dog
free (saying): Leave me that so that I may guard you from your enemies. Then, the
shepard continued lightly with them until mountains rose above them. Then, he
descended with them to the cave, it is said to be a threshold (Waseed).
Suddenly, in the
±
open space of the cave were clusters of fruit bearing trees. They ate from the fruits. While
the night shielded them, they took refuge in the cave. The dog provided a look-out at the
doorway of the cave and stretched out its paws before it. Then, God, the Exalted,
revealed to the angel of death to take their souls (Then, God caused them to sleep, a
long, deep sleep)." 27
What the companions state are the fundamentals of Tauheed
or the Unity of God as
±
monotheist believe: My Lord alone is the Creator of the heavens and earth and, as such,
is also the One Who manages heavenly and earthly affairs with authority and grace. Can
one who recognizes His sovereignty over both the heavens and earth then turn to an idol
or man in worship? Neither having neither the power to benefit us nor harm us aside from
God, the Mighty and Majestic.
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Shall we attribute God's power and mercy to that which is itself a creation of God. We can
é ä) that its meaning encompasses
understand from the root of the word Lord or Rabb (Li

å

å

ì as
not only God's attributes of master (¹»BÀ»A)
ê but also the attribute of the Sustainer (¶Akj»A)
well. Therefore, our Lord or Rabb is our Master and Sustainer. Can such attributes be
associated with an idol or a man?
They declare openly that to say such a thing would be extreme, meaning an outrageous
matter in faith. According to Ja'far as-Sadiq
(AS), he said (in relation to this verse): "It
± ±−
means an injustice upon God if we say that He has a partner (Shareek)." 28
After stating the fundamentals of their faith, they bear witness that their people have
taken up a false faith without sufficient authority in its support. What is the authority that
the king's faith is based upon? His faith was based in ignorance and baseless
superstitions of times past. These are not, however, innocent superstitions like believing
in luck. Taking idols as partners with God Almighty, which are said to share in His power
and grace, is tantamount to creating a lie against God Almighty, since these beliefs are
devoid of any legitimate basis. Who, then, can be more unjust than he who forges a lie
against God Almighty Himself when He is the Truth (al-Haqq).
±
After giving the companions strength to manifest their faith and forsake their society, they
are commanded to take refuge in the cave. Examining the verse from the perspective of
−
'Arabic, it should be noted that the word for cave is definite, as indicated by the Alif-Lam,
è æä
å æä
as in: (±È¸»A) al-Kahf, meaning: the cave, as opposed to: (±È·) Kahf, meaning: a cave.
According to grammar, words are definite when they refer to something designated or
known. From this it can be speculated that perhaps the companions had taken refuge in
the cave before as a place of prayer and meditation or became aware of its existence by
− 'Ali Ibn Abi Talib
other means, as the aforementioned narration from Imam
± − (AS) indicated
that the shepard guided them to the cave.

å

ì åä

æ å ), we can also examine it from another
ì ê æ Ò¼ÀV»A
As this verse is a conditional sentence (ÒÎjr»A
perspective of grammar as well. The two basic elements of the conditional sentence are
å æì
ä ) of that condition. The condition being that
the condition (¢jr»A
) itself and the requital (ÕAlV»A
when the companions forsake their people and that which they worship, turning away
from them out of sincere devotion to God.
The requital is that upon fulfilling that condition, they should take refuge in the cave
wherein they will attain God's mercy. There, they will be provided with a profitable way in
ç äæ
their affairs. Literally, the word Mirfaq (B´¯j¿
ê) is used for materials which bring comfort and
ease.
−
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Surely the companions faced danger in forsaking the king's faith, but in taking refuge in
the cave, they had God Almighty's assurance that they would be saved and comforted in
their place of refuge, out of God's mercy.
______________________

ä
ì PAg
ì ÐÔjMä ä Ë}
ä æÁÈyj´M
ä æÁÈ°È·
å å æ ä æOIj«
æ ä ä å ä ä æO¨¼
ä ä ä AgG äoÀr»A
ä
æ
¾BÀr»A
ê ä PAg
ê
ê ê æÅ§ iËAlM
ê ä ä AgGê Ëä êÅÎÀÎ»A
ê
ä Ð ¢ å æ ëä æ ä æ åä
ì æä æ ä ¢ ì
æ å æÅ¿ä Ëä fNÈÀ»A
ä æ å ÌÈ¯
ä ä æÅ¼¯ä ä æ½¼zÍ
åÉ»ä fVM
å ä åÉ¼»A
æ
ä
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
ê
fÈÍ
Å¿
É¼»A
PBÍE
Å¿
¹»gê ÉÄ¿ê ÑÌV¯ Ï¯ê ÁÇË
ê
ç æ å çé ä
ê BÎ»Ëê
{Afqj¿
"And you might see the sun when it rose, decline from their cave towards the right and
when it set, leave them behind on the left while they were in a wide space thereof. This is
of the signs of Allah; whomsoever Allah guides, he is the rightly guided one, and
whomsoever He causes to err, you shall not find for him any friend to lead (him) aright."
[al-Kahf 18:17]

è æ ååæ ä ä
äå ä è å æ å ä ç æä æ åå ä æ ä ä
ì
ð
ä
ä
å
ä
æ
ä
å
ê ÁÈJ¼· Ë ó ¾BÀr»A
¡mBI
PAg Ë êÅÎÀÎ»A
ê PAg ÁÈJ¼´Ã Ëó eÌ³i ÁÇ Ë B£B´ÍC ÁÈJnZM Ë}
ê
ç æ å æ å æ ä æ å ä ä ç æ å æ ä æ ìä ä æ æ ä ä ä æ ä ì ä ¢
ê Ë AiAj¯ê ÁÈÄ¿ê OÎ»Ì» ÁÈÎ¼§
ê ê ä ê ÉÎ§Aig
êæ ä ê
{BJ§i ÁÈÄ¿ê O×¼À»
ê O¨¼A Ì»ê fÎuÌ»BI

"And you might think them awake while they were asleep, and We turned them about to
the right and to the left, while their dog (lay) outstretching its paws at the entrance; if you
looked at them you would certainly turn back from them in flight, and you would certainly
be filled with awe because of them." [al-Kahf 18:18]
The companions were apparently situated in the cave where they could observe the
movement of the sun, at least partially. The sun, when it rose, ascended from their right.
As it set, it moved away from their view and declined on their left. From these indications,
it appears that they were facing northward. Shaikh Tusi
± − suggests that they were able to
å
ì
æ
ä
view the constellation Ursa Minor (ês¨Ä»A PBÄI) in which the north star is situated.29 The
north star is a pivotal celestial reference from which one's direction can easily be
ascertained. As was the case with many ancient cultures, the knowledge of astronomy
was prevalent allowing individuals to calculate calendars, travel upon the sea and land
and maintain their bearings during the day or night.
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−
In Majma', 'Allamah
Tibirsi
says of the sun's movement: "'And you might see the sun
±
when it rose, decline from their cave towards the right," meaning to incline at the time of
its rising away from the their cave to the right side. 'And when it set, leave them behind'
meaning it turned away from them and left them, 'On the left' to the north of the cave,
æ å åê æ ä means to pass
north of the cave, meaning it did not enter their cave. It is said {ÁÈyj´M}
− 'While they were in a wide
over them going away from them, according to Ibn 'Abbas.
space thereof.' meaning in a spacious area of the cave. It is said to be a empty space in
−
the cave, according to Qutadah.
It is said it was a wide space entering into the cave
whereas it could not be seen by one who was at its door giving them a fresh breath of the
wind."
The companions of the cave were a sign of Allah's mercy and guidance having led them
to safety from the oppressive and idol-worshipping king and guided them upon the path of
salvation that led them to their destiny: the cave. With God Almighty's protection and
mercy, the companions were placed on the path of one of the great spiritual odysseys of
man.
Being rightly guided, we understand, is by the grace of God Almighty not solely due to
man's quest for the truth. When God Almighty abandons man, he undoubtedly will enter
into error and fall from the path of salvation. God's abandonment of man comes only after
his heart has been darkened with sin and ingratitude towards God Almighty for all of His
blessings and mercy. Man's abandonment is not a vengeful act by God Almighty, rather it
is due to man's own negligence and lack of faith in his Creator. Without God Almighty's
guidance, man cannot find salvation through other men, as no man can guide one whom
− confirms this:
God Almighty has left to err. Another verse of Quran

ä
ì æ åæ ä ä
ë æÅ¿ê åÉ» BÀ¯ä åÉ¼»A
ê Å¿ Ë}
{eBÇ
ê½¼zÍ

"And whom Allah makes err, he shall have no guide." [ar-Ra'd 13:33]
God Almighty caused them to turn from side to side, spending some time on their right
− says that
side, then changing position to their left side. In the same source, Ibn 'Abbas
30
their position changed from right to left once a year. Others say the change of position
occurred twice per year. Commentators explain that the reason for changing from one
side to another was to prevent the destruction of the companions' bodies due to laying on
one side for extended periods.

−
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Commentators agree that the dog was situated at the doorway of the cave with its paws
outstretched. The word Waseed
means a threshold or open space leading into the
±
−
entrance of the cave. 'Allamah
Tibirsi
says in Majma' that this dog remained in this
±
position for three-hundred and nine years without eating, drinking, sleeping or standing.
æä
The dog was said to be yellowish in color, spotted and named Qatmeer
(jÎÀñ³
ê ).
±
There are two narrations regarding this dog. One says that the dog belonged to one of
the companions of the cave which they took with them as an indicator that they were
leaving the town to go hunting. Another view is that the companions encountered a
shepard on the road after leaving the town and the dog itself chose to accompany the
− as-Sadiq
companions and abandoned the shepard. In a tradition attributed to Imam
(AS),
± ±−
he says:
"These (companions) left with the ruse of hunting...they passed by a shepard in their
path. They summoned him to their affair. He did not respond to them. With the shepard
was a dog. Then, the dog responded to them and the dog departed with them." 31
In his Tafsir, al-Qummi presents another view which agrees with the majority of
−
commentators, based on the opinion of Ibn 'Abbas.
al-Qummi says: "They (the
companions of the cave) fled from their king at night. They came across a shepard, with
him was a dog. Then, (the shepard) followed them in their faith and his dog followed him."
− 'Ali Ibn Abi Talib
As reported in a previously mentioned narration from Imam
± − (AS), even
the dog spoke to the companions:
"They stopped before a single sheep. It drew closer with the dog trying to follow it. The
ministers looked to the dog. Some of them said: Surely we fear it has exposed us by his
barking. They abused him with stones. Then, God, Majestic is his mention, set the dog
free (saying): Leave me so that I may guard you from your enemies." (Cf. Footnote 27).
− ± Makarem
−
In al-Amthal, Shaikh Nasir
makes the point that it should not appear unusual
−
that an animal should serve in the way of God Almighty. He says: "Does not the Quran
emphasize that all particles of existence in the earth and heavens and all trees and life
bears God in mind. (The dog) loved Allah, its love being firmly established in its heart and
the inner-most essence of its existence." He also refers to the following verse:

ç å ä ç ä ä æ åì ¢ æ å ä æ ä ä å ä æ ä æ ä æ ä å ä å ì æ ä æ æ ä
ð ÜGê Õë6Ïq Å¿ê ÆGê Ë}
ê ê ê \JnÍ
ê ÆB· ÁÈÃGê ÁÈZÎJnM
ê Ð Ë ÊfÀZI
{AiÌ°« BÀÎ¼Y
ê ÆÌÈ´°M Ü Å¸_»

"And there is not a single thing but glorifies Him with His praise, but you do not
−½ 17:44]
−
understand their glorification; surely He is Forebearing, Forgiving." [Surah
al-Isra
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Next, the state of the companions of the cave were described, first saying that they
appeared to be awake while they were, in fact, in a state of deep sleep. In Majma'
−
−½ confers the view of many commentators that the meaning of
'Allamah
Tibirsi
says al-Jubai
±
this was that the companions were asleep with their eyes open and paused in their
−
breathing as if they intended to speak, but they were unable to speak. In at-Tibyan,
Shaikh Tusi
± − says it was also described that they would incite fear due to the fact that:
"their nails had grown long, likewise, their hair." The sight of them in this state would have
filled the observer's heart with fear causing them to flee from that scene.
Some commentators say that the placement of the dog at the doorway of the cave served
to ward off wild animals as well as others who might happen upon this cave.
_______________

ä æ ä æä ç æ ä æ ä å ¢ æ åæ ä æ ä æ å æ è ä ¢ æ å ä æ ä åä ä ä æ å æ ä ä ä Ð ä ä
ê ¾B³ ÁÈÄÎI AÌ»ÕFnNÎ»ê ÁÇBÄR¨I ¹»h·
ê Ë}
|¨I ËC B¿ÌÍ BÄRJ»ê AÌ»B³ ÁNRJ»ê Á· ÁÈÄ¿ê ½ÖF³
ä å æ ä æ ä ä ä ä Ð å ä ä æ å ä ä ä å ä æ ä ¢ æ å æ ä å ä æä æ å ä å ¢ æ ä
æ
ê ê Á¸³iÌI
êÒÄÍfÀ»A
ê ÐÓ»Gê ÊhÇ
ê ê Á·fYC EÌR¨IB¯ ÁNRJ»ê BÀIê Á¼§C Á¸Iií AÌ»B³ ëÂÌÍ
FÈÍCí j¤ÄÎ¼¯
ç ä ä æ å ì ä æ å ä æ ì ä ä ä æ ä å æ æ æ å æ ä æ ä ç ä ä æä
ê B¿B¨ ÐÓ·kC
ê Ü Ë ±ñ¼NÎ» Ë ÉÄ¿ê ¶kjI
{AfYC Á¸Iê Æj¨rÍ
ë ê ê Á¸MDÎ¼¯
"And thus did We rouse them that they might question each other. A speaker among them
said: How long have you tarried? They said: We have tarried for a day or part of a day.
(Others) said: Your Lord knows best how long you have tarried. Now send one of you with
this silver (coin) of yours to the city, then let him see which of them has purest food, so let
him bring you provision from it, and let him behave with gentleness, and by no means
make your cave known to any one:" [al-Kahf 18:19]

å å å æä æ å å åæ ä æ å æ ä ä å ä æ ä æ æ åì
ç ää ç å æ å æ ä ä æ ì
æ
ê Å» Ë ÁÈN¼¿
{AfIC AgGê AÌZ¼°M
ê ê ê Ï¯ê Á·ËfÎ¨Íê ËC Á·ÌÀYjÍ Á¸Î¼§ AËjÈ¤Í ÆGê ÁÈÃG}
ê

"For surely if they prevail against you they would stone you to death or force you back to
their religion, and then you will never succeed." [al-Kahf 18:20]
− the beginning of this verse means: "As We have
According to Shaikh Tusi
± − in at-Tibyan,
preserved their state in this period, We raised them from that sleep because of one of two
matters, like the other, is that only Allah, the Exalted, is capable of that. Allah clarifies that
He awakened the people of the cave after their long sleep and far-fetched slumber in
order that some would ask others about the duration of their situation. Then, they were
awakened upon being cognizant of their maker, if they were disbelievers. If they were
believers, they established an increase over that which was with them and they added
their certainty to the (companion's) certainty."
−
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Then, Almighty informed them that a speaker among them said to the remaining (people):
How long have you tarried? Seeking to understand (something) from them."
"They said in its response: We tarried a day or part of a day. They only answered with that
without knowing its correctness, because information such as this is based upon a
predominant assumption and, based on that, the question had occurred. The ones
sleeping did not know and did not investigate the duration of their sleep except based on
a predominate assumption. It is said that when they went to sleep, the sun was rising and
when they were awakened, the sun was nearing sunset. Then, due to that they said: a
day or part of a day. It is also said: the information that they said: we tarried a day or part
of a day does not negate that they tarried a lengthy duration because it appeared to them
as a short (duration)...Then, they said: 'Your Lord knows best how long you have tarried.'"
− says that this was the comment of their leader, Tamleekha.
In the same Tafsir, Ibn 'Abbas
Then, one of the companions was sent with coins to purchase food in the town.

å

−
In al-Kashif,
Shaikh Mughniyyah mentions the following regarding the term {Á¸³iÌI}
ê êä ê :
−
"The intent of al-Wariq (¶iÌ»A
They had the picture of the
ê ä ) are stamped coins (Darahim).
− − and the name of
king upon them who was in their time. It is said: His name is Diqiyanus
the town was Tarsus...They
were awakened, then felt hunger after that long period. They
± −
selected one among them for purchasing tasty food. They advised him (to proceed) with
alertness and caution unless someone may come to know of their place. Then, they
would kill them or torture them due to their faith."
Regarding the portion of the verse which says that one person
was selected to go to the
ç ä Ð ä æä
town and purchase food, the term used: {B¿B¨ Ó·kC} 'purest food' has a few
interpretations. The view most often mentioned is that the companions did not want to eat
food which had been slaughtered in the name of the idols which the people of the town
worshipped. A minority view is that they wanted to purchase the best dates, as they
viewed it as the purest food. This view could also be plausible if the companions viewed
all the meat available as all being unpure due to being slaughtered in the name of idols.
The person who was to sent to the town was also warned that he should be subtle so as
to not reveal anything about himself and, more importantly, he should not reveal anything
about the remaining companions. Particularly, that the location of this cave should not
become know to anyone in the town.
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The fear of the companions was that should they be discovered they could face the
possibility of being killed by stoning, which was the worst punishment assigned to people
who were disloyal to the faith of the king. Or they faced the possibility of being forced to
accept the faith from which they originally fled.
− as-Sadiq
According to a tradition from Imam
(AS), he explains the companion's encounter
± ±−
in the town:
"One of them said: Take these coins and enter the city incognito they not being aware
you. Then purchase some food for us. If they know of us and recognized us they will kill
us or return us to their faith. "
"That man came, then he saw a city different than that which was in their era. He saw a
people different than those. He didn't recognize them and they did not recognize his
language and he did not recognize their language."
"They said to him: Who are you and from where did you come? He informed them. Then,
the king of that city emerged with his companions along with the man until they stood at
the door of the cave. They approached it and examined it... No one went forward entering
upon them other than their companion. When he entered upon them he found them in
− − was aware of them. Their companion
fear (thinking) that the companions of Diqiyanus
informed them that they had been sleeping during this long time and that this was a sign
for people. (The companions) cried and asked Allah, the Exalted, that He return them to
their place of sleep, asleep as they had been. Then, the king said: It is necessary that we
build a place a worship here and its rest place. Surely these are a believing people. " 32
________________

ì ä æ ä ì ä å ä æ ä æ æ ä ä æ ä æä ä Ð ä ä
äÆÌ§kBÄNÍ
åä ä ä gGæ X BÈÎ¯ê äKÍiæ ä Ü äÒ§Bn»A
ä ì ÆC
ì ä Ëä ïμYä É¼»A
ê Ë}
ê f§Ë ÆC AÌÀ¼¨Î»ê ÁÈÎ¼§
ê BÃjR§C ¹»h·
ê
ä
ä
ä
ä åä ä ä ì ä ¢ æ å ä æ æ å ä ¢ ç æå æ æ ä ä åæ å ä æ åä æ æ å ä æ ä
æÁÇj¿C
ê ê æ ÐÓ¼§ä AÌJ¼«
ê ¾B³ ÁÈIê ê Á¼§C ÁÈIií BÃBÎÄI ÁÈÎ¼§
ÅÍh»A
ê AÌÄIA AÌ»B´¯ ÁÇj¿C ÁÈÄÎI
ç æ ä æ æ ä ä ì ä ìää
ê
{AfVn¿
ê ÆhbNÄ»
ê ÁÈÎ¼§
"And thus did We make (men) to get knowledge of them, that they might know that Allah's
promise is true and that as for the hour there is no doubt about it. When they disputed
among themselves about their affair and said: Erect and edifice over them-their Lord best
knows them. Those who prevailed in their affair said: We will certainly raise a Masjid over
them." [al-Kahf 18:21]
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−
In Majma', 'Allamah
Tibirsi
narrates a slightly different version of the story explaining how
±
the companions' cave was discovered:
"Summarizing what commentators have said regarding their affair and their state is that
− −
they (the companions of the cave) fled from their king (Diqiyanus)
and secreted
themselves in a cave. The king ordered that the entrance of the cave be sealed and
cursed them as they were sealed in the cave that they would die there out of thirst and
hunger. And that the cave that they selected would become a grave for them...Two
believing men wrote the affair of the youth, their lineage, their names and their story on a
slate of lead. They put it in a box of copper and put the box in the edifice at the entrance
of the cave. They said: Perhaps Allah will make these youth apparent to a believing
people before the day of judgement in order that they may know their story when they
read this narrative."
"Then the people of this age died out and many kings succeeded one another for
generations. Then, there was a king of this particular land (who was) a righteous man. He
−
is said (to be named) Nadlees (or) Bandusees
according to Muhammad
Ibn Ishaq.
±
±− The
people of his kingdom had divided into numerous parties some of whom believed in Allah
and knew that the last hour is true. And some who lied and denied that to the king."
"The king humbled himself and cried to God: My Lord! Certainly You see the differences
of these people. Show them a sign that will clarify for them that the resurrection is true
and that the hour is true. A sign that there can be no doubt in. God put some inspiration in
the soul of a man from the people of this village in which the cave resides that he should
tear down the edifice at the mouth of the cave. Then, he should build a fence for his prize.
He did as such. Then, God raised the youth from their sleep. One of them sent for some
food and people were able to realize their affair. They went to the king and informed him
of the news in order to expedite his arrival before them."
"When the news reached the king, he praised God and his village rode with him until they
reached the cave. Due to that is His saying:"
"'When they disputed among themselves,' the dispute was about resurrection. Some
rejected it, some said it was only the soul not the body. Others believed while some added
other matters of their own to the concept."
"Other commenters say that the dispute is about the duration the companion of the cave
had passed and their number and what happened to them after people had discovered
them. That is that when the king had come upon them with his villagers they gathered
and questioned them and they (the companions) died."
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"The king and his followers differed in what they saw. Some said lets build an edifice just
as was there, meaning as a grave. Others said lets build a Masjid at the mouth of the
− Some
cave. This dispute came after knowledge of their death, according to Ibn 'Abbas.
say that the idol worshippers of that time wanted to build an edifice to hide them from
people (because it was a sign of God)."
"'Those who prevailed in their affair...' is a reference to the believing king and his
companions because they built a place of worship whereby people could know of these
signs and get the blessing of praying at this sacred place."
"There are traditions which say that the companions of the cave prayed to God to return
them to their previous state and God granted them their request."
_______________
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"(Some) say: (They are) three, the fourth of them being their dog; and (others) say: Five,
the sixth of them being their dog, making conjectures at what is unknown; and (others)
say: Seven, and the eighth of them is their dog. Say: My Lord best knows their number,
none knows them but a few; therefore contend not in the matter of them but with an
outward contention, and do not question concerning them any of them." [al-Kahf 18:22]
Over the centuries since this event, there has been continuing speculation regarding the
number of the companions who slept in the cave. Some scholars and commentators
−
indicate that this verse holds the answer itself. One such opinion is that of 'Allamah
ç
ä
æ
ä , (meaning, 'Making
− "Regarding: {KÎ¬»BI
Tabatabai
ê æ ê BÀUi}
± − ± − (and others) who said in al-Mizan:
conjectures at what is unknown'), it is a description of the two sayings (i.e. three and five
−
persons) that they are sayings without knowledge." In the same source, Qutadah
also
says its meaning is: "It is an accusation of assumption."
After mentioning the possible numbers, meaning three, five and seven, God Almighty
cautions the prophet that he should say: "My Lord best knows their number, none knows
them but a few" Shaikh Tusi
± − has narrated a report from one of the Tabi'een and great
− Ibn 'Abbas,
− who says: "I am among the few who knows of that:
commentators of Quran,
there were seven and the eighth was their dog."
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This is the consensus among Muslim scholars and commentators based on reports from
−
the prophet Muhammad
(S)
(AS), according to
±
± who was given information from Jibraeel
Shaikh Tusi
± − and others.
−
Qutadah
has said: "It is said that this information is from Allah, the Exalted, in that there
would be a controversy in their number. Then, that (controversy) occurred when
Christians arrived before the prophet (S),
± mention of the companions of the cave came
forth. The Ya'cobites among them said: They were three, the fourth was their dog. The
Nestorians said: They were five, the sixth of them was their dog. The Muslims said: They
were seven, the eighth of them was their dog. 'Say: (O Muhammad!)
(My Lord best knows
±
33
their number, none knows them but a few,' (among people.)"
− 'Ali Ibn Abi Talib
Imam
± − (AS) has also confirmed that the number seven is correct, even
providing their names:
"Surely they were seven and the eighth of them was the dog. Their names were:
Tamleekha, Maksheela and Mashleena. These were the companions of the right of the
−
−
−
−
king. Marnush,
Dabranush
and Sadeenush,
the companions on the left. (The king) would
seek counsel from them. The seventh was the shepard who agreed with them. The name
− has also
−
of his dog was Qatmeer
and the name of their city was Afsus."
Ibn 'Abbas
±
34
−±
−
narrated the same except that he gave the name of the shepard as Kashyuteenus."
There is a very interesting discussion on this verse by scholars of 'Arabic grammar. The
− (Ë) in the verse. It
discussion revolves around the meaning of the conjunction Waw
generally it means: And. The verse reflects three sayings regarding the number of
companions and their dog, meaning three, their dog being the fouth; five, their dog being
the fifth and seven, their dog being the eighth. In the first two sayings, meaning between
− while this conjunction
three and five, there is no separation with the conjunction Waw,
does separate the second from the third saying.
Some scholars of grammar indicate that there is rule of grammar which explains this. It is
− ath-Thamaniyyah, meaning the Waw
− of the number eight. What it implies
the rule of Waw
is that the 'Arabs consider the number seven to be a complete number much in the same
manner that we in the west consider the number ten to be a complete number. In
grammar, it implies that seven things can be listed, but the eighth requires separation
−
− ath-Thamaniyyah. In the Tafsir of al-Qurtubi
− and
with the conjunction Waw,
the Waw
35
− two verses of Quran
− are given as proof of this concept:
ar-Razi,

−
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"They who turn (to Allah), who serve (Him), who praise (Him), who fast, who bow down,
who prostrate themselves, who enjoin what is good and forbid what is evil, and who keep
the limits of Allah..." [at-Taubah 9:112]
In this verse, the qualities of a believer are enumerated. Seven are mentioned without
any conjunction separating them, meaning: "They who turn (to Allah), who serve (Him),
who praise (Him), who fast, who bow down, who prostrate themselves, who enjoin what is
good." The eighth attribute, namely: "and forbid what is evil," is separated from the
− ath-Thamaniyyah. Another verse also displays this
seventh with the conjunction Waw
same pattern:

å æ ç æ ä ç æä Øåä æå æ ä ì å ä ì ä æ Øå ä ä ä
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ä
ç
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"Maybe, his Lord, if he divorces you, will give him in your place wives better than you,
submissive, faithful, obedient, penitent, adorers, fasters, widows and virgins."
[at-Tahreem
66:5]
±
−
In this Surah,
the prophet Muhammad
is advised about his domestic situation regarding
±
his wives. In this verse, the wives are advised that God Almighty could easily replace any
wife that he (S)
± chose to divorce with a better wife. Then, the qualities of those better
wives were enumerated. Again, the first seven attributes were mentioned without any
conjunction, while the last attribute, also being the eighth mentioned, is separated from
− ath-Thamaniyyah.
the seventh with the Waw
−
In at-Tibyan,
Shaikh Tusi
± − mentions the opinion of al-Balkhi who narrates on behalf of
other scholars:"The obligatory in reckoning (something) is counting: one, two, three, four,
then when you reach seven you say: and eight."
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In the end, there is a warning not to contend among yourselves regarding these
− Mujahid
−
−
companions except outwardly. According to Ibn 'Abbas,
and Qutadah
it means
−
that one should not contend or argue regarding their number with the Ahl al-Kitab
(meaning Christians and Jews) and do not ask an opinion of them from their perspective,
−
according to Shaikh Tusi
± − in at-Tibyan.
_______________
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ê ÏÃGðê ÙBr»
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ë ê ìÅ»Ì´M Ü Ë}
"And do not say of anything: Surely I will do it tomorrow," [al-Kahf 18:23]
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"Unless Allah pleases; and remember your Lord when you forget and say: Maybe my
Lord will guide me to a nearer course to the right than this." [al-Kahf 18:24]
−
In the beginning of this document, the background history of this Surah
mentions that
after the prophet (S)
± was asked questions given to the Quraish by Jewish leaders, The
−
prophet (S)
did not come with
± promised that he would answer the next day. Then, Jibraeel
any revelation for a period as long as forty days, much to the dismay of the prophet (S).
±
− as-Sadiq
−
This is referenced in a tradition of Imam
(AS)
on
the
authority
of
his
forefather
± ±
−
'Ali Ibn Abi Talib
(AS):
±
"When a person swears by Allah, then he has praise for it up to forty days. That is that a
people of the Jews asked the prophet about something and he said: Come to me
−
tomorrow and (nothing) will be excluded so that I will inform you. Then, Jibraeel
(AS) was
− (AS) said: 'And do
restrained (from revelation) for forty days, then he came to him. Jibrail
not say of anything: Surely I will do it tomorrow, unless Allah pleases; and remember your
Lord when you forget ...'" 36
− Muhammad
−
Another narration on the authority Imam
al-Baqir
(AS) explains the last
±
portion of the verse:
"He said: Allah said: ''And do not say of anything: Surely I will do it tomorrow, unless Allah
pleases...' Then, the will of Allah is to be preceded in that I cannot do it and I am not
capable of doing it. Then, due to that, Allah said: 'And remember your Lord when you
forget...' in other words, make an exception for the volition of Allah in your actions." 37
−
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− Shaikh Tusi
In at-Tibyan,
± − says that it means: "Allah, the Exalted, prohibited his prophet
from saying: Surely I will do something tomorrow, except that his saying should be
restricted with the volition of Allah. Then, he says: If Allah wills. It is because it does not
make safe his destruction (without saying such), then his information will be a lie. When
he restricts his saying with: If Allah pleases, then he does not do it, he will not be a liar.
The intent of the speaker is everyone obliged (by an oath, for example). When someone
informs one to be given information about his opinion and his determination that he will
do something afterward, then he does not do it, he will not become a liar because he
informed him of his opinion and he was truthful in it."
Some commentators indicate that when we forget to link our statements to God
Almighty's will, particularly in oaths and promises, it can also be added after the fact, as
− as-Sadiq
indicated in the following narration from Imam
(AS):
± ±−
"Except after forty days. Then, for the servant is the exception in an oath between forty
− its meaning is more general than forty
days when forgotten." 38 According Ibn 'Abbas,
days, he said: "Although it be a day, a month or a year." 39
Scholars agree that these narrations are generally related to oaths which invoke the
ì ä ì ä
name of God Almighty, like: (êÉ¼»BM ,É¼»A
ê Ë), meaning: By God. Similarly, expressions of
resoluteness, certainty and promises are also covered in the meaning
ä this verse.
æ ì å æof
ä ä Often
ä
ì
ì ä ,ÆGì ),
å ) like: (¾ ,ÆD· ,ÆC
such expressions are begun with the Particles of Emphasis, (fÎ·DN»A
ê ê ²jYC
ê
generally translated as: certainly or surely, even though the name of God may not be
invoked. Often, this meaning of emphasis remains untranslated in English.
Indeed, while man has his own will or volition, we are reminded to always bear in mind
that it is God Almighty's will which has precedence over all other matters. By virtue of
God's will we can accomplish whatever we desire to accomplish and perform whatever
−
we intend to perform. In saying: In Sha-llah,
we acknowledge God Almighty's
omnipotence and dominion over all matters.
_______________
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ç æ å æ ä ä ëä ä ä æ æ ä
åä ä
ê AËeAekA Ë ÅÎÄm
êê Ï¯ê AÌRJ»ê Ë}
ê ê ÒÖF¿ TÝQ ÁÈ°È·
{B¨nM
"And they remained in their cave three hundred years and (some) add (another) nine."
[al-Kahf 18:25]
Historically, the Christians have said that the companions of the cave remained in their
deep sleep for three-hundred years while Muslims, of course, take that which is
mentioned here as the correct number. In reality, the information in this verse offers no
− ± Makarem
−
point of contention with the view of the Christians, as Shaikh Nasir
explains in
his Tafsir, al-Amthal:
"In accordance with the verse, then surely the sum of their sleep and remaining in the
cave is 309 years. Some believe that the mention of 309 is a detail substituting for its
mention in one sentence. It returns to the difference between the solar year and the lunar
year whereas they slept for 300 solar years and in lunar (years, it being) equivalent to 309
years." 40
Certainly, this difference between the solar and lunar calendars can account for the
phraseology of the verse when its says:"and (some) add (another) nine." In the solar
calendar, the year is longer than the lunar year. The former is 365 days while the latter is
354 days. When you multiply the numbers of days in the solar calendar by 300 it is
equivalent to 109,500 days. When that number is divided by the number of days in the
lunar calendar, the number of years is 309.32 or 309 years, one month and two days
(without the consideration of leap years).
_______________
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"Say: Allah knows best how long they remained; to Him are (known) the unseen things of
the heavens and the earth; how clear His sight and how clear His hearing! There is none
to be a guardian for them besides Him, and He does not make any one His associate in
His judgement." [al-Kahf 18:26]
As God Almighty is the knower of whatever is seen and unseen, nothing can escape his
knowledge as He is 'Aleem (åÁÎ¼¨»A
ê ä ) or All-Knowing, meaning His knowledge encompasses
all things.

ä

æ ) is that which is unperceivable to mankind through his sense
The unseen or Ghaib (åKÎ¬»A
of sight and hearing. Whereas God Almighty, being able to perceive all that happens in
the heavens and earth is the most capable of being totally aware of their situation. None
can know better than He nor can any one be a better guardian over their affairs than He.
Therefore, when all things, seen and unseen are encompassed in God Almighty's
knowledge Who can know better how long the companions remained asleep in their cave
than He. As God Almighty Himself has described the depth of His knowledge and
awareness:
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"...And He knows what is in the land and the sea; and there falls not a leaf but He knows
it, nor a grain in the darkness of the earth, nor anything green nor dry but (it is all) in a
− 6:59]
clear book." [al-An'am
− Shaikh Tusi
In at-Tibyan,
± − interprets it as meaning: "In other words there is not for creation,
and it is said that it (also here) refers to the people of the cave, meaning there is not for
them, besides Allah, any guardian nor helper. He, meaning Allah, does not share with
anyone in His rule in that which He informs (people) of the unseen."
______________
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"And recite what has been revealed to you of the Book of your Lord; there is none who
can alter His words; and you shall not find any refuge besides Him." [al-Kahf 18:27]
−
In Majma', 'Allamah
Tibirsi
suggests this verse is directed at the prophet who is
±
commanded: "And recite what has been revealed to you of the Book of your Lord,"
meaning: recite to them the news of the companions of the cave and other than them, for
− and act according to it and
surely it is the truth. It is said its meaning is: follow the Quran
do not alter its words. In other words there is no alteration in that which Allah has
informed you of in it nor that which He has commanded you. According to this the
estimation is: do not alter the ruling of His words."
'"And you shall not find any refuge besides Him.' Its meaning is if you don't follow the
−
−
Quran,
you will not find, besides Allah, any refuge, according to Mujahid.
(It is said to
−
−
mean:) no place of retreat, according to Ibn 'Abbas (or) no refuge, according to Qutadah.
− and Ibn
(It is said to mean) no one to rectify nor any place of retreat, according to az-Zajaj
Muslim."
− ± Makarem's
−
Shaikh Nasir
interpretation, in al-Amthal, is: "Don't strip important verses
(down to that of) other sayings mixed with lies, superstitions and coinage. It is obligatory
that your dependence in these matters be upon divine revelation only, because nothing is
found to be able to alter His, the Exalted's, words. The word of Allah and His knowledge,
then is not from the (same) root as the knowledge of man which (man) daily submits to
alteration and substitution due to reasons of new discoveries and new realizations. Due
to that, it is not possible to depend upon it and rely upon it one hundred per-cent. "

ç äæ

ä å is derived from
"Due to these reasons: 'You shall not find any refuge besides Him.' {AfZN¼¿}
è ä

è

æ ä). It is a hole whose side inclines toward one of the sides
æ ) on the same pattern as (fÈ¿
(fZ»

(it is the same same hole used for the grave of man). Due to this reason, it is said of the
place which man inclines towards is Multahad.
Then, it was used after that in the meaning
±

è æ

ä ä), a place of refuge."
of (DV¼¿
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"It is important to notice that these last two verses clarify the comprehensiveness of the
knowledge of the Creator, the Sublime and Lofty, of all created existence and that is
through a number of paths. In accordance to which follows: At first, the verse clarifies that
the unseen (matters) of the heaven and earth are with Him. Due to this, He the Exalted,
encompasses all (the unseen in His knowledge)."
With this verse, the discussion of the companions of the cave is concluded.
________________
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"And withhold yourself with those who call on their Lord morning and evening desiring His
goodwill, and let not your eyes pass from them, desiring the beauties of this world's life;
and do not follow him whose heart We have made unmindful to Our remembrance, and
he follows his low desires and his case is one in which due bounds are exceeded."
[al-Kahf 18:28]
− ± Makarem
−
In al-Amthal, Shaikh Nasir
says regarding the revelation of this verse:
"Commentators have related the reason for the revelation of the first verse in this portion
−
of the blessed Surah
al-Kahf: 'And withhold yourself with those who call on...' is that a
group of the noblemen of the Quraish and of (those) close to their hearts came to the
Messenger of Allah (S)
± and said to him: O Messenger of Allah! You sit in the center of the
(group) sitting. Move these (people) away from us and the smell of their armpits. (Upon
them were garments of wool). We will sit with you and take (advice) from you because
nothing prevents us from entering upon you except these (individuals)."
These noblemen of the Quraish and those close to their hearts intended by their words
the oppressed ones and the poor among the companions of the Messenger of Allah (S)
±
− al-Farsi, Abu
− Suhaib,
−
−
−
− Zharr al-Ghaffari,
like Salman
'Ammar
Ibn
Yasir,
Khabab
and
others
±
among he who was of their kind. Then, these were of those who were connected to the
Messenger of Allah (S)
± and of those who were close to the Messenger of Allah (S).
±
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Due to that, the noblemen made it conditional on the Messenger of Allah (S)
± that he
dismiss the likes of these poor persons from his (group) sitting (with him) and they
described them, just as we recited a little before, with various descriptions."
Here, then, the blessed verse descended upon the Messenger (S):
± 'And withhold yourself
with those who call on their Lord morning and evening desiring ...' When the verse
descended, the prophet (S)
± stood and made a request of them and he took them to the
rear of the Masjid reciting remembrance Allah, the Mighty and Majestic. Then, he (S)
±
said: The praise is only for Allah Who did not try me until he had commanded me that I
should withhold myself with the men of my Ummah (nation). With you is my life and with
you is my death, the barefooted, the most pure."
The Shaikh goes on to say: "Of the lessons which we gain benefit from in the narrative of
the companions of the cave is that the standard of judging the value of a person is not by
apparent rank or wealth. Rather, whenever one travels upon the path of Allah, he is
similar to the ministers (of the king) or the shepard. The verse which we are studying
emphasizes this important reality. This command came to the Messenger (S):
± 'And
withhold yourself with those who call on their Lord morning and evening desiring His
goodwill.' It made apparent the pressure of the arrogant enemies and the
idol-worshippers until the group of believing poor would move away from them. Due to
that, the divine command came for patience and opposition facing this growing pressure
and that he must not surrender to it."
In describing the Messenger's companions as being of those who call upon their Lord
− as-Sadiq
morning and evening, Imam
and his father, blessings and peace be upon them
± ±−
both, said: "It is only in taking care of prayer." 41 Meaning they call upon their Lord
−
morning and evening due to paying attention to their prayers. Shaikh Tusi,
± − in at-Tibyan,
says that they do this in order that they glorify Allah and seek closeness to him without
(performing) eye-service and (seeking) reputation.
The Messenger of Allah was commanded not to turn away from these righteous and loyal
companions: "And let not your eyes pass from them, desiring the beauties of this world's
life; and do not follow him whose heart We have made unmindful to Our remembrance,"
al-Qummi (and others) say that this verse was revealed regarding 'Uyainah Ibn Haseen:
± ±
− al-Farsi who had a cloak, in it was his food. It
"This verse was revealed about Salman
was his blanket and (outer) garment. It was a cloak of wool. 'Uyainah Ibn Haseen
came
± ±
− was with him. 'Uyainah was bothered by the odor of
upon the prophet (S)
± while Salman
−
the cloak of Salman.
He had sweated in it and it was a intensely hot day and he had
sweated in the cloak."
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"He ('Uyainah) said: O Messenger of Allah! When we enter upon you, then remove this
(person) and make him leave from you. Then, when we leave, then you can enter
whomever you desire. Then, Allah revealed: "And do not follow him whose heart We have
made unmindful to Our remembrance" It is (revealed about) 'Uyainah Ibn Haseen
Ibn
± ±
42
−
Huzhaifah Ibn Badr al-Fazari."
− ± Makarem
−
There are many versions of this same narration. In al-Amthal, Shaikh Nasir
says:"The real believers were the poor. Their hearts were filled with love of Allah. They
remembered Him continuously and strived for Him. Opposite (of them) were the arrogant,
wealthy (who were) negligent in the remembrance of Allah. (As well) as those who
followed only their desires and they had emerged from within the limits of moderation in
all of their affairs (they were) immoderate and extravagant."
_______________
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"And say: The truth is from your Lord, so let him who please believe, and let him who
please disbelieve; surely We have prepared for the iniquitous a fire, the curtains of which
shall encompass them about; and if they cry for water, they shall be given water like
molten brass which will scald their faces; evil drink and ill the resting place."
[al-Kahf 18:29]
− Shaikh Tusi
In at-Tibyan,
± − explains this verse's meaning as such:"Then, Allah commanded
his prophet (S)
± that he say to those who came to you: It is truth from your Lord Who
created you - 'So let him who please believe, and let him who please disbelieve.' Its form
is the form of a command and the intent in it is a threat. It is emphatic in threatening in
that it was commanded in that (matter) which obliges its disdain (meaning disbelief). Then
(Allah) informs that He has prepared the hellfire for the unjust sinners (the fire's) curtain
å å
surrounding them. The curtain {BÈ³eAjm}
is (a type of) surrounding of that which is
ê
−
transferred (in meaning) with it. The origin of Suradiq
is the Fistat
±− ± or a tent or pavilion
− the curtain is a wall of fire
(usually composed of animal-hair). According to Ibn 'Abbas,
surrounding them. It is (also) said that it is the (the fire's) smoke before they are placed in
the fire."
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"If (those placed in the fire) seek help, meaning they seek help and salvation, and they
seek water, due to the severity of that which is embodied in the punishment, they will be
given the help of water like Mahl. Mahl is something melted until it is liquified, like brass,
−
− Mujahid
lead, gold and iron and other than that, in the saying of Ibn Mas'ud.
said it is puss
− said it is the sediment of oil. Sa'eed Ibn Jubair said it is something
and blood. Ibn 'Abbas
its heat has reached its climax - which will scald their faces, in other words, burn (their
faces) from the intensity of its heat when it comes near the face. Then, the Exalted,
informs us that it is an evil drink, meaning that molten drink, and ill the resting place."
−
In Majma', 'Allamah
Tibirsi
interprets the meaning of truth as: "This truth is from your Lord,
±
−
− says it means the truth which comes to you (O
meaning the Quran.
az-Zajaj
Muhammad!)
is from your Lord, meaning when it comes before yourself, it only comes
±
from Allah. It is also said its meaning is: The proof is made apparent, the truth is made
evident from your Lord and the uncertainty is removed."

ä ê ê , there is a tradition from Imam
−
Regarding those referred to as iniquitous or unjust {ÅÎÀ»B¤»A}
−
as-Sadiq
(AS) in Tafsir al-'Ayyashi
clarifying the types of injustice:"Injustice is of three
± ±−
types: an injustice Allah does not forgive; an injustice Allah forgives and an injustice He
does not omit. As for the injustice Allah does not forgive, it is polytheism (Shirk); as for the
injustice Allah forgives, it is the injustice of the man of his (own) soul and as for the
injustice which He does not omit, it is the sin between servants."
−
−
In the same source, another tradition is also mentioned from the same Imam:
"Jibraeel
descended with this verse as such to Muhammad:
'Say: the truth is from your Lord, so let
±
him who please believe, and let him who please disbelieve.' Surely We have prepared a
fire for the unjust toward the family of Muhammad
(regarding) their rights." 43
±
Shaikh Mughniyyah interprets this verse as emphasizing verse twenty-eight, also saying
−
that it is similar to a verse in Surah
ad-Dahr [76:3]:

ç å ä ì æä ç
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'Surely We have shown him the way: he may be thankful or unthankful.'

è ì ä å) and is not
Shaikh Mughniyyah says:"This verse indicates man has free-will (jÎb¿

è ì ä å). ar-Razi
− refutes whoever seeks to indicate with (this verse) that the will of
controlled (jÎn¿

man is not of his (own) making but of the making of Allah. Based on (that view), then man
is controlled not (possessing his own) free-will."
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"We say in reply: the volition of man is a product of circumstances and inciting causes.
For example, a man sees a beautiful woman and his soul is inclined toward her. Faith
requires in a situation similar to this that he reign in his desire and that he not rush quickly
behind her. There is no doubt that this is within his capability. The Messenger of Allah (S)
±
å )... He (S) said: 'It is the Jihad
ä æ ä eBÈV»A
− (åjJ·ÞA
−
has designated it as the Greater Jihad
of
the
soul.
ê
±
− is from he who struggles with his (own) soul which is
Certainly, the most virtuous Jihad
between his sides.'"
− ± Makarem
−
Shaikh Nasir
also agrees that this verse is connected with and emphasizes the
verse preceding it.
______________
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"Surely (as for) those who believe and do good, We do not waste the reward of him who
does a good work." [al-Kahf 18:30]
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"These it is for whom are gardens of perpetuity beneath which rivers flow; ornaments
shall be given to them therein of bracelets of gold, and they shall wear green robes of fine
silk and thick silk brocade interwoven with gold, reclining therein on raised couches;
excellent the recompense and goodly the resting place." [al-Kahf 18:31]
−
'Allamah
Tibirsi
gives the following interpretation of these two verses in Majma': " When
±
advancing the promise of their punishment, Glorified is He, with the mention of the
promise: Surely (as for) those who believe and do good (out of obedience) We do not
waste the reward of him who does a good work, in other words, We do not abandon their
work (having you) to take it as a loss. Rather, We will compensate them and fulfill their
reward without any diminishment. These it is for whom are gardens of perpetuity, in other
words, a resurrection for them because they will remain therein along with Allah's
remaining, permanently, forever.
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æ

"It is said of (Æf§
ë ä) it is the belly of paradise, meaning at its center. It is one of the gardens of
−
paradise, according to Ibn Mas'ud.
Based on that, then it is only a sum of its
spaciousness because every corner of it is proper that it be (described) as paradise."
"Beneath which rivers flow, because they are in chambers in the garden, as it is said:
They are in the chambers of the believers. It is said that the river of paradise flows in a
furrow from the earth. Due to that, He said: beneath which rivers flow. Ornaments shall
be given to them therein of bracelets of gold, in other words, meaning there will be made
for them in paradise bracelets of jewelry. It is said that each one will be dressed with
jewelry of three kinds of bracelets: a bracelet of silver; a bracelet of gold and a bracelet of
pearls and rubies, according to Sa'eed Ibn Jubair. They shall wear green robes of fine silk
and thick silk brocade interwoven with gold, in other words, composed of silk, sheer and
ä
ä æ ê æê). It is
thick. It is said that the brocade {¶jJNmG}
ë ä æ æê is arabicized from Persian, its origin is (ÊjJNmG
said it is a brocade interwoven with gold."
"Reclining therein on raised couches, in other words, enjoying these gardens upon beds
ä ê ê ì ä because because (its root ÕB¸MGð ) implies that
under canopies. It is only said to be {ÅÎ×¸N¿}
ê
it is enjoyed in safety and comfort because man does not recline except in the state of
safety and peace."
"Excellent the recompense, meaning how excellent is their reward and greatness,
− and goodly (the couches are as) the resting place, in other
according to Ibn 'Abbas,
words a place of resting. It is said to be a house, a place of sitting and gathering."
_______________
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"And set forth to them a parable of two men, for one of them We made two gardens of
grape vines, and We surrounded them both with palms, and in the midst of them We
made cornfields." [al-Kahf 18:32]
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"Both of these gardens yielded their fruits, and failed not aught thereof, and We caused a
river to gush forth in their midst." [al-Kahf 18:33]
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"And he possessed much wealth; so he said to his companion, while he disputed with
him: I have greater wealth than you, and am mightier in followers." [al-Kahf 18:34]
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"And he entered his garden while he was unjust to himself. He said: I do not think that this
will ever perish." [al-Kahf 18:35]
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"And I do not think the hour will come, and even if I am returned to my Lord I will most
certainly find a returning place better than this." [al-Kahf 18:36]
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"His companion said to him while disputing with him: Do you disbelieve in Him Who
created you from dust, then from a small seed, then He made you a perfect man?"
[al-Kahf 18:37]
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"But as for me, He, Allah, is my Lord, and I do not associate anyone with my Lord."
[al-Kahf 18:38]
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"And wherefore did you not say when you entered your garden: It is as Allah has pleased,
there is no power save in Allah. If you consider me to be inferior to you in wealth and
children," [al-Kahf 18:39]
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"Then maybe my Lord will give me what is better than your garden, and send of it a
thunderbolt from heaven so that it shall become even ground without plant,"
[al-Kahf 18:40]
−
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"Or its waters should sink down into the ground so that you are unable to find it."
[al-Kahf 18:41]
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"And his wealth was destroyed; so he began to wring his hands for what he had spent on
it, while it lay, having fallen down upon its roofs, and he said: Ah me! would that I had not
associated anyone with my Lord." [al-Kahf 18:42]
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"And he had no host to help him besides Allah nor could he defend himself."
[al-Kahf 18:43]
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"Here is protection only Allah's, the True One; He is best in (the giving of) reward and best
in requiting." [al-Kahf 18:44]
−
− that these verses are a reference to a
In Majma', 'Allamah
Tibirsi
relates from Ibn 'Abbas
±
king of the Bani Israel who died and left behind two sons and great wealth. One of the
sons seized the rights of the other who was the believer among the two. He sought
closeness to God Almighty while the other seized his right, took possession over it and
wasted these two gardens. No further details were provided, however.
−
On the other hand, in al-Kashif,
Shaikh Mughniyyah deems this verse to be connected to
those which precede it and believes that the prophet Muhammad
(S)
±
± is the one to whom
this verse is addressed to. He says:"The prophet (S)
± is told to set forth a parable for them,
meaning for the idol-worshippers whom had said to the prophet (S):
± Send away the
believers! Or the pronoun refers to every arrogant person living in ease. Intended by 'two
men' is a rich and poor man between both of whom occurs a discussion (spanning a
period of time)."
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− is that it is abundant in bringing forth
"What is known from the methodology of the Quran
parables for selfless reflection and general principles. It makes comparisons between
perceived matters, like it compares faith to light and disbelief to darkness. It compares
one perceived matter with another explaining and clarifying it, like comparing the
apostate to the faith of a panting dog. The purpose of that is elucidation and clarification
with the addition of an advice and a moral lesson:"
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− and the dwellers of the Rass and many generations between them.
'And 'Ad and Thamud
And to every one We gave examples and every one did We destroy with utter
− 25: 38-39]
destruction.' [al-Furqan
"Here (in these verses) God, be He glorified, likens the state of the ornate despots with an
arrogant, ignorant non-believer possessing two gardens. In both is a river and crops of
grains, trees bearing choice fruits. Among them were fresh dates, grapes and every type
of crop. Trees yielded its produce in season sufficiently and perfectly without anything
being deficient. He, be He Glorified, likens the believers to a humble wise man. However,
the poor man does not own anything."
"The following discussion occurred between the two: 'So he said to his companion,' the
speaker being the wealthy, arrogant infidel and his companion was the wise, humble
believer, 'While he disputed with him,' he debated with him in speech: 'I have greater
wealth than you, and am mightier in followers.' So when he had abundance in wealth and
men, (he understood) he was greater and more perfect. Because wealth and rank is the
standard of greatness and perfection. As for in faith and sincerity, it is speech without
meaning. This is ancient, insolent, corrupt logic and speech."
"Then, the value of each man, with them, is what he owns not in whatever he excels in
knowledge or deeds. This is the essential logic which pulled down the misfortunate
among mankind. 'And he entered his garden while he was unjust to himself,' because he
responded to his lower inclinations and desires and embarked upon destruction,
completely, like he who responds to his child with that in which is its injury and
destruction. 'He said: I do not think that this will ever perish.'"
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− said: How could he say: 'I do not think that this will ever perish,'
"(Commentator) ar-Razi
with perception indicating that the world with its kin are parting and nonpermanent? We
say that the intent is that the period of life of (the garden's companion) would not perish
nor his existence. The correct answer is that ignorance and delusion blinds the
companion of the garden regarding every thing even his perceptions and the visible
world. The Mighty One among the speakers said:
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"'...They have hearts with which they do not understand, and they have eyes with which
they do not see, and they have ears with which they do not hear; they are as cattle, nay,
− 7:179]
they are in worse errors; these are the heedless ones.' [al-A'raf
"'And I do not think the hour will come.' This assumption cannot be attributed to anything
except his pride, delusion, imagination and fantasy that his comfort is everlasting, not
causing anything to perish."
"With this, we find the commentary refuting those who deny the day of reckoning of the
despots and ones living in opulence. 'Even if I am returned to my Lord I will most certainly
find a returning place better than this,' because the one living in opulence here is the one
living in opulence there and in every place in his region. Its understanding is an analogy
of the absent for the present. He does not understand that salvation on that day will be for
the righteous, not for the despots,the ones living in opulence:"
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'My wealth has availed me nothing, my authority is gone away from me.'
[al-Haqqah
69:28-29]
±−
"'His companion said to him while disputing with him: Do you disbelieve in Him Who
created you from dust, then from a small seed, then He made you a perfect man?' The
believer said to the non-believer rebuking and censoring him: Do you deny your Creator
while His proofs are manifest in you? Where did your life come from by its reasoning, and
your hearing and seeing, while you were before: 'Not worth mentioning' [ad-Dahr 76:1]?"
"'But as for me, He, Allah, is my Lord, and I do not associate anyone with my Lord.' As for
me, my (natural) disposition and reasoning has guided me to my Creator and the Creator
of all things. I believe that He alone is the Creator, the Sustainer."
−
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"Then, the believer says, mentioning to the non-believer, the blessings of Allah for him
and the obligation of its thankfulness and the praise of Allah for it: 'And wherefore did you
not say when you entered your garden: It is as Allah has pleased, there is no power save
in Allah.' Had you been possessing proper guidance and insight, certainly you would have
recognized that goodness and virtue that is plentiful in your knowledge is not a master.
That pride in your Creator is not in your rank and that you should know that there is no
strength nor power except in Allah, the Unique, the Subduer. Then, He alone is who
grants might and rank."
"The rich man conveys (his words) to the poor man; the poor man to the rich man: what
He desires it was and whatever He does not desire it will not be. 'If you consider me to be
inferior to you in wealth and children, then maybe my Lord will give me what is better than
your garden, and send of it a thunderbolt from heaven so that it shall become even
ground without plant, or its waters should sink down into the ground so that you are
unable to find it.' The non-believer became over-bearing to the believer and the Exalted
made incumbent upon (the poor) his wealth. Then, he said to the believer: the rich and
the poor, after turning attention to Allah, it is not perceived that I am before Him richer
than you and more honorable and that He has amassed for me in the (ever) lasting world
that which is better than this your garden which your are proud of and deem as great."
"Rather, that which He perceives is that He has made me wealthy and He has made you
poor between evening and morning. You are conceited and proud of your wealth because
man envies you due to it. Does their envy repulse from you that which conceals a lifetime
of punishment for you? Are you in a place of safety from Allah and His wrath. Do you not
fear that lightening will descend upon you and your garden from the sky. Then, you and
what you possess will be destroyed completely afterward."
"'And his wealth was destroyed; so he began to wring his hands for what he had spent on
it, while it lay, having fallen down upon its roofs.' The crops perished, the trees fell on
every side. The water dissipated until, in the end, there were only drops of it. The earth
became slippery with no foot being able to be fixed upon it. It became (worth) nothing.
The situation of the poor man became the station of the rich man. The depression of the
station of the farmer, the lowliness and loss is the station of significance and greatness."
"This is the fruit of disbelief, rebelliousness and corruption. Rather, the fruit of negligence
and delusion...distress and regrets over striving and wealth, negligence and
heedlessness. 'He said: Ah me! would that I had not associated anyone with my Lord.'
What he intended by this statement was that his garden returned to that which was
behind it and (to Whom) had given it:"
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'...Its faith shall not profit a soul which did not believe before, or earn good
− 6:158]
through its faith.' [al-An'am
"'And he had no host to help him besides Allah nor could he defend himself' ...forever, no
companion, no family, no rank no wealth. Absolutely nothing except Allah:
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"'Say: Surely no one can protect me against Allah, nor can I find besides Him and place of
refuge.' [al-Jinn 72:22]
"'Here is protection only Allah's, the True One; He is best in (the giving of) reward and
èä ä
−
best in requiting.' There is an indication of the day of judgment. Walayah
(ÒÍÜË
), with

èä æ å
− is: assistance (ÑjvÃ
Fathah
on the Waw
). The pronoun returns to Allah, the outcome and
±
the punishment."

"The meaning is that when some assistance is found in this life and protection or it
distinguishes something for him, surely on the day of judgment, he will not find any
strategy, medium nor helper except Allah, alone. Allah, be He Glorified, is with the
righteous. He has prepared for them a noble reward and an excellent place of return."
______________
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"And set forth to them the parable of the life of this world; like water which We send down
from the cloud so the herbage of the earth becomes tangled on account of it, then it
becomes dry, broken into pieces which the winds scatter; and Allah is the holder of power
over all things." [al-Kahf 18:45]
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"Wealth and children are an adornment of the life of this world; and the ever-abiding, the
good works, are better with your Lord in reward and better in expectation."
[al-Kahf 18:46]
−
In Majma', 'Allamah
Tibirsi
says: "God Almighty commanded the prophet (S)
±
± to set forth a
parable for this world renouncing it while showing desire for the next life. Meaning that
water grows vegetation, some intertwining with others, excelling in goodness and
succulent. Then the vegetation becomes dry, meaning broken and crumbled, scattered
by the wind from place to place. The transformation of this world, then, is like the
transformation of these plants. Allah is capable, meaning it is not permitted that there be
an obstacle for Him. al-Hasan
said, in other words, Allah is the holder of power over all
±
things even before its existence. It is said that it is news of the past and an indication of
the future."
"This parable is only for the arrogant who are deluded by their wealth and their disdain of
sitting with poor believers. Allah, be He glorified, informs them that whatever in this world
Allah, be He Glorified, has no intent for. It is like the good plants with rain, not its material.
It grows excellently with that which mixes with that water. Then, when the rain ceases, it
reverts to dry vegetation having no use."
− ± Makarem
−
As for the verse regarding wealth and children, Nasir
mentions in al-Amthal,
åä
æ
ä
ÒÄÍk}
that the meaning of: an adornment of life {BÎÃf»A
ê
í ÑBÎZ»A
ê is that property and children may
be a source of pride and adornment in this life but in the hereafter they have no benefit.
They are named Zeenah because with regard to property it is beauty and with regard to
children, it is strength and protection. They become an adornment of this life while neither
will remain for man to benefit from in the hereafter.
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−
− as-Sadiq
al-'Ayyashi
quotes in his Tafsir a narration from Imam
(AS) who says:
± ±−
"Allah, the Mighty and Majestic said: 'Wealth and children are an adornment of the life of
− the servant prays at the end of the night is an
this world' just as the eight Rak'at
44
adornment of the hereafter."

å ê ì PBÎ³BJ»A}
å ê
− Salihat
Regarding the term {PBZ»Bv»A
Baqiyat
± − ±− (the everlasting good deeds),
−
− as-Sadiq
al-'Ayyashi
narrates the following from Imam
(AS) :
± ±−
"The Messenger of God (S)
± said: Get your shields! They said to him: Messenger of God!
is an enemy present? He (S)
± said: No, get your shields from the hellfire! They said: With
what, O Messenger of God, shall we take as a shield from the hellfire? He (S)
± said:
Glorified is God; All praise is for God; There is no God except Allah and Allah is the
Greatest. Then, these will come on the day of judgement and they will have that which
had come before and that which had come after; that which was saved and that which
− 'Abdillah (AS) said:
was left behind. These are the 'Everlasting Good.' Then, Abu
'Certainly the remembrance of Allah is the greatest.' [29:45] He said: Remember God
with every allowed or forbidden thing and (things resembling) that and that which is to be
paid later." 45
− that the meaning of Baqiyat
− Salihat,
Shaikh Saduq
± − mentions in at-Tibyan
± − ± − according to Ibn
− is obedience to God because its reward remains forever. It is the best disjoined
'Abbas,
−
− brings happiness and its goodness is continual.
benefit having no end. The Baqiyat
Obedience brings eternal rewards with God Almighty that are the most beneficial for man.
Because God summons man toward the Salihat,
± − ± − it has happiness and continual good for
− Salihat
him. The Shaikh also mentions other narrations that mention that the Baqiyat
± − ± − is
− or
the Night Prayer (Tahajjud). It also the five daily prayers, according to Ibn Mas'ud
even, according to traditions, saying the following:
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The praise is only for Allah, there is no God except Allah and Allah is the Greatest.
_______________
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"And the day on which We will cause the mountains to pass away and you will see the
earth a leveled plain and We will gather them and leave not any one of them behind."
[al-Kahf 18:47]
− ± Makarem
−
Nasir
mentions that this type of phrase has been mentioned in numerous other
46
verses:
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"And the mountains shall be moved off so that they shall remain a mere semblance."
[an-Naba 78:20]
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"And when the mountains are made to pass away." [at-Takweer 81:3]
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− 77:10]
"And when the mountains are carried away as dust." [al-Mursalat
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"And the earth and the mountains are borne and crushed with a single crushing."
[al-Haqqah
69:14]
±−
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"On the day when the earth and the mountains shall quake and the mountains shall
become (as) heaps of sand let lose." [al-Muzammil 73:14]
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"And the mountains shall be made to crumble with an (awful) crumbling. So that they
−
shall be as scattered dust." [al-Waqi'ah
56:5-6]
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−
"And the mountains shall become as loosened wool." [al-Qari'ah
101:5]
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−
− ath-Thaqalain, the following is narrated from Ibn 'Abbas:
In the Tafsir Nur
"When this verse descended upon the Messenger of Allah (S),
± he fainted and he was
carried to the house of Umm Salmah. His companions awaited him at the time of prayer
but he did not emerge. The Muslims gathered and they said: What is the matter with the
Messenger of Allah? Umm Salmah said: The prophet is occupied. Then, he emerged
after that and ascended upon the minbar, then said: O people! Surely you will be
gathered on the day of judgment just as you were created naked. Then, he recited (this
verse) to his companions: "We will gather them and leave not any one of them behind
[al-Kahf 18:47];"As We originated the first creation, so We shall reproduce it; a promise
−½ 21:104]. 47
(binding on Us); surely We will bring it about." [al-Anbiya
−
In Tafsir al-Kashif,
Shaikh Mughniyyah says:"This gathering is mentioned numerous
− with two descriptions: one is that God will remove all places
times throughout the Quran
from the earth eliminating them like clouds are dispersed. The second is that all corners
of the earth and its contents will become visible or apparent, meaning that nothing will be
concealed and at that time God will gather mankind, present, future and past for their
accounting and reward."
− ath-Thaqalain
With regard to the place of this gathering of mankind, the Tafsir Nur
−
mentions a narration taken from Shaikh Mufeed's Raudah
in which 'Abdullah
± al-Wa'izeen
− asked the Messenger of God (S)
Ibn Salam
± the following question:
"O Muhammad!
Inform me where the center of the world is? He (S)
±
± said:
− asked: Why is this? He (S)
Baitul-Muqaddas (Jerusalem). Ibn Salam
± said: Because it is
the place of the gathering and the scattering. From it, the Throne will rise. In it are the
48
− said: You have spoken truthfully, O Muhammad."
bridge and the scale. Ibn Salam
±
_______________

−
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æÁ¸»
ëì ¾ËC Á·BÄ´¼a BÀ· BÃÌÀN×Uê f´» B°u ¹Iið ÐÓ¼§ AÌyj§
½¨VÃ Å»C ÁNÀ§k ½I Ñj¿
ê Ë}
ç æä
ê
{Af§Ì¿
"And they shall be brought before your Lord, standing in ranks: Now certainly you have
come to Us as We created you at first. Nay, you thought that We had not appointed to you
a time of the fulfillment of the promise." [al-Kahf 18:48]
− "It is said its meaning is: They will
Regarding this verse, Shaikh Saduq
± − says in at-Tibyan:
be brought (before Allah) row after row like the rows in prayer. It is said: The meaning is
that they will be brought before their Lord, no one from among them will be hidden, they
will be one row. It is said of them: You have come to Us as We created you at first,
meaning you have come to the place which no one has an affair in it except Allah, just as
He created you at first: You will not own anything. It is narrated from the prophet (S)
± that
he said: They will be gathered barefooted, naked and isolated."
−
'Allamah
Tibirsi
relates the following tradition from the prophet (S):
±
±
The Messenger of God (S)
± said:"Mankind will be gathered from their graves on the day of
judgement barefoot, naked as an uncircumcised child. 'A'ishah said: O Muhammad!,
will
±
not some of them be ashamed before others? He (S)
± said: For every person from them,
49
on that day, it is a matter that will be superfluous."
−
In the Tafsir al-Kashif,
Shaikh Mughniyyah mentions that"God had caused us to emerge
from our mothers bellies barefoot, naked and isolated from all things. Likewise, we will
emerge from our graves with no difference except that the first time we were not
accountable for anything and the second time we will be asked about our deeds and
beliefs."
−
In Tafsir Kanz ad-Daqaiq,
a similar narration is reported wherein the prophet (S)
± is asked:
"Are you informing me that people on the day of judgement will be gathered naked? He
−
said: Yes, they will be gathered in their shrouds (Akfan).
He said: From where is the
shrouds and they have become worn. He (S):
± He Who shall enliven their bodies will
enliven their shrouds. He said: Then, for he who dies without a shroud? He (S)
± said: Allah
will cover his private parts with whatever He wishes from whatever is with Him." 50
_______________
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"And the Book shall be placed, then you will see the guilty fearing from what is in it, and
they will say: Ah! woe to us! What a book is this! It does not omit a small one nor a great
one, but numbers them (all); and what they had done they shall find present (there); and
your Lord does not deal unjustly with anyone." [al-Kahf 18:49]
−
In Majma', 'Allamah
Tibirsi
says:"The Book (here) is a collective noun. Its meaning is: the
±
scrolls of the children of Adam will be placed in their hands. It is said its meaning is: the
reckoning will be placed and the reckoning is interpreted as the Book because they will
be reckoned according to their recorded deeds, according to al-Kalabi."
−
− says:"Is the apparent context that it is one book placed
'Allamah
Tabatabai,
± − ± −½ in al-Mizan,
for the reckoning of all deeds? That does not negate placing a particular book for each
−
person. The Quranic
verses indicate that for each man there is a book and for each
nation (Ummah) there is a book and for each book, the Exalted says:
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'And We have made every man's actions to cling to his neck, and We will bring forth to
−½ 17:13]
him on the resurrection day a book which he will find wide open.' [al-Isra
(As for the Book for each nation or Ummah):
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'And you shall see every nation kneeling down; every nation shall be called to its book;
today you shall be rewarded for what you did. This is Our book that speaks against you
−
with justice; surely We wrote what you did.' [Jathiyah
45:28-29]"

ä ê ê æ å Mushfiqeen translated here as: fearing. The
The verse describes the guilty as {ÅÎ´°r¿}
è æ

root word (¶B°qGê) has two meanings: sympathy and anxiety. Regarding the latter meaning,
−
− "Ishfaq
− is concern mixed with fear
the linguist Raghib
says in his book, al-Mufridat:
because the anxious one obligates fear upon himself and fears that which is connected
with (his anxiety)." 51
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The verse also mentions the source of the guilty's fear: the book which is given to them
does not leave out any sin, whether big or small, all sins will all be recorded and
presented to them on that day. In addition, they will know that Allah, be He Exalted, will
deal with each person fairly and justly, meaning that whatever a person has earned, he
will receive its reward or punishment on that day, as the following verses indicate:
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"On that day men shall come forth in sundry bodies that they may be shown their works.
So, he who has done an atom's weight of good shall see it. And he who has done an
− 99:6-8]
atom's weight of evil shall see it." [az-Zilzal
On this day, God, Be He Glorified, will say to those denied the resurrection:
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"This is the day of judgment which you called a lie." [as-Saffat
± ± − 37:21]
Everyone will be given their book of deeds in their hand and God Almighty will say to
them:
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"Read your book; your own self is sufficient as a reckoner against you this day."
−½ 17:14]
[al-Isra
− ± Makarem
−
In al-Amthal, Shaikh Nasir
says:"They will read it while shuddering from fear
with which there is no hope nor any expectation of salvation. Had they feared the
punishment of fire before and moved away from its path, surely that day they would be in
safety and security, but they were in safety there (in this world), then they are in fear here.
'They will say: Ah! woe to us! What a book is this! It does not omit a small one nor a great
one, but numbers them (all).' Before this they were saying: There is no book nor
reckoning. They did not respond to reasoning nor faith. 'What they had done they shall
find present (there),' without any addition or omission. 'Your Lord does not deal unjustly
with anyone.' Not in reward nor in punishment. Rather, He multiples the reward of he who
does the best and He excuses he who has done evil."
_________________
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"And when We said to the angels: Make obeisance to Adam; they made obeisance but
Iblees (did it not). He was of the jinn, so he transgressed the commandment of his Lord.
What! would you then take him and his offspring for friends rather than Me, and they are
your enemies? Evil is (this) change for the unjust." [al-Kahf 18:50]
− Shaikh Saduq
− because that
In at-Tibyan,
± − states that this saying is repeated in the Quran
which follows it is requiring connection to it. Then, it is the meaning which benefits a
matter in numerous places. He also refers to this as an indication of the differing nature in
the creation of the Jinn and Angels. He also says: "He who says that Iblees has offspring
and the angels do not have offspring and do not marry and do not have lineage are
interpreting information which is unknown. Regarding eating and drinking, in the angels, if
it was known, it is lost . We do not know that Iblees was eating and drinking."
−
− as-Sadiq
al-'Ayyashi
narrates a reply which Imam
gave regarding the Jinn:
± ±−
− said: I asked Abu
− 'Abdillah about Iblees: Was he one of the angels?
"Jameel Ibn Daraj
Did he have any authority in the matters of the heaven? He (AS) said: He was not an
angel and he did not have any authority in the affairs of the heaven. He was a Jinn and
was with the angels and the angels saw him as one of themselves. Allah informed them
that he was not one of them. Then, when He commanded prostration, he was he who
was (disobedient)." 52
− giving more detail about Iblees' history:
There is a narration attributed to Ibn 'Abbas
"Iblees was he who lived in the community of angels. They were said to be Jinn. They
were created from a fire of hot wind amidst the angels. His (Iblees') name was al-Harith.
±−
He was a trustee of the treasure troves of paradise. (Allah said): I created all of the angels
− were created from
from light except this life. The Jinn which were mentioned in the Quran
a flame of fire (meaning) a point of fire which flamed up upon being ignited. Man was
created from clay. The first to inhabit the earth were Jinn. They spread corruption in the
earth, shedded blood and killed one another."
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"Then, Allah sent Iblees to them in an army of angels. This life, which was called Jinn,
Iblees and those with him slaughtered them until they caught up with them on the shores
of the seas and the tops of mountains. When Iblees accomplished that, he became
conceited about himself and said: I have done something that no one else has done.
Allah was aware of that which was in his heart although the angels who were with him
were unaware of it." 53
−
In Majma', 'Allamah
Tibirsi
says that Allah addresses the idolaters in saying:"'What! would
±
you then take him and his offspring for friends rather than Me, and they are your
enemies? Meaning that they are all enemies for you. The reasoning person is entitled to
accuse his enemy for himself. This is understood in the meaning of denial and rebuke.
−
−±
Mujahid
said his offspring are the Shayateen.
al-Hasan
said the Jinn are his offspring.
±
Evil is (this) change for the unjust. In other words, evil is that which you seek to exchange
in the worship of your Lord when you are obedient to Iblees, according to al-Hasan.
It is
±
said evil is the exchange: odedience to Shaytan
± − for obedience to the Most Merciful,
−
according to Qutadah
."
−
Shaikh Mughniyyah, in al-Kashif,
says of the same verse: "We explain the offspring of
Iblees as his army and his helpers. His friends are those who seek falsehood with lies and
forge lies against the truth. It is not remote that these are interpreted as the offspring of
Iblees due to the allusion to the strength of the likeness between their actions and his
actions. Or he praises you with that which is not in you. Therefore, he is an enemy for
you, he may know that or he may not know. Regarding he who contrives a legend around
Iblees and other than him, then he is the enemy of Allah, his messenger and mankind."
________________
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"I did not make them witnesses of the creation of the heavens and the earth, nor of the
creation of their own souls; nor could I take those who lead (others) astray for aiders."
[al-Kahf 18:51]
−
In Majma', 'Allamah
Tibirsi
interprets the verse as meaning: "I did not have Iblees and his
±
offspring present during the creation of the heaven and earth nor the creation of their own
souls seeking their assistance in that. Nor did I call upon some of them for help in
creating others. This information is about the perfection of His capabilities and His lack of
need of helpers and assistance and His saying indicates upon this: Nor could I take those
− ±
who lead (others) astray for aiders, meaning to take the Shayateen
who were misguiding
mankind as assisting and aiding Me."
"It is said the meaning is that I did not have the idol-worshippers of the 'Arab and these
non-believers to witness the creation of the heavens and the earth nor the creation of
their own souls nor did I have some of them witness the creation of others. Rather, they
were not existing. From where do they say that the angels are the daughters of Allah and
from where do they allege that?"

ä

æ åå æ ä æ returns back to Iblees
−
In al-Kashif,
Shaikh Mughniyyah says:"The pronoun in: {ÁÈMfÈqC}
and his offspring (meaning) I did not make them witness, meaning I did not have them
åå
present at the time of the creation of existence nor when I created them. (The word fz§ä
means) helper, someone designated. Intended by this speech are the disobedient who
denied the command of Allah. The meaning is that when Allah, be He Glorified, desires
something, he say: Be and it is. Not taking counsel of anyone nor seeking anyone's
assistance because He is free of need of the worlds. When (Allah) created existence
none of them were present. How, then, when they were (themselves) misled and
misleading others, like Iblees and his army, as long as the command continued as such,
how could they disobey the Creator of the heavens and the earth and obey he who holds
no benefit for this own soul nor can defend it from any danger?"
Regarding the last section of this verse, namely:"Nor could I take those who lead (others)
−
astray for aiders," In his Tafsir, al-'Ayyashi
reports the following narration on the authority
− al-Baqir
− (AS) who said:
of Imam
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−
"Surely, the Messenger of God said: 'O Allah! Strengthen the faith (of Islam)
with 'Umar
−
− Jahl Ibn Hashim.
Ibn Khattab
Then, Allah revealed: 'Nor could I take those who
±±− or Abu
− Jahl)." 54
lead (others) astray for aiders,' meaning the two ('Umar Ibn Khattab
±±− and Abu
_______________
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"And on the day when He shall say: Call on those whom you considered to be my
associates. So they shall call on them, but they shall not answer them, and We will cause
a separation between them." [al-Kahf 18:52]
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"And the guilty shall see the fire, then they shall know that they are going to fall into it, and
they shall not find a place to which to turn away from it." [al-Kahf 18:53]
− Shaikh Tusi
In at-Tibyan,
± − says: "Then, Allah explains their (the idol-worshippers) state on
the day of judgment...Allah, the Exalted says to the idol-worshippers: Call My partners
which you claim, (speaking) from the perspective of censure and rebuke. They will seek
assistance from them, then summon them, meaning the idol-worshippers will call upon
those partners whom they worshipped along with Allah. They will not answer them. Then,
−
Allah will say: 'We will cause a separation between them.' (and their idols). Ibn 'Abbas
−
says: In other words, destruction (Muhlik). Qutadah,
Dahhak
± ± ±− and Ibn Zaid say (the
same). He is he whose sins will ruin him, meaning destroy him. al-Hasan
says the
±
− says it is
meaning of Maubiq is animosity. He said animosity is destruction. Anis Ibn Malik
a valley in Jahannam (made) of pus and blood."
−
−
'Allamah
Tabatabai,
says: "The meaning is that We will make a place of
± − ± −½ in al-Mizan,
destruction between the idol-worshippers and their partners (with Allah). People have
explained the place of separation as destruction by fire or a place of fire destroying the
two parties in it: the idol-worshippers and their partners (with Allah). The arrangement in
His speech, the Exalted, does help them. Then, the verse applies to the partners (with
− ½ The
Allah) and in them, perhaps there are many, the angels, some prophets and Auliya.
pronoun returns to them, for those possess reasoning, time after time. There is no
indication of their particularity with the benefit of Jinn or man. The event of making a
Maubiq between them is an indication of the initial speech. Perhaps the intent in making
a Maubiq between them is the nullification of the relationship and its elimination between
them."
−
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"You see in this world between them and their partners (with Allah) is a relationship of
lordship and governance and cause and effect. Then, an allusion is made to that by
making a Maubiq between them destroying the relationship in it and connection without
destroying the two sides. There is a pointing to that with the subtle indication in its
− (A summoning) whereas it is said:
expression of their calling upon them, first with Nida
− is only from remote and it
'Call on those whom you considered to be my associates.' Nida
is an indication of the remoteness between them. Similar to this meaning is (a verse) of
His saying in another place:"
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'...We do not see with you your intercessors about whom you asserted that they were
(Allah's) associates in respect to you; certainly the ties between you are now cut off and
− 6:94]
what you asserted is gone from you.' [al-An'am
"And (also) His, the Exalted's saying:
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'And on the day when We shall gather them all together, then We will say to those who
associated others (with Allah); Keep where you are, you and your associates; then We
shall separate them widely one from another and their associates would say: It was us
−
that you served.' [Yunus
10:28]"
− ± Makarem,
−
Regarding the second verse, Shaikh Nasir
in al-Amthal, says: "The verse
which is after it tells clearly of the punishment of those who followed Shaitan
±− and the
idol-worshippers: the guilty will see the fire and it will uncover for them a fire which they
had never affirmed. It becomes apparent before their eyes and, here, sensing their
mistakes, they will be certain that they will be soon entered into it. They assume that it is
their place and they have become certain that there is no savior for them from it: 'And they
shall not find a place to which to turn away from it.' No savior that day for them from the
fire, no diety nor any intercessor. There is no lie, or any plea for escape and power."
−
− 'Ali Ibn Abi Talib
'Allamah
Tibirsi
quotes a small portion of a long speech of Imam
±
± − (AS) in
his book, al-Ihtijaj.
± − He (AS) says:
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"At times some of the suppositions (Zann)
of the non-believers are certainty (Yaqeen).
±
That is His saying: 'And the guilty shall see the fire, then they shall know that they are
going to fall into it,' meaning they will be certain of their falling into it." 55
________________
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− every kind of example; and man is most
"And certainly we have explained in this Quran
of all given to contention." [al-Kahf 18:54]
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"And nothing prevents men from believing when the guidance comes to them, and from
asking forgiveness of their Lord, except that what happened to the ancients should
overtake them, or that the chastisement should come face to face with them."
[al-Kahf 18:55]
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"And We do not send apostles but as givers of good news and warning, and those who
disbelieve make a false contention that they may render null thereby the truth, and they
take My commandments and that with which they are warned for a mockery."
[al-Kahf 18:56]
−
Regarding the first verse, Shaikh Mugniyyah says in his Tafsir, al-Kashif:
"The intent in
(saying) most of mankind is due to the Exalted's saying in numerous verses: 'Surely, most
of them do not understand.' [49:4]; 'But most men do not know.' [29:63]; 'But most men
do not believe.' [11:17].
− it is the Book of Allah for His servants threatening them by its
Regarding the Noble Quran,
evidences and admonishments. It urges them to adhere to its rulings and teachings.
(Allah), be He Glorified, explains these admonitions and evidences by various methods.
By virtue of that, He puts forth numerous parables, among them the two men mentioned
−
in verse 32 and the likeness of life to water (mentioned in) verse 45 of this Surah.
−
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However, most men do not reason and they dispute with the clearest of clear (matters).
They attempt to nullify the truth and invalidate it with wrangling and lies.
In mentioning the portion of the verse saying: "And man is most of all given to
−
contention." 'Allamah
Tibirsi
mentions in Majma' two names: an-Nadir
and Abu−
±
±−
± Ibn Harith
− and al-Kalabi, respectively. However, no
Ibn Khalaf on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas
− says: "It means the
additional information mentioned as to why that is the case. az-Zajaj
non-believers and (Allah's) saying indicates upon that: "And those who disbelieve make a
false contention that they may render null thereby the truth." [al-Kahf 18:56].
Regarding the following verse:"And nothing prevents men from believing when the
−
guidance comes to them, and from asking forgiveness of their Lord..." 'Allamah
Tibirsi
±
says: "What prevents them from faith after the coming of evidence. (What prevents them)
from seeking forgiveness of their Lord is what has been sent forth in their disobedience."
'Except that what happened to the ancients should overtake them...' In other words, they
seek that the customs of the ancients in punishment of annihilation whereas punishment
comes to them from where they are unaware at a time when they are prevented from
accepting guidance and faith."
"'Or that the chastisement should come face to face with them." Or seeking that
punishment should come to them as an evident encounter whereas they see it and
interpret that it prevents them from faith on the level of he who seeks this until he believes
with aversion due to their not (actually) believing until they see the painful punishment.
This is as the speaker who says to another: What prevents you from accepting my word
except the parable that the idol-worshippers have sought similar to that, then the
idol-worshippers said: O Allah! If this is the truth from You, then rain rocks upon us from
the sky or bring upon us a painful punishment."
− 'Allamah
−
In al-Mizan,
Tabatabai
± − ± −½ says of the verse: "And We do not send apostles but as
givers of good news and warning..." It is a consolation for the prophet (S)
± that the denial
of the deniers would not tighten his breast (meaning distress him) and their turning away
from the remembrance of Allah. It, then, was only the duty of the prophets to convey good
news and warnings. Nothing was obligatory upon them beyond that for he who does evil.
In it is compassion towards that which has already passed from His saying in the
−
beginning of the Surah:
'Then maybe you will kill yourself with grief, sorrowing after them,
if they do to believe in this announcement.' [al-Kahf 18:6]. In the verse also is a type of
threat for the mocking non-believers: 'They take My commandments and that with which
they are warned for a mockery.'"
_______________
−
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ä æ ä ä ì ¢ å ä æ ä ì ä ä ä ä æ ä ä ä æä ä ð ä
å æ ì å ä æä æ ä ä
ä
ÐÓ¼§ä BÄ¼¨U
ê Ë BÈÄ§ ~j§D¯ êÉIi PBÍFI
ê ÅÀ¿ê Á¼£C Å¿ Ë}
ê ê j·g
BÃG ÊAfÍ O¿f³ B¿ ÏnÃ
ç ää ç Ø åêä æ ä æ ä ä Ð ä å ä æ å åå ä æ ä ¢ ç æ ä æ
ç ì ä æ åå
å ä æ ä ÆCæ ä ÒÄ·C
Ø ê åÊÌÈ´°Í
ê ÁÈIÌ¼³
êê Ï¯
{AfIC AgGê AËfNÈÍ Å¼¯ ÔfÈ»A ÐÓ»Gê ÁÈ§fM ÆGê Ë Aj³Ë ÁÈÃAgE
êê
"And who is more unjust than he who is reminded of the communications of this Lord,
then he turns away from them and forgets what his two hands have sent before? Surely
We have placed veils over their hearts lest they should understand it and a heaviness in
their ears; and if you call them to guidance, they will not ever follow the right course in
that case." [al-Kahf 18:57]

è ê æ ä æÁÈ»åä æ½Iä ¢LAh¨»A
åå ê å Ì»æ ä ¢êÒÀYj»A
ä ä åÁÈ»åä ä½V¨»
æÅ»ä f§Ì¿
ä
ì ä ä AÌJn·
ä æ ì Ëgå iÌ°¬»A
å å ä ä¹Iií ä Ë}
å ä ä BÀIê æÁÇhaAÛÍ
ç æ ä åæ
ê ÉÃËe
ê ê Å¿ê AËfVÍ
{ÝÖÌ¿
êä

"And your Lord is Forgiving, the Lord of Mercy; were He to punish them for what they
earn, He would certainly have hastened the chastisement for them; but for them there is
an appointed time from which they shall not find refuge." [al-Kahf 18:58]
−
In Majma', 'Allamah
Tibirsi
says: "Its meaning is who is more unjust to himself than he
±
− and its verses
who for whom it is mentioned, meaning he is admonished by the Quran
and he is informed of the evidences of Tauheed
(Unity of God), then he turns aside from
±
it. "And forgets what his two hands have sent before." Meaning the disobedient person
who is deserving of punishment forgets. It is said its meaning is he remembers and is
engaged in minimizing it and minimizes awareness of his punishment because he has
forgotten that. (Allah) be He Glorified said: "Surely We have placed veils over their
hearts," meaning it is disliked to understand it or that it should not be understood. "And a
heaviness in their ears." It is made as a similitude as (Allah) has said in another place:

ç æ ä æ ä åå ì ä ä æ ä æ ä æ ä æ ä ç æ ä æ å ì ä å æ ä ä ä æ å ä
ÐÓ»Ë BÄMBÍE ÉÎ¼§
Ø ê ÆD· BÈ¨ÀnÍ Á» ÆD· AjJ¸Nn¿
ê ÐÓ¼NM AgGê Ë}
ê Ï¯
{Aj³Ë ÉÎÃgC
ê

'And when Our communications are recited to him, he turns back proudly, as if he had not
− 31:7]
heard them, as though in his ears were a heaviness...' [Luqman
"The meaning is there was upon their hearts a veil (preventing) understanding and in their
ears a heaviness (preventing) hearing. "If you call them to guidance, they will not ever
follow the right course in that case." (Allah), be He Glorified, informs that they will never
believe, then they will die in disbelief."

−
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− ± Makarem
−
In al-Amthal, Shaikh Nasir
says:"(Allah) does not hasten the divine punishment
of the previous verses. They speak of a group of fanatical non-believers and the ones
unjust to their souls. The verses before us continues in this same discussion. Then, in the
beginning of His, the Exalted's saying: "And who is more unjust than he who is reminded
of the communications of this Lord, then he turns away from them and forgets what his
two hands have sent before?" It employs the phrase 'reminded' as it only points the
teachings of the prophet for them and it is with the return to the mention of the realities of
existence in an innate form in the depths of man and that the importance of prophets is
the removal of the veil from the purity and transparency of this innate nature."
−
Regarding the second verse, 'Allamah
Tibirsi,
in Majma' says:"Your Lord is the Veil upon
±
His servants, the Forgiver of sins of believers, the Lord of Mercy and the Bestower of
blessings upon his creation. It is said: The Forgiver, the One Often Turning to Repenters,
the Lord of Mercy for the persistent in that He delays and does not hasten. It is said: the
Forgiver He does not blame them hastily, the Lord of Mercy, he defers them in order for
their repentance."
"Were He to punish them for what they earn, He would certainly have hastened the
chastisement for them," in this world. "But for them there is an appointed time," the day
çäæä
of judgment and resurrection, "From which they shall not find refuge," or Malja (DV¼¿
), a
çäæ ä
− and Qutadah.
−
place of refuge, according to Ibn 'Abbas
It is said (to be) a Mahraz
(AkjZ¿),
±

æ
−
an impregnable place, according to Mujahid,
and a Manja, a place of salvation (BVÄ¿ä),
− 'Ubaidah.
according to Abu
_______________

ç æ ä æ æ ä æ ä ä ä åä ä ì ä æ å æ ä æä Ø Ð ä å ä æ ä
ê ÁÈ¸¼ÈÀ»
{Af§Ì¿
ê ê ê ê BÄ¼¨U Ë AÌÀ¼£ BÀ» ÁÇBÄ¸¼ÇC Ôj´»A ¹¼Mê Ë}
"And (as for) these towns, We destroyed them when they acted unjustly, and We have
appointed a time for their destruction." [al-Kahf 18:59]
−
− and
In Majma', 'Allamah
Tibirsi
says this verse is related to the people of 'Ad, Thamud
±
others who were punished due to their denial of the prophets of God and their repudiation
of God's messengers and signs. A time is appointed, with God, for their destruction. He
also notes that it is not the towns themselves that are destroyed, rather its people are the
ones deserving of destruction.
_______________

−
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ç å å ä æ ä æä æ ä æ ä ä ä æ ä ä åæä Ð ì ä å ä æä å ä Ð ä å ä æ ä
ê ËC êÅÍjZJ»A ©ÀV¿ −¼IC ÓNY `jIC à ÊBN°»ê ÓmÌ¿ ¾B³ gGê Ë}
{BJ´Y Ïz¿C
−
"And when Musa
said to his servant: I will not cease until I reach the junction of the two
rivers or I will go on for years." [al-Kahf 18:60]

ä ä ä ä ì ä å ä å ä ä æ ä ä ä æ ä ää ì ä ä
çä ä æä
åÉ¼ÎJm
ê
ê BÀÈÄÎI
{BIjm
jZJ»A
Ï¯
ê ©ÀV¿ B¬¼I BÀ¼¯}
ê
ê hbMB¯ BÀÈMÌY BÎnÃ

"So when they had reached the junction of the two (rivers), they forgot their fish, and it
took its way into the sea, going away." [al-Kahf 18:61]

ä æ ää ä ä å ä ä ä ä ìä ä
ç ää Ð ä äæ
{BJvÃ
AhÇ BÃj°m
BÄMEê ÊBN°»ê ¾B³ AkËBU BÀ¼¯}
ê Å¿ê BÄÎ´»ê f´» k BÃÕEf«

"But when they had gone farther, he said to his servant: Bring to us our morning meal,
certainly we have met with fatigue from this our journey." [al-Kahf 18:62]
X

ä äå ì ì
ä ä k ä å å ä ð ä æ ì ä æ ää æ ä ä ää ä
æ
åÊj·gC
æ ÜGê êÉÎÃBnÃC
æ ¾B³}
ä å æ ÆCæ ÆBñÎr»A
ÐÓ»Gê FÄÍËC gGê OÎÖiC
ê ÏÃH¯ê Ñjbv»A
êä
ê F¿ Ë PÌZ»A OÎnÃ
ä ä ääì ä
ç ä ä æä
åÉ¼ÎJm
ê
{BJV§
Ï¯
ójZJ»A
ê
ê hbMA Ë

"He said: Did you see when we took refuge on t he rock, then I forgot the fish, and nothing
made me forget to speak of it but the Shaitan,
±− and it took its way into the river; what a
wonder!" [al-Kahf 18:63]

ä ì ä æ ä æ ä ìå ä Ð ä
ç ää
ê ê ÐÓ¼§ä AfMiB¯
{Bvv³
BÀÇiBQE
ó ê−JÃ BÄ· B¿ ¹»gê ¾B³}

"He said: This is what we sought for; so they returned retracing their footsteps."
[al-Kahf 18:64]
In his Tafsir, al-Qummi attributes the reason of revelation of these verses, and those
which follow, to the Quraish who, upon hearing the narrative of the companions of the
cave, asked the prophet Muhammad
(S)
±
± to inform them who was the learned man whom
−
God commanded Musa
(AS) to follow and what was his narrative? Then God revealed
−
the following verse: 'And when Musa
said to his servant: I will not cease until I reach the
junction of the two rivers or I will go on for years.' al-Qummi says the reason for that was
− and the tablets were revealed to him...As Allah said:
that when Allah spoke to Musa

−
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ä æää ä
æ åä X æ ä ð å ç æä ä ç ä æ ä æ ä ð å æ
æä
æ å Ëä ÑÌ´I
ëì åê BÇhb¯
ê Ë Ò¤§Ì¿
ê Õë 6Ïq ½· Å¿ê ê`AÌ»ÞA Ï¯ê åÉ» BÄJN·
j¿A
Õë 6Ïq ½¸»ê ÝÎv°M
Ë}
å å ä ä æä å åæ ä ä ä æ ä
ä ê ê iAe
ä æÁ¸ÍiËDm
ê ê AËhaDÍ ¹¿Ì³
{ÅÎ´mB°»A
ê BÈÄnYDI
'And We ordained for him in the tablets admonition of every kind and clear explanation of
all things; so take hold of them with firmness and enjoin your people to take hold of what
− 7:145]
is best thereof; I will show you the abode of the transgressors.' [al-A'raf
−
"Musa
returned to the Bani Israel and ascended upon the Minbar and informed them that
− to him and spoke with him. To himself he said: Allah has
Allah had revealed the Taurah
−
not created a creation more knowledgeable than I. Then, Allah revealed to Jibraeel
that
−
he should go to Musa
for me may be destroyed. Inform him that at the place where the
two rivers meet at a rock there is a man more knowledgeable than you, then go to him
−
−
and learn from his knowledge. Then, Jibraeel
descended to Musa
(AS) and informed him.
−
Musa
felt humiliated in himself and he knew he was mistaken. Then, fear entered into him
− (Joshua): Allah has commanded me to follow
and he said to his trustee, Yausha' Ibn Nun
a man at the meeting of the two rivers and learn from him."
"Yausha' took a salted fish as a provision. They (both) left and when they left and reached
that place they found a man lying on the back of his head, and they did not recognize him.
−
Musa
took out the fish and washed it in the water and placed it on the rock. Time passed
and they forgot the fish. That water was the water of animals and the fish became alive
and entered into the water."
−
−
"Then, Musa
went on, with Yausha' accompanying him, until evening. Then, Musa
said to
this trustee: 'Bring to us our morning meal, certainly we have met with fatigue from this
our journey.' Meaning, in difficulty, his trustee remembered the fish. Then, he said to
−
−
Musa:
'I forgot the fish,' on the rock. Then, Musa
said: That man which we saw at the
rock, he was who we had sought and they returned: 'So they returned retracing their
−
footsteps,' meaning, to the man, and he was engaged in his prayers. Musa
waited until
he finished his prayers and greeted him."
−
In Majma', 'Allamah
Tibirsi
says: "Most of the commentators are (agreed) that it was
±
− and his servant Yausha' Ibn Nun.
−
− He is called his servant because he
Musa
Ibn 'Imran
accompanied him and he required him to travel and he was present in order to learn from
him. It is said: he was in his service. Due to this, he said: 'Bring to us our morning meal...'
−
− Ibn Afraim
−
− Muhammad
He was Yausha' Ibn Nun
Ibn Yusuf
Ibn Ya'qub.
Ibn Ishaq
±
±− says the
− say Musa
−
−
−
Ahl al-Kitab
was he who sought Khidir,
Ibn Meesha Ibn Yusuf
± but he was Musa
−
−
and he was a prophet of the Bani Israel before Musa
Ibn 'Imran."

−
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− ± Makarem
−
−
In al-Amthal, Shaikh Nasir
says of this narrative: "Surely this narrative of Musa
and Khidir
± has other odd curiosities. In the narrative, it turns our attention to witness an
−
amazing matter. We see an Ulul-'Azam
prophet in every sense of (its meaning) and his
station in his time. He lives bound in his knowledge and conscientiousness from some
perspectives. Due to that, he goes to a learned teacher (the most-learned of his time) in
order to study and learn before him."
"We see that this teacher establishes in his teaching a lesson, one more amazing than
the other. Then, this narrative envelopes, as we will see, very important observations. In
−
the beginning of the verse, you recite His, the Exalted's saying: 'And when Musa
said to
his servant: I will not cease until I reach the junction of the two rivers or I will go on for
− without a doubt, known as an
−
years.' The meaning of the verse is, he is Musa
Ibn 'Imran,
−Ulul-'Azam prophet. Despite it, some commentators hold out the possibility that the Musa
−
− We will see, in what follows, that
−
mentioned in the verse is other than Musa
Ibn 'Imran.
−
ar-Razi
has depended upon this due to their lack of ability to unravel some of the
difficulties mentioned in the narrative. Due to that, we see they are obliged to emerge
−
−
from that (view) that Musa
mentioned in the verse is other than the prophet Musa
Ibn
− in variance with what is related in the verse."
'Imran,

ää

Ð ) Fatah, it is as most commentators have said
"Regarding the meaning of the word (ÓN¯
− a brave and
and just as numerous narrations have indicated upon that: Yausha' Ibn Nun,
rightly guided believer of the Bani Israel. The word Fatah is employed in his description. It
−
may be by reason of this prominent description or by reason of his service to Musa
(AS)
and his attendance to him."

æ æ ä ä æ ä is in the meaning of the place of
"The conjunction of the two rivers or {ÅÍjZJ»A
ê ä ä ©ÀV¿}
meeting of two rivers. There, there is much talk among commentators regarding the
name of these two rivers. However, in a general form, it is possible to summarize the
conversation with three probabilities, they are: first, intended by the conjunction of two
rivers is the place where the Gulf of 'Aqabah meets with the gulf of Suez. (Then it is
known that the Red Sea branches southward into two branches: one branch toward the
south east where it forms the Gulf of 'Aqabah. The second toward the north west and is
named the Gulf of Suez. These two gulfs connect in the south and flow to the Red Sea.)"
Second, intended by the two rivers is the place where the Indian Ocean connects to the
− al-Mandeb (the straights between south-west 'Arabiyah and
Red Sea in the region of Bab
Africa). Third, the place of the Middle River (which is named also the river of Rome and
the White River) and the Atlantic Ocean, meaning the place itself upon which the name
Straights of Tariq
Mountain is applied, near the city of Tangiers. "
±−
−
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−
"The third probability is remote due to the remoteness of the place of Musa
to the Tariq
±−
Mountain which is the distance of a long journey from it. It could take a period of a
number of months for his (AS) arrival when traveling by conventional means. Regarding
−
the second probability, with traveling between it and the place of Musa
(AS) is near,
except that it is also somewhat remote."
−
"The first probability remains the closest whereas it is close to the place of Musa's
being
and living. What gives precedence of this opinion is that which is gained from the verse,
−
in general, that Musa
(AS) did not travel long upon the road, despite they had prepared to
journey to whatever place necessary in order to reach their intended goal. That which is
emphasized in the first probability of the place of the conjunction of the two rivers is that
which is possible that we can understand from some of the narrations in that."

çå

å , it means: a long period, which some have explained as eighty years.
"The word {BJ´Y}
−
What was intended by Musa
(AS) with this word is that: Surely I will not abandon the
effort and endeavor to come across that which I have lost, even if for the completion of
that I have to travel for several years. From the summary of what we have mentioned is
−
its importance, clarifying for us that Musa
(AS) was sent for something important and had
made firm his resolve. His decision was deeply rooted upon his intended goal and there
was absolutely no lack of neglect in that. "
−
"That lost thing which Musa
(AS) was sent for would have a great effect in his future. By
coming across it, it would open new details for his life. Yes, he was dispatched to a
learned man to remove the veil before his eyes and show him new realities and open the
−
doors of knowledge in front of him. We will quickly recognize that Musa
(AS) possessed a
sign in order to come across the place of this great learned man. He was obliged to move
toward this sign."
"In His, the Exalted's saying: 'So when they had reached the junction of the two (rivers),
they forgot their fish, and it took its way into the sea, going away.' Here, there is much talk
among the commentators regarding the type of this fish which was apparently prepared
for food, except that the fish had made its way back to the river in an amazing manner. In
some of the books of Tafsir there is a narration regarding a spring that gives life and that
when the fish met with a quantity of the water of this spring, life returned to it. There is
another probability in that the fish was½ Hubbah,
in the meaning that it had not completely
±
died whereas some types of fish remain at the limits of life for a period after their removal
from water. It returned to life when it was returned during this period to the water."

−
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"In the completion of the narrative, after passing by the conjunction of the two rivers,
−
−
Musa
and his companion became aware of hunger. During this, Musa
(AS) mentioned
that he had brought food with him. With that he said to his companion. 'But when they had
gone farther, he said to his servant: Bring to us our morning meal, certainly we have met
with fatigue from this our journey.'"

è ä) Ghada
− ½ is said of a meal which its taking is completed in the first day or
"The word (ÕEf«
half (of the first day). However, we understand from the phrase found in the books of
− ½ on food which its taking
language that they, in previous times, applied the word Ghada
èäæ ä
was completed in the first day (because it is taken from the word Ghadwah (ÑËf«)
which

ä

æä

è ) and (Ðf¬M
means in the beginning of the day). When the words (ÕEf«
ê ) are applied today in

'Arabic it is upon food taken in the afternoon. In any case, this sentence makes it
−
apparent that Musa
and Yausha' had taken a path that we can call a journey, except that
this phrase itself gives the meaning that the journey was not long."
During this time, his companion said: '...Did you see when we took refuge on the rock,
then I forgot the fish, and nothing made me forget to speak of it but the Shaitan,
±− and it
took its way into the river; what a wonder!' Due to this incident and topic, in general, it
−
was a sign for Musa
(AS) due to his passing, during it, the place of the learned man for
whom he had left seeking. Due to that he said: That is what we desired. Here, they
returned upon the same path: 'He said: This is what we sought for; so they returned
retracing their footsteps.'"
−
"Here, we may submit this question: Is it possible for a prophet like Musa
(AS) to be
−
afflicted with forgetfulness whereas the Quran says they forgot their fish? Then, why did
−
the companion of Musa
(AS) attribute his forgetfulness to Shaitan?"
±−
"In reply we say: There doesn't exist there any obstacle to being afflicted with
forgetfulness in issues and circumstances not connected to divine rulings and matters of
conveyance (of their message).
"Regarding the connection between forgetfulness of his companion and Shaitan,
±− then it
is possible that it is the reason for the matter of the fish's connection with coming across
that learned man, in that Shaitan
±− establishes allurement. Due to that, during this action,
(Shaitan)
±− wanted that there would be forgetfulness, that they would be delayed in arriving
to that learned man. It may be a prerequisite of forgetfulness as it became clear to
Yausha' himself where he had not been attentive and given much importance to this
matter."
________________
−
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ç æ ä ää ä
ç æ ì åä æ å æ ì ä ä ä æ æ ç ä æ ä å æ ä
{BÀ¼§ê BÃf»
Å¿ê ÊBÄÀ¼§ Ë BÃfÄ§ê Å¿ê ÒÀYi ÊBÄÎME FÃeBJ§
AfUÌ¯}
ê ê æÅ¿ê AfJ§
"Then they found one from among Our servants who We had granted mercy from Us and
who We had taught knowledge from Ourselves." [al-Kahf 18:65]

ç æå ä æ ð å ì ä ð ä å æ ä ä ä ä å ìä æ ä ä å å ä ä
{Afqi OÀ¼§ BÀ¿ê êÅÀ¼¨M ÆC ÐÓ¼§ ¹¨JMC
ê ½Ç ÐÓmÌ¿ É» ¾B³}

−
"Musa
said to him: Shall I follow you on condition that you should teach me right
knowledge of what you have been taught?" [al-Kahf 18:66]

ç æ ää ää äæäæ ää ì ä
ê ©ÎñNnM
ê Å» ¹ÃGê ¾B³}
{AjJu
Ï¨¿

"He said: Surely you cannot have patience with me:" [al-Kahf 18:67]

ä å æ ä ä æä ä
ç æ å æ åæ ä
êÉIê ¡ZM
ê Á» B¿ ÐÓ¼§ä jJvM
{AjJa
ê ±Î· Ë}

"And how can you have patience in that of which you have not got a comprehensive
knowledge?" [al-Kahf 18:68]

ä ä ç åì
ç æä ä ä
ä
å ä ä ¾B³}
æ ÏÃfVNm
æ
ä
Ø
ê à Ë AjIBu
ê
{Aj¿C ¹» Ïv§C
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ÕFq
ÆG
ê
ê ê

"He said: If Allah pleases, you will find me patient and I shall not disobey you in any
matter." [al-Kahf 18:69]

ç æ å æ ä ä ä æå ì ä æ å æ ä æ ä æ ä ä ä æ ä ì ä ä
ê ÐÓNY Õë6Ïq Å§ ÏÄ¼×nM
ê Ý¯ ÏÄN¨JMA
ê
{Aj·gê ÉÄ¿ê ¹» TfYC
ÆH¯
ê ê ¾B³}

"He said: If you would follow me, then do not question me about any thing until I myself
speak to you about it." [al-Kahf 18:70]
− Neither the
This narrative is one of the more mystical narratives found in the Quran.
−
−
servant of Musa
nor the learned man Musa
(AS) sought are mentioned by name in the
−
− Ibn Yusuf
− Ibn Afraim
−
− (AS),
Quran. His servant we know to be Yausha' Ibn Nun
Ibn Ya'qub
also a prophet of the Bani Israel. He is known as Joshua in the Bible, the prophet who led
−
Musa's
followers to Holy Land of Palestine. According to Shaikh Mughniyyah, he was the
− − (AS).
−
−
son of Musa's
sister and Musa's
successor after his brother Harun

−
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Khidir
± was not the name of the learned man, rather it was his Laqab. His name is said to
− according to Shaikh Mughniyyah in al-Kashif
−
− −
be Baliya− Ibn Malikan,
. Shaikh Saduq
− as-Sadiq
mentions a narration attributed to Imam
(AS): "He was a prophet-messenger.
± ±−
Allah, the Blessed and Exalted, sent him to his people and he summoned them to the
unity of God and the affirmation of His prophets, messengers and books. His
(miraculous) sign was that he did not sit on dry grass nor upon the white earth except that
it blossomed in green. He is named Khidir
± only due to that. His name was Taliya Ibn
−
− Ibn 'Amir
− Ibn Nuh,
− ± upon him be peace." 56
Malikan
Ibn Arafkhasheed Ibn Sham
− al-Kazim
−±
In a narration attributed to Imam
(AS), he mentions this encounter between
− and Khidir.
−
Musa
came to the learned man, then encountered him
± He, (AS) says: "Musa
−
on one of the peninsula of the river. Musa
greeted him, he refused to acknowledge the
greeting, when, it was a land in which there was no greeting (of peace). He said: Who are
− He said: You are Musa
− whom Allah spoke
−
−
you? He said: I am Musa
Ibn 'Imran.
Ibn 'Imran
with? He said: Yes. He said: What is your need? He said: I came to you in order that you
teach me from that which you have learned of right guidance. He said: I have been
commissioned in a matter you are not able to bear and I am commissioned in a matter
that I am not able to bear the news of at length." 57
Regarding the verse:'Then they found one from among Our servants who We had
granted mercy from Us and who We had taught knowledge from Ourselves,' Shaikh
−
Mugniyyah writes in al-Kashif:
His saying: 'Knowledge from Ourselves,' is for the
meaning of Tab'eed± meaning some, a portion). The intent of knowledge here is
knowledge of the unseen, meaning We have provided him something of the knowledge of
the unseen (al-Ghaib). That points to his piercing of the boat and his killing of the child."
"Sufis depend on this verse for the correctness of their sect, one speaking of mystical
intuition ('Ilm Laduni) or spontaneous knowledge without any medium. The meaning is
−
that Musa
and his servant at the time of arriving at the place which they found a man of
the righteous servants of Allah, that Allah may show him mercy and bless him with
−
abundant beneficial knowledge. Musa
greeted him with the most excellent single greeting
−
from him. Musa
said to him: You are my desire, then will you allow me to keep company
with you and teach me that through which rightful guidance is sought and is beneficial?"
"This gives evidence upon those speaking of prophethood for this righteous man. They
give evidence of His saying: 'We had granted mercy from Us,' because mercy, it is
prophethood. "
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"It is perceived that mercy is more general (in meaning) than prophethood and the
existence of the general does not indicated upon the existence of the particular. Then,
when I say I have eaten fruit, certainly your saying would be that this does not indicate
that I have eaten grapes because the word fruit covers grapes and other than it among
fruits."
"'He said: Surely you cannot have patience with me: And how can you have patience in
that of which you have not got a comprehensive knowledge?' The righteous man said to
−
Musa:
If you accompany me you will see strange things making it difficult upon you to
remain silent and not object to it because it is abominable in its outward appearance and
its facts are unknown to you. You are not able to have patience in its refutation."
−
"'He (Musa)
said: If Allah pleases, you will find me patient and I shall not disobey you in
−
any matter.' Musa
made an exception in patience with his saying: 'If Allah pleases,'
fearing that me may not be able to control himself in silence and not object, just as it
happened in reality."
−
'"He (the companion of Musa)
said: If you would follow me, then do not question me
about any thing until I myself speak to you about it.' The righteous man made it
−
−
conditional upon Musa
that he not ask about that which would happen. Musa
accepted
the conditions because he set off with him just as it is made clear in what follows:"
_______________
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"So they when (their way) until then they embarked in the boat he made a hole in it.
−
(Musa)
said: Have you made a hole in it to drown its inmates? Certainly you have done a
grievous thing." [al-Kahf 18:71]
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"He said: Did I not say that you will not be able to have patience with me? [al-Kahf 18:72]
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"He said: Blame me not for what I forgot, and do not constrain me to a difficult thing in my
affair." [al-Kahf 18:73]
−
−
In at-Tibyan,
Shaikh Tusi
(AS) and his
± − writes of the first incident between Musa
−
companion: "Allah, be He Exalted, gives information about Musa
(AS) and his companion
which he followed him in order to learn from him. They left until they reached the river.
The rode in a boat, then his companion pierced the boat, meaning he disabled it. When
−
Allah had informed (his companion) of the benefit in that, Musa
said it was a Munkar (an
act of evil) for that was based on the apparent state: 'Have you made a hole in it to drown
its inmates? ' In other words, your point in that is to drown the people who will ride in it.
The possibility is that he said that seeking to understand, meaning you did that to drown
its people or other than that? The first possibility is stronger due to his saying after that:
è æ ê) is Munkar...
−
'Certainly you have done a grievous thing.' In the words of Mujahid,
Imr (j¿G

ä

è æ ê) is taken from (j¿C
è æ ) because it is the corruption which requires to command its
(j¿G

abandonment in favor righteousness. From (this meaning) is the man (described as Imr)
when his opinion is weak because it is required that he is commanded (to righteousness)
until his opinion is strengthened."
"Then, Khidir
± says to him: 'Did I not say,' in that which was before, 'that you will not be
able to have patience with me?' Meaning, that which you witness of my actions will not be
insignificant upon you and it will be difficult for you because you are not aware of the
−
benefit in it. He did not intend the capability of obedience because Musa
was capable in
the state in which he spoke to him about that, and he was not incapable. This is as one of
us says: I am not capable of looking at you. It only means it is difficult for me without
negating the capability in that."
−
"Musa
said to him in response: 'Blame me not for what I forgot.' It is narrated that he said
that when he saw the water had not entered into the boat with its being pierced. He knew
that it was the benefit Allah intended for it, then he said: 'Blame me not for what I forgot.'"

_______________
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−
"So they went on until, when they met a boy, he slew him. (Musa)
said: Have you slain an
innocent person otherwise than for manslaughter? Certainly you have done an evil
thing."
[al-Kahf 18:74]
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"He said: Did I not say that you will not be able to have patience with me? [al-Kahf 18:75]
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"He said: If I ask you about anything after this, keep me not in your company; indeed you
shall have (then) found an excuse in my case." [al-Kahf 18:76]
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"So they went on until when they came to the people of a town, they asked them for food,
but they refused to entertain them as guests. Then, they found in it a wall which was on
−
the point of falling, so he put it into a right state. (Musa)
said: If you had pleased, you
might certainly have taken a recompense for it." [al-Kahf 18:77]
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"He said: This shall be separation between me and you; now I will inform you of the
significance of that with which you could not have patience." [al-Kahf 18:78]
−
−
In al-Kashif,
Shaikh Mughniyyah speaks of the second and third incident between Musa
(AS) and his companion: 'So they went on until, when they met a boy, he slew him.' The
−
heart of Musa
was frightened by the killing: 'Have you slain an innocent person otherwise
than for manslaughter? Certainly you have done an evil thing.' What crime has this poor
person committed? Have you intentionally killed him without his being charged with a
crime? This was an act of evil in his eyes."
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"'Did I not say that you will not be able to have patience with me?' He said, a second time
−
while reminding him of the condition (he submitted to). Also, the second time Musa
made
an excuse: 'If I ask you about anything after this, keep me not in your company.' The
−
righteous servant had made it conditional before that he not ask him. Now, Musa
was
making it conditional upon himself that he make it an undoing of his accompaniment if he
should ask. The believers are with their conditions, then why should it not be so for
prophets. 'Indeed you shall have (then) found an excuse in my case.' You may prevent
me from every excuse that you justify."
'"So they went on until when they came to the people of a town, they asked them for food.'
They sought food from them as guests, 'But they refused to entertain them as guests.'
Commentators say: He only said they refused to host the two as guests and did not say:
they refused to feed the two, due to the indication that the people of the town were lowly
people because no one refuses the guest except the lowly, in particular when the guests
were strangers."
'"Then, they found in it a wall which was on the point of falling, so he put äit into a right
å ä ä is for the
state.' The pronoun in {BÈÎ¯}
ê returns to the town. The pronoun for: {É¿B³D¯}

å ä) 'on the verge' of falling. Meaning
righteous servant. Intended here was the meaning: (eB¸Í

−
−
that Musa
and his companion both saw a wall on the verge of falling. Musa
became
amazed at that: 'If you had pleased, you might certainly have taken a recompense for it.'
Have you repaired a wall free of charge for a people who refused us as guests, and we
are in immediate need of them? Did you not seek compensation for your work in order to
spend for the cost of our food?"
"Puncturing the boat, killing the boy are two examples of that which was evidently evil in
its apparent form not its inward form. The repair of the wall was an example of the
reverse."
'"He said: This shall be separation between me and you; now I will inform you of the
significance of that with which you could not have patience.' The righteous servant had
−
−
made it conditional upon Musa
that he not ask questions and Musa
accepted the
−
condition. With that, he asked (anyway). When he mentioned the condition, (Musa)
made
an excuse. However, he asked (again) after the excuse. When he had mentioned it a
second time, he broke the covenant upon himself that the righteous servant had made in
undoing his accompaniment if he asked afterward... but he asked (again). He was bent
on taking the righteous servant as a companion."
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−
"Musa
was excused in each (situation) which he asked because he could bear patience in
− As for that which he saw as evil (Munkar)
goodness and things known as good (Ma'ruf).
he could not and he was not able to bear patience with it until and if he had conveyed
that to the opposite of his promise and condition. Meaning the scale for the promised
(matters) and conditions is that when they convey abandoning enjoining good and
forbidding evil, the personal instinct and other than that does discourage and oppose that
except by a power stronger than it and more firm. There is nothing more firm than correct
faith, it gains victory over all inclinations and desires. He who gains victory over
something (in inclinations and desire), then that is from the correct faith in something."
''Although you pray, fast make pilgrimage to the sacred house of Allah, this the separation
between me and you. For you is a road and for me is another road. As such, his
−
companion said to Musa,
and before the two separated, the righteous servant informed
him of his wisdom which he refuted."
_______________
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"As for the boat, it belonged to (some) poor men who worked on the river and I wished
that I should damage it, and there was behind them a king who seized every boat by
force." [al-Kahf 18:79]
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"And as for the boy, his parents were believers and we feared lest he should make
disobedience and ingratitude to come upon them:" [al-Kahf 18:80]
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"So we desired that their Lord might give them in his place one better than him in purity
and nearer to having compassion." [al-Kahf 18:81]
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"And as for the wall, it belonged to two orphan boys in the city, and there was beneath it a
treasure belonging to them, and their father was a righteous man; so your Lord desired
that they should attain their maturity and take out their treasure, a mercy from your Lord,
and I did not do it of my own accord. This is the significance of that with which you could
not have patience." [al-Kahf 18:82]
− ± Makarem
−
In al-Amthal, Shaikh Nasir
says of the righteous servant's separation from
−
−
Musa
(AS): "After the separation between Musa
and Khidir
± became a definite matter, it
was required that the divine master establish clarification of the secrets of his actions
−
−
which Musa
was unable to have patience with. Then, certainly Musa
could benefit from
his companionship absorbing an understanding of the secrets of these three amazing
events. That which is possible is that it opened numerous issues and answered different
questions."
"Then, in the beginning, he mentioned the narrative of the boat: 'As for the boat, it
belonged to (some) poor men who worked on the river and I wished that I should damage
it, and there was behind them a king who seized every boat by force.' In this
arrangement, therefore, it was an aim of good in piercing the boat which appeared at its
time of doing to be a dishonorable evil. The aim was to save them from the seizure of the
king by force. This king would leave the damaged boat and turn his attention away from
it. Then, the particular intent in the first event it was preservation of the interests of a
group of poor people."

ä does not mean a portion of a place, it is only an allusion to the danger
"The word {ÕEiË}
surrounding them (danger of the king) without their knowing of it, with that man is not
aware of or is encircled by events which will soon affect him being connected to that. The
verse employs the expression (in place of its mention). In addition to that, whenever man
is humbled before individual or societal pressure, the expression 'behind' is employed, as
in (someone's) saying: Debt collectors are behind me and they won't leave me. In verse
−
−
sixteen of Surah
Ibrahim,
we recite His, the Exalted's saying:
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−
"Hell is (behind) him and he shall be given to drink festering water." [Ibrahim
14:16]
−
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ä is employed.
"(Meaning) hell is in pursuit and follows the sinners. As such, the word {ÕEiË}
ä ê æ ê means that a Miskeen (or poor person) is not he who
Employing the word {ÅÎ¸n¿}

absolutely does not own anything. Rather, it is a description applied upon persons
possessing property and wealth, but it does not preserve their needs. It is also probable
that the reason in applying the description of Miskeen upon them is not due to the reason
of poverty of wealth, rather by reason of their impoverishment of power and capability.
This expression is employed in the 'Arabic language."
"After that,the learned man moved to the explanation of the secret of the second event in
which he killed the young boy. Then, he said: 'And as for the boy, his parents were
believers and we feared lest he should make disobedience and ingratitude to come upon
them:' A group of commentators consider it probable that the intent of the verse is not
that which explains its apparent (aspect) that the boy is a non-believer and disobedient
and could deviate his parents. The intent is only that his disobedience and ingratitude
hurt his parents very much. However, the first explanation is closer to correct."
"In any case, the learned man had killed this boy. It expresses the reason of that is for the
father and mother the remaining of the son would occur as a shackle in life. In the
passage of remarks, we will answer the ambiguity of (punishment before the crime),
which was refuted due to this act of Khidir."
±

ä

"The word {BÄÎra}
ê 'we feared' comprises great meaning. This expression makes clear that
this learned man was considering himself responsible for the future of people and was
not prepared to afflict the believing mother or father with evil by reason of the deviation of
their son. Just as the word 'we feared' comes in the meaning: 'we do not desire' and
otherwise, not the meaning of fear from the likes of these situations with relation to a
person of this level of knowledge, consciousness and capability. In another phraseology:
if the aim is protection from the occurrence of evil, we desire to purify the parents of him
on the basis of love of them both. It is possible that the expression is in the meaning of
− meaning surely we know that the boy, in the
''we knew' as is recorded from Ibn 'Abbas,
situation of his remaining (alive), would the cause of painful events for his father and his
mother in the future."
"As for using the pronoun of the speaker in the state of the plural whereas the speaker
was one individual, the reason for that is clear whereas it is not the first time in which the
− employs this form. In the speech of the 'Arab, whenever senior persons speaks of
Quran
themselves, they use the pronoun of the plural."
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"The reason for that is that is that these persons have people under them and give them
commands in order to execute actions. Allah gives commands to angels and men give
commands to those who are under them. Then, the verses relate, in the language of the
'Arab: 'So we desired that their Lord might give them in his place one better than him in
purity and nearer to having compassion.'"

ä

å ä comprise great meanings: We will appoint it after a
æ ä and {BÀÈIi}
"The expression {BÃeiC}
í
ç ä

while (ÑB·k) in the meaning a pure and clean (child). It has a wide meaning whereas it
includes faith and good actions. It extends to religious matters and material matters. It
−
may be in this expression that is the answer for the objections of Musa
(AS) which he
said: 'Have you slain an innocent person?' The learned person said in response: This
person is not pure and they intended to exchange for them a pure son in exchange for
that (impure one). In numerous narrations, we read that Allah, the Blessed and Exalted,
exchanged him for a better child than this boy. In one narration, we read that: Allah
exchanged him for a girl from whom was born seventy prophets."
−
As a side note, in the Tafsir of al-'Ayyashi,
there is a related tradition of Imam as-Sadiq
± ±−
− who says: "I heard him (AS) saying:
(AS) narrated on the authority of Ishaq
± − Ibn 'Ammar
−
"While the learned man walked with Musa,
they suddenly came upon a boy playing ('He
−
slew him.'). The learned man struck him with his fist and killed him. Then, Musa
said to
him: 'Have you slain an innocent person otherwise than for manslaughter? Certainly you
have done an evil thing.' Then, the learned man entered his hand and uncovered his
−
shoulder. Then, upon (his shoulder) was written: Kafir
(non-believer) imprinted (upon
58
him)."
− ± Makarem
−
Returning to al-Amthal, Shaikh Nasir
concludes the explanation of the amazing
−
events witnessed by Musa
(AS) at the hands of the righteous servant. He says: "In the
last of the verses which we are discussing, the learned man uncovers the third event
which summons him to building a wall, then he says: 'And as for the wall, it belonged to
two orphan boys in the city, and there was beneath it a treasure belonging to them, and
their father was a righteous man; so your Lord desired that they should attain their
maturity and take out their treasure, a mercy from your Lord.' I was commanded to build
this wall by reason of the beauty and excellence of the parents of these two orphans, in
order that it not fall and uncover the treasure. It was a situation of danger. In the end of
the discussion, in order to negate whatever probable uncertainties or doubt that were
−
before Musa
(AS) and in order that he be certain that these actions were in accordance
with a plan and a particular lofty guidance, the learned man said: 'I did not do it of my own
accord. This is the significance of that with which you could not have patience.'"
______________
−
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"And they ask you about Zulqarnain, Say: I will recite to you an account of him."
[al-Kahf 18:83]
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"Surely We established him in the land and granted him means of access to every thing,"
[al-Kahf 18:84]
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"So he followed a course." [al-Kahf 18:85]
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"Until he reached the place where the sun set, he found it going down into a black sea,
and found by it a people. We said: O Zulqarnain! either give them a chastisement or do
them a benefit." [al-Kahf 18:86]
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"He said: As to him who is unjust, we will chastise him, then shall he be returned to his
Lord, and He will chastise him with an exemplary chastisement." [al-Kahf 18:87]
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"And as for him who believes and does good, he shall have goodly reward, and We will
speak to him an easy word of Our command." [al-Kahf 18:88]
−
At this point, we find the final narrative contained in this Surah:
the narrative of
Zulqarnain, the man possessing two horns. As with the other narratives found in this
−
−
Surah,
the companions of the cave and Musa
and Khidir,
± this narrative is also mystical
and shrouded in mystery which leaves questions which can not be easily answered.
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å å ä
−
As for the reason of revelation of this Surah
(¾ËlÄ»A
ê í LBJmCæ ), al-Qummi reports in his Tafsir on
−
the authority of 'Ali Ibn Ibrahim
"When the Messenger of Allah informed people about the
−
report of Musa,
his servant and Khidir,
± they asked him: Inform us about the traveler
traveling between the east and the west. Who is he and what is his narrative? Then, Allah
sent down: 'And they ask you about Zulqarnain, Say: I will recite to you an account of him.
Surely We established him in the land and granted him means of access to every thing,'
Meaning a guide. 'So he followed a course.'" 59
As for Zulqarnain himself, his history is complicated by conflicting traditions. Some
traditions indicate that he was not a prophet while others indicate that he was. Some
reports indicate that he was a king. Again, other reports contradict this. Even with regard
to his name and the reason for this name, there are conflicting traditions.
In the same source, there is a lengthy tradition, of which we will only mention a part, that
− as-Sadiq
provides some background on Zulqarnain. It is narrated from Imam
(AS) on the
± ±−
authority of Abu− Baseer
who said:
±
"I asked about the saying of Allah: 'And they ask you about Zulqarnain, Say: I will recite to
you an account of him. Surely We established him in the land and granted him means of
access to every thing.' He (AS) said: Allah sent Zulqarnain to his people, then they struck
him upon the right-side of his head. Allah caused him to die for five-hundred years. Then,
He raised him after that to them. They struck him on the left-side of his head. Then, Allah
caused him to die for (another) five-hundred years. Then, after that, He raised him after
that to them and he ruled the eastern part of the earth and its west from where the sun
rose till where it set." 60
−
In Tafsir al-'Ayyashi,
there is another tradition narrated on the authority of Asbagh
from
±
− Ali Ibn Abi Talib
− denies that he is a prophet or a king: Ibn al-Kuwa−
Imam
± − (AS), the Imam
said to Ameer al-Mumineen (AS): "O Ameer al-Mumineen! Tell me about Zulqarnain: is he
a king or is he a prophet? And inform me about his two horns: are they gold or are they
silver? He (AS) said: He is neither a prophet nor a king. His horns are neither gold nor
silver. However, he was a servant, he loved Allah and Allah loved him. He was sincere to
Allah and Allah was sincere to him. He was only named Zulqarnain because he called his
people (to faith) and they struck him upon the top-side (of his head). Then, he
disappeared from them. He returned to them, then they struck him with a sword upon the
other side (of his head) and among you are the likes of him." 61
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− there is a tradition from Imam Musa
− ± (AS) on the authority of
− al-Kazim
In Tafsir al-Burhan,
−
− says: "Zulqarnain ruled while he was a
Ibrahim
Ibn 'Abdul-Hameed
wherein the Imam
±
(child) of twelve years and he ruled in his kingdom for thirty years."

62

−
−
In another contradictory tradition, also cited by al-'Ayyashi
and attributed to Imam
as-Sadiq
(AS), he says: "Certainly Allah has not sent prophets as kings on the earth
± ±−
−
− ± (Noah). The first of them is Zulqarnain and his name is 'Ayyash,
except four after Nuh
− and Yusuf.
−
−
Dawoud, Sulaiman
Regarding 'Ayyash,
he ruled that which was between the
east and west. Regarding Dawoud, he ruled that which was between the lands of Syria to
− Regarding Yusuf,
−
the city of Istakhar
(in SW Iran). Likewise, was the king Sulaiman.
he
±±
63
ruled Egypt and its desert but did not extend to other than that."
Regarding the name Zulqarnain, there are also numerous explanations for it. In Majma',
−
'Allamah
Tibirsi
gives numerous sayings: "1) He was named (Zulqarnain) because he had
±
two braids, according to al-Hasan.
2) On his head was something resembling two horns
±
hidden by the turban, according to Ya'lah Ibn 'Ubaid. 3) Because he reached the two
regions of the earth from the east to the west, then he was named that due to his taking
possession of the summit of the sun from its west and its summit from its place of rising,
− has selected it (as his prefrence). 4) It is because he
according to az-Zuhri and az-Zajaj
saw in a dream that he had drawn near to the sun until he had taken it by its two horns in
the east and west. Then, he narrated the story of his vision to his people, then they
named him Zulqarnain, according to Wahab. 5) He lived a life of two centuries. Then, in
his time two centuries of people perished while he was alive. 6) He was a nobleman from
− ± Ibn Jabal said he was
two sides of an honorable house from his father and mother. Mu'ad
a son of Rome and his name was Iskandar (Alexander) and it was he who built
Iskandariyyah (Alexandria)."
−
In al-Kashif,
Shaikh Mughniyyah say: "They differ in this Zulqarnain, who is he? It is said:
He is one of the angels, and this is strange. It is said: rather, he is a prophet. On the
−
authority of Imam
'Ali (AS): 'He is a righteous servant.' There is no doubt in his
righteousness because his deeds and words are that which Allah has recorded in His
book and it bears witness to his virtue and righteousness. It is said he is Iskandar
− (Alexander), the student of Aristotle. This was before the birth (of Christ ) by
al-Maqduni
−
similar to 330 years. This is the strangest saying because Iskandar al-Maqduni
was a
pagan worshipping Idols, while Zulqarnain was a believer in Allah and the last day."
− and Abu
− al-Andulusi report on the authority of Abu
− Hayyan
− ar-Raihan
−
"ar-Razi
±− al-Bairuni
− Bakr."
that Zulqarnain was a Yemeni 'Arab from the Humair
tribe. His name was Abu
±
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"They also differ on why he was named with this Laqab Zulqarnain. It is said he is a
nobleman from two parents. It is said he had two braids. It is said because he ruled the
east and west and other than these sayings and differences which do not present itself in
− for a reason. When did the Quran
− give importance to names and
the import of the Quran
− would not
reasons of naming. If there were something beneficial in it, certainly the Quran
have remained quiet about it. Then, it is unusual that the commentators engage
themselves and people with them in that which there is no good in it in this world or the
hereafter. Due to that , we stand with the apparent meaning of the text."
− ± Makarem
−
"Regarding the meaning of the verses themselves, Nasir
writes in al-Amthal:
'And they ask you about Zulqarnain,' then the reply is on the tongue of the select
Messenger (S):
± 'Say: I will recite to you an account of him.' Because the letter Seen (p)

åæä

ä is used customarily for the near future, the Messenger here speaks directly to
in {AÌ¼MDm}

them about Zulqarnain. One of the probabilities is that is out of respect and regard for
etiquette, an etiquette mixed with calmness and reflection. The etiquette which means he
is seeking divine inspiration for knowledge from Allah, the Blessed and Exalted, and
conveying it to people."
"The beginning of the verse makes it clear for us that the narrative of Zulqarnain has been
handed down successively and is known among people. However, it is surrounded by
vagueness and ambiguity. Due to this reason, the Noble Messenger (S)
± sought proofs
around (the narrative) with compelling explanations."
"In initiating the discussion about Zulqarnain, the Exalted says: 'Surely We established
him in the land, meaning We granted him the means to power, ability and wisdom. 'And
å äì ,
granted him means of access to every thing,' Commentators limit the meaning of {KJn»A}
which means the rope used in climbing date trees. As a means of usage, (it is used in the
meaning of) implementing actions. Is it not clear from the meaning of the verse that the
word mentioned intends its meaning and broad understanding whereas Allah, the
Blessed and Exalted, granted Zulqarnain the reasons for connecting to all things:
reasoning, sufficient knowledge, sound management, power, ability, armies and human
powers, in addition to material capabilities. Meaning that he was granted every reason,
material means and assuring meaning to realize the pursued objective."
− points to the benefits derived by Zulqarnain from this access
"Then, after that, the Quran
of means. "
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"'So he followed a course.' Then, 'Until he reached the place where the sun set,' Then,
he saw: 'he found it going down into a black sea, and found by it a people.' These people
they were whom Allah spoke to Zulqarnain regarding their affair: 'We said: O Zulqarnain!
either give them a chastisement or do them a benefit.'"

æå

"Some commentators are of the view that the word {BÄ¼³}'We said' is evidence of the
prophethood of Zulqarnain. However, there is a possibility that the intent of this
expression is inspiration of the heart which the Creator, the Majestic and Lofty, grants for
(people) other than prophets. This in spite that people are not able to refute that the
aforementioned expression, in reality, points to prophethood."
"After that, the verse mentions the reply of Zulqarnain who said: 'He said: As to him who is
unjust, we will chastise him, then shall he be returned to his Lord, and He will chastise
him with an exemplary chastisement.' Meaning, the unjust will soon be given worldly and
heavenly punishment together."
"'And as for him who believes and does good, he shall have goodly reward, and We will
speak to him an easy word of Our command.' Meaning, We shall deal with him with a
goodly saying, besides We shall lighten (their burdens) and We will not make them face
difficulties and troubles. In addition, we will not impose many impositions upon him. The
apparent meaning is that Zulqarnain intended from that people will be divided into two
groups. The first: those who graciously receive (Allah's) divine plan and His call to the
Unity of God, faith and resistance to injustice, idolatry and corruption. These shall be
rewarded with goodness and the live a life of faith and tranquility."
"Regarding the second (group), they will take a hostile stand against the call of Zulqarnain
in an opposition front, continuing in its idolatry, injustice and persistence of its corruption.
Due to that, the results of (the group's) position is this severe punishment."
"In comparison his saying: 'He said: As to him who is unjust,' with his saying: 'And as for
him who believes and does good,' it clarifies for us that injustice, here meaning idolatry
and unrighteous deeds, are counted as the fruit of the inauspicious tree of idolatry."
_______________
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ç ä ä ä ä æä ì å
{BJJm ©JMC ÁQ}
"Then he followed (another) course." [al-Kahf 18:89]

ä æ ä æ ä æ ä æ ä ä å å æ ä ä ä ä æ ì ä æ ä ä ää
çæ
ìä
ê BÈÃËe
ê −¼I AgGê ÐÏNY}
ê å æÅ¿ê æÁÈ»å ½¨VÃ
{AjNm
Á» ëÂÌ³ ÐÓ¼§ ©¼ñM BÇfUË êoÀr»A ©¼ñ¿
"Until when he reached the land of the rising sun, he found it rising on a people to whom
We had given no shelter from it;" [al-Kahf 18:90]

æ ää æ ä ä ä Ð ä
ç æ å æ ää
ê
ê BÀIê BÄñYC f³ Ë ¹»h·}
{AjJa ÉÍf»
¢

"Even so! and We had a full knowledge of what he had." [al-Kahf 18:91]

ç ä ä ä ä æä ì å
{BJJm ©JMC ÁQ}

"Then he followed (another) course." [al-Kahf 18:92]

ç ä ä åä æ ä ä å ä ç æ ä
ä ä ä ÅÍfn»A
ìä
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æ
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ê
ê
"Until when he reached (a place) between two mountains, he found on that side of them a
people who could hardly understand a word." [al-Kahf 18:93]

ä ç æ ä ä ä å ä æ ä æ ä ä æä
å
æ å ä åæ ä ä ä åæ ä ì æ ä æ ä
å
ä
æÆCä Ó¼§
Ø Ð ä BUja
ê XÌUD¿ Ë XÌUDÍ ÆGê êÅÎÃj´»A Ag BÍ AÌ»B³}
¹» ½¨VÃ ½È¯ ê~iÞA Ï¯ê ÆËfn°¿
ç é ä æ åä æä ä ä æä ä ä æ ä
{Afm
ÁÈÄÎI Ë BÄÄÎI ½¨VM
"They said: O Zulqarnain! surely Gog and Magog make mischief in the land. Shall we
then pay you a tribute on the condition that you should raise a barrier between us and
them." [al-Kahf 18:94]

ç æ ä æ å ä æ ä ä ä æ ä æ ä æ ä ëì å å ä ä è æ ä ð ä
ä
ð ì ä B¿ ¾B³}
ê ê jÎa ÏIi êÉÎ¯ê ÏÄ¸¿
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"He said: That in which my Lord has established me is better, therefore you only help me
with workers, I will make a fortified barrier between you and them;" [al-Kahf 18:95]
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"Bring me blocks of iron; until when he had filled up the space between the two mountain
sides, he said: Blow; until when he had made it (as) fire, he said: Bring me molten brass
which I may pour over it." [al-Kahf 18:96]

ç æä åä å ä æ ä å åä æ ä æ ä Ø å æ ä
{BJ´Ã É» AÌ§BñNmA B¿ Ë ÊËjÈ¤Í ÆC AÌ§BñmA BÀ¯}

"So they were not able to scale it nor could they make a hole in it." [al-Kahf 18:97]
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"He said: This is a mercy from my Lord, but when the promise of my Lord comes to pass
He will make it level with the ground, and the promise of my Lord is ever true."
[al-Kahf 18:98]
−
In the Tafsir of al-'Ayyashi,
he says: "When (Zulqarnain) ended (the course) at the place
of the rising of the sun: 'He found it rising on a people to whom We had given no shelter
from it; Even so! and We had a full knowledge of what he had.'"
Then al-'Ayyashi Quotes a tradition from 'Ali Ibn Abi Talib
(AS) who said:"Zulqarnain
±−
arrived at a people (who) the sun had burned them and changed their bodies and color
until they became like darkness."
"Then, Zulqarnain followed a course in the area of darkness until he arrived between two
mountain sides. He found beside them a people hardly able to understand a word, they
said: 'They said: O Zulqarnain! surely Gog and Magog make mischief in the land' behind
these two mountains. When our crops and fruits ripen, they emerge upon us from these
mountain sides, then ravage our fruits and crops until nothing remains of it. 'Shall we then
pay you a tribute' we can contribute to you every year 'On the condition that you should
raise a barrier between us and them; Bring me blocks of iron.'"
"He (AS) said: They dug for him a mountain of iron, then pulled out for him the likeness
of bricks. They placed some upon other into that which was between the two mountains.
Zulqarnain was the first to build a dam upon the earth. Then, he collected firewood upon it
and kindled a fire in it. He placed bellows upon it, then blew upon (the fire). Then when it
melted, he said: Bring me...red hot copper."
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"He (AS) said: They dug for him a mountain for red hot copper and they threw it upon the
iron, it melted and mixed with it : 'So they were not able to scale it nor could they make a
− and Majuj
− (Gog and Magog). He said: This is a mercy from my
hole in it,' meaning Yajuj
Lord, but when the promise of my Lord comes to pass..." 64
−
In Tafsir al-Kashif,
Shaikh Mughniyyah writes of verse 93:'"Then he followed (another)
course.' Zulqarnain returned to a third land east of the black sea. Living in it were the
Slavs (Saqalibah),
as it was said, and (Allah), Glorified is He, pointed to them in His
± −
saying:'Until when he reached (a place) between two mountains, he found on that side of
æì
them a people who could hardly understand a word.' The intent here of {ÅÍfn»A}
ê ì is two
mountains."
"The people whom Zulqarnain found there could not understand his language, nor the
language of whoever was with him. Nor could he or whomever was with him understand
the language of the people, but he understood their requests by indications or by means
of an interpreter as indicated by His, the Exalted's saying: 'They said: O Zulqarnain!
surely Gog and Magog make mischief in the land. Shall we then pay you a tribute on the
condition that you should raise a barrier between us and them.'"
−
− (Gog) they are the Tartars and Majuj
−
"Shaikh Muraghi
also says in his Tafsir: Yajuj
(Magog) are the Moghols. Both their origins are from one father, named Turk. Their land
extended from Tibet and China to the Artic Ocean. From them are Ghengis Khan and
− −
Hulaku."
"Then, he records from a publication of the year 1888 that the barrier of Zulqarnain is
−
situated behind Jaihun
Its name is the Gate of Iron
± − in the district of Balkh (in Khurisan).
and it is near the city of Tirmizh. The Spanish scholar, Silad Barjur mentioned it in his
travels which were in the beginning of the fifteenth century. Also, the Spanish historian
−
Kalafiju
mentioned it in his travels in the year 1403."
"Wherever it is, the people sought from Zulqarnain that he build a barrier for them
preventing Gog and Magog from them. They were committing aggressions in their lands
and placing unreasonable demands of them with evil punishment of killings, abuse and
plunder. They made it conditional upon themselves that they give a tribute from their
wealth when he would build the barrier."
"'He said: That in which my Lord has established me,' He has given me authority and
wealth (which) 'is better,' than that which Allah has given you. You are in greater need of
your wealth. Then, support it to your advantage.'Therefore you only help me with
workers, I will make a fortified barrier between you and them.'"
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ç

å

æì is a
ì ) here are workers and tools for building. (The intent) of {B¿ej»A}
The intent of power (ÑÌ³
ï ä) and dividing wall. 'Bring me blocks of iron;' meaning pieces of it, 'Until when
barrier (fm
ää

he had filled up the space between the two mountain sides,' {ÅÎ¯fv»A}
ê æ ì are sides of the
ä ä ä)... In the speech which is unwritten, he
mountain because they meet one another (ÆB¯eBvNÍ
ê
came to it with iron and he placed some it above others until it blocked that which was
between the two mountains until it was elevated over both mountains. Then, he brought
firewood and ignited a fire in it. He placed bellows and 'He said: Blow; until when he had
made it (as) fire,' meaning, he blew upon it, then the barrier became like fire, blazing and
çæ
glowing. With it, he said: 'Bring me molten brass which I may pour over it.' {Ajñ³}
ê it is
melted metal. He brought it to (the barrier) and poured it upon the burning iron. Then,
some of (the molten metal) adhered to other (materials) and it became a mountain of
iron."
− and Majuj,
− 'To scale it,' that they
"'So they were not able' the pronoun 'they' is for Yajuj
could ascend above (the barrier) in order to pass over it. 'Nor could they make a hole in
it,' due to its hardness and denseness."
"'He said: This is a mercy from my Lord,' pointing to the barrier. In he who says the
pronoun returns to Zulqarnain, he had praised Allah, be He Glorified, for this mercy and
blessing which He had given to both from His power. Thus, the sincere believer was
humbled before Allah and gave thanks to Him for all of that which had followed in the
blessings of Allah."
"The building of this barrier was the truest example, in the history of man, of cooperation
and compassion between a nation of great wealth and a weak growing nation. Between a
people who possessed the means of development and a people who did not possess it."
________________
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"And on that day We will leave part of them in conflict with another part, and the trumpet
will be blown, so We will gather them all together." [al-Kahf 18:99]
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"And We will bring forth hell, exposed to view, on that day before the unbelievers."
[al-Kahf 18:100]
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"They whose eyes were under cover from My reminder and they could not even hear."
[al-Kahf 18:101]
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"What! do then those who disbelieve think that they can take My servants to be guardians
besides Me? Surely We have prepared hell for the entertainment of the unbelievers."
[al-Kahf 18:102]
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"Say: Shall We inform you of the greatest losers in (their) deeds?" [al-Kahf 18:103]
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"(These are) they whose labor is lost in this world's life and they think that they are well
versed in skill of the work of hands." [al-Kahf 18:104]
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"These are they who disbelieve in the communications of their Lord and His meeting, so
their deeds become null, and therefore We will not set up a balance for them on the day
of resurrection." [al-Kahf 18:105]
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ç å å åå ä
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"Thus it is that their recompense is hell, because they disbelieved and held My
communications and My apostles in mockery." [al-Kahf 18:106]
In Majma', Shaikh Tibirsi
says of verse 99: "Then (Allah), be He Glorified, advises about
±
the state of these nations 'And on that day We will leave part of them in conflict with
another part,' meaning on the day of completion of the matter of the barrier, We will leave
− and Majuj
− surging in this world mixing with most humans and their state will be like
Yajuj
the state of water which surges with the clash of its waves. It is said that it intends the
− and
remaining creation of Jinn and man, meaning on the day of emergence of Yajuj
− We will leave some mixing with others because that is the knowledge of the hour."
Majuj,
"Then, (Allah) be He Glorified, mentions the blowing of the trumpet: 'And the trumpet will
− and Majuj
− is one of the portents of the day of
be blown,' because the emergence of Yajuj
å í , it is said it is a horn blown into, according to
judgment. There are differences in {iÌv»A}
åä
− and Ibn 'Umar. It is said it is the plural of (ÑiÌv»A
Ibn 'Abbas
í to form or fashion), because
Allah, be He Glorified, will fashion creation in their graves just as He fashioned them in
the wombs of their mothers. Then, He will blow souls into them just as He blew while they
− 'Ubaidah."
were in the wombs of their mothers, according to al-Hasan
and Abu
±

ä åäæ

ä Òb°Ãä) the
−
"It is said that Israfeel
will blow into the horn three times. The first breath is: (êªl°»A
breath of fright (where all in the heaven and earth will become frightened); the second
åäæ
breath is: (êμ¨v»A
ê ì Òb°Ãä) the breath of unconsciousness which will bring unconsciousness to

å ä æä

ä ê Òb°Ã)
whomever is in the heaven and the earth, then they will die; the third breath is: (êÒ¿BÎ´»A
−
the breath of Qiyamah
for the Lord of the worlds. With it, He will gather people from their
graves. 'So We will gather them all together.' meaning We will gather them, the creation,
all of them, on one plateau."
"'And We will bring forth hell, exposed to view, on that day before the unbelievers.'
meaning He will make hell evident for us and show it to them until they witness it and see
the types of punishments before being entered into it."
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"Then, (Allah) describes the non-believers: 'They whose eyes were under cover from My
reminder.' (Allah), be He Glorified, mentions the reason for which they are deserving of
hell, meaning they were negligent of consideration of My capabilities obligating My
remembrance. They turned aside from reflection upon My communications and My
proofs. Then, they became on the level of one who has a cover over his eyes preventing
him from perception. 'And they could not even hear.' Meaning it was difficult for them to
− and remember Allah, the Exalted, just as it is said that so-and-so is not
listen to the Quran
able to look at you nor able to hear your words, meaning that became difficult for them.
The intent of eyes here is the eyes of the heart as blindness will be attached to the heart."
"'What! do then those who disbelieve think that they can take My servants to be guardians
besides Me?' Its meaning is do you think those who reject the Unity of Allah (Tauheed)
±
that they will be given mastership aside from Me, assisting (the non-believers) and
deflecting My punishment from them? The intent of {ÐeBJ§}
ê ê is the Messiah and angels
whom the disbelievers worshipped aside from Allah while they were disavowed from
them and every one associating partners with Allah, the Exalted."
"It is said its meaning is do you think those who disbelieve whom you take as a god
besides Me while I, Myself, am not angry with them nor will not punish them? (This is)
− Indication upon this is the unspoken in His words."
according to Ibn 'Abbas.

ç å

å meaning a
"'Surely We have prepared hell for the entertainment of the unbelievers.' {ÜlÃ}
− It is the meaning of the saying of Ibn 'Abbas
− he
halting place, according to az-Zajaj.
æä
å
å
ä
ä
æ
æ
å
intended in (ÁÇjÎv¿
ê Ë ÁÇAÌR¿), i.e. their abode or their (place of) destiny. It is (also) said its
meaning is We will make the hellfire a place of destiny with Us, it is prepared for the
non-believers just as a resting place is prepared for the guest."
"'Say:' O Muhammad!
'Shall We inform you of the greatest losers in (their) deeds?'
±
Meaning the most at loss in their deeds among people. The meaning is the people which
are most at loss among man in that which they perform, they are the non-believers of the
People of the Book, the Jews and Christians. '(These are) they whose labor is lost,'
− ± 'In this world's life and they
meaning their deeds and efforts are rendered invalid (Batil),
think that they are well versed in skill of the work of hands.' Meaning they believe that in
their deeds they are good and that their deeds are obedience and bringing about
nearness (to Allah)."
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−
− rose before
"In his Tafsir, al-'Ayyashi
narrated, with his chain of narrators: 'Ibn al-Kuwa
Ameer al-Mumineen (AS) and asked him about the people of this verse: 'Say: Shall We
inform you of the greatest losers in (their) deeds?' He (AS) said: "These are the People of
the Book, they disbelieved in their Lord and created innovations in their faith. Then, their
deeds will come to nothing. It is not remote that it is the People of Nahr among them,
65
−
meaning the Khawarij.'
These are they who disbelieve in the communications of their
Lord and His meeting, so their deeds become null,' meaning they rejected the proofs of
Allah and its evidences and meeting with its recompense in the next life. Then, their
deeds become invalid and their deeds are lost because they are made to occur in
contradiction to the purpose which Allah commanded for it. 'And therefore We will not set
up a balance for them on the day of resurrection.' Meaning, there is no worth for them
with Us nor any respect. We will not prepare for them, rather we will look down upon them
and We will punish them."
"It is related in a authentic tradition (as-Saheeh)
that the prophet said: Surely a great
± ± ±
obese man will come on the day of judgment not weighing the weight of the wing of a
gnat. 'Thus it is that their recompense is hell,' Meaning the matter of that which was
mentioned is among the (matters bringing about the) loss of their deeds and the failure of
their ability."
"Then, (Allah), be He Glorified, begins and says: Thus their reward is hell, 'Because they
disbelieved and held My communications and My apostles in mockery,' meaning due to
their disbelief and their taking of my signs and proofs indicating upon My unity, meaning
− and My Messengers, in mockery, meaning (as something) being mocked at."
the Quran
_______________
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å ä ä åä ä ì ì
ç
ä PBZ»Bv»A
å ì ä æÁÈ»åä æOÃB·
æ ä æ ê PBÄU
ê ÆG}
ê ê ì AÌ¼À§
{ÜlÃåä êpËej°»A
ê Ë AÌÄ¿E ÅÍh»A
ê
"Surely (as for) those who believe and do good deeds, their place of entertainment shall
be the gardens of paradise." [al-Kahf 18:107]

ç ä æ ä ä åæä
ê BÈÄ§ ÆÌ¬JÍ Ü BÈÎ¯ê äÅÍf»Ba}
êê
{ÜÌY

"Abiding therein; they shall not desire removal from them." [al-Kahf 18:108]

ä ç åæ ä ä æä æ å
ä ä ð ä å ä ä ä æ ä æ ä ä æ ä å æ ä ää ð ä
æ
æ
ê f°ÄM ÆC ½J³ jZJ»A Af°Ä»
ê ÏIi PBÀ¼¸»
ê ê ê AeAf¿ê jZJ»A
BÄ×Uê Ì» Ë ÏIi PBÀ¼·
ÆB· Ì» ½³}
ç ää æ
ê ê êê
{Aef¿ É¼RÀI
"Say: If the sea were ink for the words of my Lord, the sea would surely be consumed
before the words of my Lord are exhausted, though We were to bring the like of that (sea)
to add thereto." [al-Kahf 18:109]
− ± Makarem
−
In the Tafsir, al-Amthal, Shaikh Nasir
says:"The cause of revelation (of this
− the Jews said, when the prophet (S)
verse), according to Ibn 'Abbas,
± recited (the following
verse) to them:

ç ä ì æ ä æ å æå ä
ê F¿ Ë}
ê Å¿ê ÁNÎMËC
{ÝÎ¼³ê ÜGê êÁ¼¨»A

−½ 17:85]
"And you are not given aught of knowledge but a little." [al-Isra
− and he who is given the
"They said: And how and we have already been given the Taurah
− is 'Indeed given a great good?' Then, His, the Exalted's, words descended: "Say:
Taurah
If the sea were ink for the words of my Lord...'" 66
− Shaikh Tusi
In his Tafsir, at-Tibyan,
± − says of verse 107:"Then (we) are informed about the
state of those who verified the prophet and believed in Allah and performed good deeds
(Salihat),
± − ±− that for them are the gardens of Firdaus as a halting place, meaning an abode.
Firdaus is a garden in which plants and fruits are gathered together as well as various
−
things which are enjoyable and delicious. Qutadah
said: 'It is the most pleasurable place
in paradise.'
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− it is narrated that it is the highest place in paradise and
"In a defective narration (Marfu'),
− said: 'al-Firdaus is the garden in which is gathered the good
the most excellent. az-Zajaj
ç åå
things of every garden.' (Allah's) saying: {ÜlÃ}
, means an abode, meaning the literal place
− relates that it is a valley in which grows numerous types of
of arrival (or descent). az-Zajaj
vegetation."
− there is a tradition from 'Ali Ibn Abi Talib
In Tafsir al-Burhan,
± − (AS) narrated on theå authority
èäæ
− says: "For everything there is a summit (ÑËig
of al-Harith
in which the Imam
) and the
±−
summit of paradise is al-Firdaus. It is for Muhammad
and the partisans of Muhammad,
±
±
67
peace be upon him and upon them all."
−
− on the authority of
al-'Ayyashi
has recorded a tradition in his Tafsir from Ibn 'Abbas
−
'Akramah: "There is not in the Quran the verse 'Those who believe and do good deeds,'
except it has over it its leader and its eminent (personality). There has not been a man of
the companions of Muhammad,
except Allah has rebuked him while 'Ali has not been
±
mentioned except in (matters of) goodness." 68
In Majma', Tibirsi
says of al-Firdaus: "It is the most pleasurable place in paradise, its
±
−
center, its most virtuous and loftiest (place), according to Qutadah."
− as-Sadiq
In the Tafsir of al-Qummi, he quotes a tradition from Imam
(AS) on the authority
± ±−
of Abu− Baseer
regarding the verse: 'If the sea were ink for the words of my Lord, the sea
±
would surely be consumed before the words of my Lord are exhausted, though We were
to bring the like of that (sea) to add thereto. Abiding therein; they shall not desire removal
from them.' He (AS) said: 'Residing in it forever not being removed from it nor desiring
removal from it. They would not desire any exchange for it. I said: His saying: 'Say: If the
sea were ink for the words of my Lord...' (until the end), he (AS) said: It informs you that
the words of Allah have no ending or extreme limit, there is never any severance. I said:
His words: 'Surely (as for) those who believe and do good deeds, their place of
entertainment shall be the gardens of paradise.' He (AS) said: This descended in
− Miqdad
− and 'Ammar
− Ibn Yasir.
−
− Zharr, Salman,
(regards to) Abu
Allah will place them in the
69
gardens of Firdaus as a halting place, meaning an abode."
− Shaikh Tusi
In at-Tibyan,
± − says of the verse: 'If the sea were ink for the words of my Lord...'
"Ibn Juraij said: Hayy Ibn Akhtab
±
± said (regarding its meaning, Allah says): O Muhammad!
It is claimed that We have not given you of knowledge except a little. You say: 'Whomever
is granted wisdom, he indeed is given great good.' [al-Baqarah 2:269]"
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"Then, how are the two (verses) joined together? Then, His, the Exalted's, word
descended: 'If the sea were ink for the words of my Lord...' And (the verse) descended:
'And were every tree that is in the earth (made into) pens and the sea (to supply it with
ink), with seven more seas to increase it, the words of Allah would not come to an end;
− 31:27] "
surely Allah is Mighty, Wise.' [Luqman

å æ ä is a collective noun
−
Shaikh Mughniyyah says of this verse in al-Kashif:
"Bahr
± {jZJ»A}
ç
− {AeAf¿}
covering (in its meaning) every type of sea and Midad
ê is ink. (The verb) Nafida

ä êä is the cessation or end (of something). The intent is that His, the Exalted's, words will
{f°Ã}

not be exhausted, without exception. The meaning is that if the seas, in their totality, were
ink for writing the words of Allah, certainly the ink would be exhausted and His words
would remain until no end. In the meaning of the verse is His, the Exalted's, saying: 'And
were every tree that is in the earth (made into) pens and the sea (to supply it with ink),
with seven more seas to increase it, the words of Allah would not come to an end...'
− 31:27]. It is not the intent here that the words of Allah are composed of the
[Luqman
letters of the alphabet, nor the matter of action which is the interpretation of His saying:
å
æ å ä ä æÅ·}
{Å¸Î¯
'Be, so it is,' because this matter is one (matter), there is no duplicity in it:

ä ä è ä ì å æä ä
ä
æ
ä
ê ÜGê FÃj¿C F¿ Ë}
{jvJ»BI
\À¼·
ê ê ë ÑfYAË

"And our command is but one, as the twinkling of an eye." [al-Qamar 54:50]
"The intent here in His words is only the capability of bringing created things into
existence when He desires. It being the same whether He says for it to 'be' in actuality or
it shall 'be' in the future, the near or distant future. This capability has no end nor any limit.
èä ä å
Regarding the seas and trees and its likes along with it, they are finite (ÒÎÇBÄN¿
ê ) and every
thing finite ends in annihilation."
In the final words, every thing exists or will exist, except Allah, it is temporal and halting.
èä æå
Regarding His, the Exalted's, capability (Ñif³
), of bringing things into existence, then they
can remain with His remaining. We will explain the thought with this example: a man
understands the fundamentals of agriculture. Then, recognition of these fundamentals
are inseparable in their essence and cannot be separated. Regarding his agriculture and
its cultivation, then, it is temporal and it will cease (to exist). The capability of Allah,
Glorified is He, does not diminish nor become depleted because it remains eternally.
Regarding His creation, then they are temporal. For every temporal matter, there is a
beginning and for every beginning, there is an end."
______________
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æ ä æ äæ ä ð ä ä
ä è è Ð æ å å Ð ìä ì ä Ø Ð ä å æ ååæ è ä ä ä ì æ å
ä
æ
å
ä
ä
æ
ê ÕF´»ê AÌUjÍ ÆB· ÅÀ¯ fYAË
ê É_»Gê Á¸È_»Gê BÀÃC Ï»Gê ÓYÌÍ Á¸¼R¿ê jrI BÃC FÀÃGê ½³}
½À¨Î¼¯ ÉIi
ç Øð ä ä æ æ å ä ç
çää
ê ê ê ºjrÍ
ê ÝÀ§
ê ÑeBJ¨I
{AfYCä ÉIi
ê Ü Ë BZ»Bu
"Say: I am only a mortal like you; it is revealed to me that your god is one God, therefore
whoever hopes to meet his Lord, he should do good deeds, and not join any one in the
service of his Lord." [al-Kahf 18:110]
−
− al-Hasan
In the book al-Ihtijaj
Tibirsi,
he quotes a tradition from Imam
± − by 'Allamah
±
±
al-'Askari (AS) , he says: " I said to my father, 'Ali Ibn Muhammad,
peace upon them both:
±
Did the Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him and his family, debate the Jews and
idol-Worshippers (Mushrikeen) when they rebuked him and (did he) debate with them?
He said: Numerous times. (He said): One day, the Messenger of Allah, peace be upon
him and his family, was sitting in Makkah in the courtyard of the Ka'bah, when 'Abdullah
−
Ibn Abi Ummayyah al-Makhzumi
said: O Muhammad!
You have made a great allegation
±
and you have spoken a surprising proposition! You have claimed that you are the
Messenger of the Lord of the worlds and it is appropriate for the Lord of the worlds and
the Creator of all creation, that the likes of you, His messenger, is a human! You eat like
we eat and you walk in the markets, as we walk!"
"Then, the Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him and his family said: O Allah! You are
the hearer of every voice and knowledgeable of every thing. You know what your servant
has said. Then, Allah revealed to him: O Muhammad!:"
±

å ä
è ä ä æ ä ä æå æ ä ¢ æä
ì å åæ ä åì Ð
å å ä ä ¹¼¿
ä
ä
æ
ä
ê
ê
ê ê ¾lÃC
ÆÌ¸Î¯
ÉÎ»G
à
Ì»
¶AÌmÞA
Ï¯
ÏrÀÍ
Ë
ÂB¨ñ»A
½·DÍ
¾Ìmj»A
AhÇ
¾B¿
AÌ»B³
Ë}
ê
ê
ê
ê
ç
ää
{AjÍhÃä åÉ¨¿

"And they say: What is the matter with this Apostle that he eats food and goes about in
the markets; why has not an angel been sent down to him, so that he should have been a
warner with him?"

ç å ä ì ä å ì ä æ ä å ì ä ä ¢ æ å åæ ä è ì ä å ä å å ä æä è æ ä æ ä Ð ä æå æä
ê ¾B³ Ë BÈÄ¿ê ½·DÍ ÒÄU É» ÆÌ¸M ËC lÄ· êÉÎ»Gê Ó´¼Í ËC}
ÝUi ÜGê ÆÌ¨JNM
ê ÆGê ÆÌÀ»B¤»A
ç åæ ä
{AiÌZn¿

"Or (why is not) a treasure sent down to him, or he is made to have a garden from which
he should eat? And the unjust say: You do not follow any but a man deprived of reason."
− 25:7-8]
[al-Furqan
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"Then, Allah, the Exalted, revealed (the verse): O Muhammad!
'Say: I am only a mortal
±
like you;' meaning I eat food; 'It is revealed to me that your god is one God,' meaning, say
to them: I am human like you but my Lord has favored me with prophethood aside from
you. Just as he has favored some people with wealth, good health and beauty aside from
other people. Then, do not deny that He has favored me also with prophethood."
−
Shaikh Mughniyyah says in al-Kashif:
"This tradition, in its entirety, is put forth in regards
to His, the Exalted's saying: 'And they say: We will by no means believe in you until you
−½ 17:90] 70
cause a fountain to gush forth from the earth for us.'" [al-Isra
−
− "Allah instructed
Also in al-Kashif,
Shaikh Mughniyyah reports a tradition from Ibn 'Abbas:
his prophet in humility with this verse. Then, He commanded him to resolve upon himself
that he is −Adami (human) as others besides him are the same, and that Allah honored
− 'So that
him with revelation." 71 The Shaikh adds:"We attach to the words of Ibn 'Abbas:
the Muslims would not say regarding Muhammad
(S)
±
± that which the Christians have said
− (AS).'"
regarding 'Isa
Regarding the portion of the verse:'Therefore whoever hopes to meet his Lord, he should
−
do good deeds...' 'Allamah
Tibirsi
says in Majma': "It means, he who aspires to meet the
±
reward of his Lord; hopes in Him and has resolved in the resurrection to Him and
standing before Him. It is said its meaning is: he who fears meeting the punishment of his
ì ) 'hope' covers both meanings: fear and hope. I recite the words
Lord. It is said that (åÕFUj»A
of the poet in regards to that:

ì äÅ¿ê ÌUjM
ä B¿ í½·å Ü Ë
è ê jr»A
å
æ
#©³AË
ê

ä
èÅÖB·
åæ ä B¿ í½·å Ý¯$
æê ä äÅ¿ê ÌUjM
ê jÎb»A

'Not all of that in which you hope for in good exists;
Nor all of that in which you hope for in bad happens'"
−
− as-Sadiq
al-'Ayyashi
narrates a tradition in his Tafsir from Imam
(AS): "There isn't a man
± ±−
who does something of righteousness not seeking from it the objective of Allah. He only
seeks the credibility of people being desirous that people will hear of it. That is that in
which he makes a partner (with Allah) in the worship of his Lord." 72
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− as-Sadiq
In his Tafsir, al-Qummi mentions a tradition also from Imam
(AS) on the authority
± ±−
− − he (AS): "The Messenger of Allah was asked about the explanation of
of Abu− al-Jarud,
the saying of Allah: 'Therefore whoever hopes to meet his Lord...' (until the end), he (S)
±
said: Whomever prays in eyeservice to people, then he is a Mushrik (one who makes a
− in eyeservice to people, then he is a Mushrik;
partner with Allah); whomever gives Zakah
whomever fasts in eyeservice to people, then he is a Mushrik; whomever performs
pilgrimage in eyeservice to people, then he is a Mushrik. He who performs a deed
commanded by Allah in eyeservice to people, then he is a Mushrik. Allah does not accept
the deeds (performed for) eyeservice." 73
−
− as-Sadiq
In Tafsir al-Burhan,
Sayyid al-Bahrani
± − quotes a tradition narrated from Imam
± ±−
−
(AS) on the authority of 'Ali Ibn Salim,
he (AS) said: "Allah, the Blessed and Exalted said: I
am the best partner for he who makes a partner of Me in his deeds. I will only accept that
which is for Me in sincerity." 74
− ath-Thaqalain, there is a tradition narrated from the prophet (S)
In the Tafsir Nur
± wherein
he (S)
± says: "Allah, the Mighty and Majestic said: I am the most free of need of partners
(in those having a need) of a partner. Then, he who performs a deed making a partner in
it other than Me, then I am disavowed from him. Then, he is for that which he has made a
partner." 75
− at-Tauheed
In Kitab
by Shaikh Saduq,
±
± − (AS), which
± − there is a tradition of 'Ali Ibn Abi Talib
says that a man asked him regarding that which appeared similar to him in verses. (He
said): regarding His saying 'Nay, they are disbelievers in the meeting of their Lord.'
[as-Sajdah 32:10], meaning disbelievers in resurrection. Then, Allah, the Mighty and
Majestic, named it His meeting. Like that, is His saying: 'Whoever hopes to meet his Lord,
he should do good deeds.' [al-Kahf 18:110] and His saying 'Whoever hopes to meet Allah,
− 29:5]. With His
the term appointed by Allah will then most surely come.' [al-'Ankabut
saying it means he who believes that he will be resurrected, then certainly the promise of
Allah of reward and punishment will surely come. Then there, the meeting there is not a
vision, the meeting is resurrection. Then, I understand all of that which is in the Book of
Allah in regards to His meeting, it means that: resurrection." 76
− Shaikh Tusi
In at-Tibyan,
± − mentions that it is said that this verse is the last of that which
−
was revealed in the Quran.
Peace and blessings be upon prophet Muhammad,
his noble family, his pure successors,
±
his righteous companions and his nation.
______________
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The messenger of Allah (S)
± said to Ameer al-Mumineen (AS): I will teach you a
− Say:
supplication whereby you will not forget the Quran.

ä
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"O Allah! Show me mercy to abandon disobedience to You forever as long as You keep
me alive. Show mercy to me to constrain me from that which I do not know. Sustain me
with a good understanding in that which pleases You about me. Require my heart to
preserve Your Book as You have taught me. Sustain me in reciting it in the manner in
which You will be pleased with me. With Your Book, illuminate my vision and expand my
chest. With it, exhilarate my heart. Set loose my tongue with it. Give use to my body with
it. In that strengthen me with it and preoccupy me with it. Surely, no One is appointed
over it except You. There is no god except You."
− vol 2, pg. 577)
(al-Kafi,
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FOOTNOTES

−
1. Majma' al-Bayan.
2. From al-Amthal:

Pß¿ O»lÃ ÅÎY ¹¼¿ ±»C ÆÌ¨Jm BÈN¨Îq ÑiÌm Ó¼§ Á¸»eC ÜC$ :(x) É¼»A ¾Ìmi ¾B³
Ð :Ì»B³ ?~iÞA Ë ÕFÀn»A ÅÎI B¿ BÈNÀ¤§C
Å¿ ,±È¸»A ÑiÌm :(x) É¼»A ¾Ìmi ¾B³ ,Ó¼I
−¼JÍ iÌÃ ÐÓñ§C Ë ÂBÍC ÒQÝQ ÑeBÍk Ë ÐÔjaÞA Ò¨ÀV»A Ó»G É» É¼»A j°« Ò¨ÀV»A ÂÌÍ BÇCj³
#¾BUf»A ÒÄN¯ Ó³Ë Ë ÕFÀn»A
−
A similar narration is found in Majma' al-Bayan.
−
3. From Majma' al-Bayan:

,ÒÄN¯ ½· Å¿ ÂBÍC ÒÎÃBÀQ ÂÌv¨¿ ÌÈ¯ BÇAj³ Å¿$ :¾B³ ,(x) ÏJÄ»A Å§ K¨· ÅI ÏIC Å§
Ï¯ ÒÍàA Cj³ Å¿ Ë ,¾BUf»A ÒÄN¯ Å¿ É¼»A ÉÀv§ ÂBÍÞA ÒÎÃBÀR»A ¹¼M Ï¯ ¾BUf»A Xja ÆH¯
å åæ è ä ä ä ì
ÌrY ÒJ¨¸»A Ó»G ÞßNÍ iÌÃ É¨Vz¿ É» ÆB· É¨Vz¿ haDÍ ÒÍàA Á¸¼R¿ê jrI
BÃC BÀÃGê :jaE
É» ÆB· BÇÝN¯ Ò¸¿ Ï¯ ÆB· ÆH¯ ,ÉV¨z¿ Å¿ ÂÌ´Í ÓNY ÉÎ¼§ ÆÌ¼vÍ Ò¸ÖÝ¿ iÌÄ»A ¹»g
ç
#.¥´ÎNnÍ ÓNY ÉÎ¼§ ÆÌ¼vÍ Ò¸ÖÝ¿ iÌÄ»A ¹»g ÌrY iÌÀ¨À»A OÎJ»A Ó»G ÞßNÍ AiÌÃ
4. From Tafsir al-Amthal:

,ÊjzÍ Á» ¾BUf»A ºieC ÁQ ±È¸»A ÑiÌm ¾ËC Å¿ PBÍE jr§ ¥°Y Å¿$ :(x) É¼»A ¾Ìmi ¾B³
ç
#Ò¿BÎ´»A ÂÌÍ AiÌÃ OÃB· ±È¸»A ÑiÌm ÁMAÌa ¥°Y Å¿ Ë
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5. Ibid:

ç
É¼»A ÉR¨I Ë AfÎÈq ÜG OÀÍ Á» Ò¨ÀU Ò¼Î» ½· Ï¯ ±È¸»A ÑiÌm Cj³ Å¿$ :(ª) ¶eBv»A Å§
#ÕEfÈr»A ©¿ Ò¿BÎ´»A ÂÌÍ ±³Ë Ë ÕEfÈr»A ©¿

−
6. From Majma' al-Bayan:

ÅI jzÄ»A ÆA :pBJ§ ÅIG Å§ Ò¿j¸§ Ë jÎJU ÅI fÎ¨m Å§ ÊeBÄmHI ¶BZmG ÅI fÀZ¿$
AÌ»B´¯ ,ÒÄÍfÀ»BI eÌÈÍ iBJYC Ó»G sÍj³ BÀÇh°ÃC ¡Î¨¿ ÏIC ÅI ÒJ´§ Ë Ñf¼· ÅI TiBZ»A
Ë ,¾ËÞA LBN¸»A ½ÇC ÁÈÃH¯ :É»Ì´I ÁÇAjJa Ë ÉN°u ÁÈ» B°u Ë fÀZ¿ Å§ ÊÝm :BÀÈ»
.BÃfÄ§ oÎ» B¿ ÕFÎJÃÞA Á¼§ Å¿ ÁÇfÄ§
O»B³ B¿ ÁÈ» ÜB³ Ë ,(x) ÏJÄ»A Å§ eÌÈÎ»A iBJYC ÜDn¯ ,ÒÄÍfÀ»A B¿f³ ÓNY BUjb¯
Á» ÆG Ë ½mj¿ ÏJÃ ÌÈ¯ ÅÈI Á·jJaC ÆH¯ ,TÝQ Å§ ÊÌ»DmC eÌÈÎ»A iBJYC ÁÈ» ¾B´¯ ,sÍj³
,¾Ì´N¿ ½Ui ÌÈ¯ ½¨°Í
SÍfY ÁÈ» ÆB· f³ ÉÃH¯ ÁÇj¿C ÆB· B¿ ¾ËÞA jÇf»A Ï¯ AÌJÇg ÒÎN¯ Å§ ÊÌ¼m Á¸ÍCi ÉÎ¯ AËCj¯
Å§ ÊÌ¼m Ë ÊÛJÃ ÆB· B¿ BÈIiB¬¿ Ë ~iÞA ¶iBr¿ −¼I f³ ²AÌ ½Ui Å§ ÊÌ¼m Ë KÎV§
.ÌÇ B¿ `Ëj»A
(.ÏJÃ ÌÈ¯ `Ëj»BI Á·jJbÍ Á» Ë ÅÎNÄR»A Å§ Á·jJaC ÆH¯ :ÔjaC ÒÍAËi Ï¯ Ë)
ç
Bv³ Ë fÀZ¿ ÅÎI Ë Á¸ÄÎI B¿ ½v°I Á·BÄ×U f³ !sÍj³ jqB¨¿ BÍ ÜB´¯ Ò¸¿ Ó»G B¯jvÃB¯
ç
Á» Ë Af« ÉÄ§ ÁN»Dm BÀI Á·jJaC :¾B´¯ ÊÌ»Dn¯ (x) ÏJÄ»A Ó»G AËÚBV¯ ,Òv´»A ÁÈÎ¼§
ç
Ë BÎYË ¹»g Ï¯ ÉÎ»G É¼»A TfZÍ Ü Ò¼Î» Ñjr§ oÀa (x) S¸À¯ ,ÉÄ§ AÌ¯jvÃB¯ ,ÅRNnÍ
B¿ (x) É¼»A ¾Ìmi Ó¼§ μr¯ ,¹»g Ï¯ AÌÀ¼¸M Ë Ò¸¿ ½ÇC ±UiC ÓNY ½ÎÖAjJU ÉÎMDÍ Ü
,ÉÎ¼§ Ò¸¿ ½ÇC ÉI Á¼¸NÍ
−
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Ë ÒÎN°»A j¿C Å§ ÉÄ§ ÊÌ»Dm B¿ BÈÎ¯ Ë ±È¸»A ÑiÌnI ÆBZJm É¼»A Å§ (ª) ½ÎÖAjJU ÊÕFU ÁQ
ä ä åä æ ä ä
ä
,ÒÍàA {`Ëj»A
ê í êÅ§ ¹ÃÌ»DnÍ Ë} :ÉÎ¼§ ¾lÃC Ë ²AÌñ»A ½Uj»A
BÍ ÏÄ§ OnJNYG f´¯ ÊÕFU ÅÎY ½ÎÖAjJV» ¾B³ (x) É¼»A ¾Ìmi ÆC Ï» j·h¯ ¶BZmG ÅIG ¾B³
ä
ä ì åì ä ää ä
ää
æ
ê æ äÅÎIæ ä B¿ åÉ» ¹Iið ä j¿DI
ÒÍàA {BÄÍfÍC
ê ê ÜGê ¾lÄNÃ B¿ Ë} :(ª) ½ÎÖAjJU É» ¾B´¯ ,½ÎÖAjJU
7. From Tafsir al-Qummi:

é
:¾B³$ :É¼»A fJ§ ÏIC Å§ jÎvI ÏIC Å§ jÎÀ§ ÏIC ÅIG Å§ ÏIC ÏÄQfZ¯ ÁÎÇAjIG ÅI Ï¼§ ¾B³
ç
ÅI TiBZ»A ÅI jzÄ»A ,ÆAlVÃ j°Ã ÒQÝQ AÌR¨I BrÍj³ ÆC ±È¸»A ÑiÌm ÏÄ¨Í BÈ»ËlÃ KJm ÆB·
ÔiBvÄ»A Ë eÌÈÎ»A Å¿ AÌÀ¼¨NÎ» ÏÀÈn»A ½ÖAË ÅI xB¨»A Ë ¡Î¨¿ ÏIC ÅI ÒJ´§ Ë Ñf¼·
,ÁÇÌ»Dn¯ ,eÌÈÎ»A ÕBÀ¼§ Ó»G ÆAjVÃ Ó»G AÌUjb¯ (x) É¼»A ¾Ìmi ÉÃÌ»DnÍ ½ÖBn¿

Å§ ÊÌ¼m ÁQ ,¶eBu ÌÈ¯ BÃfÄ§ B¿ Ó¼§ BÈÎ¯ Á¸IBUC ÆB¯ ½ÖBn¿ TÝQ Å§ ÊÌ¼m :AÌ»B´¯
ÒÎN¯ Å§ ÊÌ¼m :AÌ»B³ ?½ÖBnÀ»A ÊhÇ B¿ Ë :AÌ»B³ ,LgB· ÌÈ¯ BÈÀ¼§ Ó§eC ÆB¯ ÑfYAË Ò»Dn¿
ÆB· Á· Ë ?AÌÈJNÃA ÓNY ÁÈ¿ÌÃ Ï¯ AÌ´I Á· Ë AÌ¿BÃ Ë AÌIB« Ë AÌUjb¯ ¾ËÞA Å¿l»A Ï¯ AÌÃB·
ÅÎY ÓmÌ¿ Å§ ÊÌ»DmC Ë ?ÁÈNv³ ÆB· B¿ Ë ÁÇjÎ« Å¿ ÁÈ¨¿ ÆB· Õ6Ïq ÐC Ë ?ÁÇef§
ÊÌ»DmC ÆC Ë É¨¿ ÉNv³ ÆB· B¿ Ë É¨JM ±Î· Ë ÌÇ Å¿ ÉÄ¿ Á¼¨NÍ Ë Á»B¨»A ©JNÍ ÆC É¼»A Êj¿C
±Î· Ë ÌÇ Å¿ XÌUD¿ Ë XÌUDÍ fm −¼I ÓNY BÈ¨¼ñ¿ Ë oÀr»A Lj¬¿ Å¿ ²B ±ÖB Å§
?ÉNv³ ÆB·
Á¸Î¼§ BÄÎ¼¿C f³ BÀI Á¸IBUC ÆG ÁÈ» AÌ»B³ Ë ½ÖBn¿ TÝR»A AhÇ iBJaC ÁÈÎ¼§ AÌ¼¿C ÁQ
ÊÌ»Dm :¾B³ ?Ò¨IAj»A Ò»DnÀ»A BÀ¯ :AÌ»B³ ,ÊÌ³fvM Ý¯ ¹»g ²ÝbI Á·jJaC ÆG Ë ¶eBu ÌÈ¯
Ë ºiBJM É¼»A ÜG BÈÀ¼¨Í Ü Ò§Bn»A ÂBÎ³ ÆB¯ LgB· ÌÈ¯ BÈÀ¼§ Ó§eG ÆH¯ ?Ò§Bn»A ÂÌ´M ÓN¿
,Ó»B¨M
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ÉÃC Á§lÍ ¹ÎaC ÅIA ÆG ,K»B BIC BÍ :¾B´¯ (ª) K»B ÏIC Ó»G AÌ¨ÀNUA Ë Ò¸¿ Ó»G AÌ¨Uj¯
Á» ÆG Ë ¶eBu ÉÃC BÈÀ¼§ BÈÄ§ BÄIBUC ÆH¯ ½ÖBn¿ Å§ É»DnÃ ÅZÃ Ë ÉÎMDÍ ÕBÀn»A jJa
,½ÖBn¿ TÝR»A Å§ ÊÌ»Dn¯ ,Á¸» AfI BÀ§ ÊÌ¼m :K»B ÌIC ¾B´¯ ,LgB· ÉÃC BÄÀ¼§ BÄJVÍ
ç
.ÅRNnÍ Á» Ë Á·jJaC Af« (x) É¼»A ¾Ìmi ¾B´¯
ç
AÌÄ¿E AÌÃB· ÅÍh»A ÉIBZuC ¹q Ë (x) ÏJÄ»A ÁN§A ÓNY B¿ÌÍ ÅÎ¨IiC ÉÎ¼§ ÏYÌ»A oJNYB¯
ç
¾lÃ B¿ÌÍ ÅÎ¨IiC f¨I ÆB· BÀ¯ ,(ª) K»B ÌIC ÆlY Ë AËgE Ë AËlÈNmA Ë sÍj³ OYj¯ Ë ÉI
ÆgHI ÜG ¾lÄÃ ÆC if´Ã BÃG :¾B´¯ ?PBC f´» ½ÎÖAjJU BÍ :É¼»A ¾Ìmi ¾B´¯ ,±È¸»A ÑiÌnI ÉÎ¼§
ä
ä ä æä ì ä
ç ää
é
å
ä
æ
æ
ä
ä
æ
æ
ì
ê Å¿ê AÌÃB· êÁÎ³j»A
ê ÂC} ¾lÃB¯ ,É¼»A
ê Ë ê±È¸»A LBZuC ÆC} fÀZ¿ BÍ {OJnY
.{BJV§ BÄMBÍE
−
8. Majma' al-Bayan.
−
9. at-Tibyan.
− on the authority of al-Hasan
10. Majma' al-Bayan,
and Muhammad
Ibn Ishaq.
±
±
± − Also found
−
in Tafsir al-Qummi, Tafsir al-Amthal and al-Mizan.
−
11. al-Kashif.
12. al-Amthal.
−
13. at-Tibyan.
−
14. al-Mizan:

ÅIG Å§ cÍiDN»A Ï¯ Á·BZ»A Ë ÉÍËej¿ ÅIG Ë ÁMBY ÏIC ÅIG Ë jÍjU ÅIG XjaC iÌRÄÀ»A if»A Ï¯
ç ä ä å ä æ ä æ å ä æ å åæ ä
ê :ÒÍàA ÊhÇ É¼»A ¾Ìmi ÝM$ :¾B³ jÀ§
BÍ ¹»g ÓÄ¨¿ B¿ :O¼´¯ {ÝÀ§ ÅnYC ÁÈÍCí ÁÇÌ¼JÄ»}
ç
#É¼»A Ò§B Ï¯ ªjmC Ë É¼»A ÂiBZ¿ Å§ ªiËC Ë Ý´§ ÅnYC Á¸ÍC Á·Ì¼JÎ» :¾B³ ?É¼»A ¾Ìmi
−
15. at-Tibyan.
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−
16. From Tafsir al-Burhan:

ä
åæ ê ä æÂC}
æ ä LBZuC
ä æä ÆCì ä æÁNJnY
Ëä ê±È¸»A
É»Ì³ Ï¯ É¼»A fJ§ ÏIC Å§ Ï¼§ ÅI fÀYC Å§ fÀZ¿ Å§
ç ää
å ÁÎ³j»A
ê æÅ¿ê AÌÃB·
êì
ÕFÀmC Ë ÁÈÖFÀmDI iBÍf»A ¹¼¿ KN· Ë AËj¯ ÂÌ³ ÁÇ$ :¾B³ ,{BJV§
BÄMBÍE
ê
ä ä æä
æ
ä
ì
#{ÁÎ³j»A
ê ê Ë ê±È¸»A LBZuC} :É»Ì³ ÌÈ¯ xBui Å¿ ±Zu Ï¯ ÁÇjÖBr§ Ë ÁÈÖFIE

−
17. at-Tibyan.
− ath-Thaqalain:
18. From Nur

:¾B³ ?ÓN°»A Å¿ä ÆBÀÎ¼m BÍ :(ª) fÀZ¿ ÅI j°¨U ¾B³$ :¾B³ ÐfÄÈ»A j°¨U ÅI ÆBÀÎ¼m Å§
ÁÈ¼· AÌÃB· ±È¸»A LBZuC ÆC OÀ¼§ B¿C :Ï» ¾B³ ,LBJr»A BÃfÄ§ ÓN°»A ,ºAf¯ O¼³
ç
#ÓN°»A ÌÇ Ó´MA Ë É¼»BI Å¿E Å¿ !ÆBÀÎ¼m BÍ ,ÁÈÃBÀÍHI ÒÎN°»A É¼»A ÁÇBÀn¯ ,ÜÌÈ·
19. The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire by Edward Gibbon, 1737-1794.
20. Tafsir al-Amthal.
21. Tafsir al-Qummi:

é
AËjÈ£C Ë ÆBÀÍâA AËjmC ±È¸»A LBZuC ÆC$ :¾B³ É¼»A fJ§ ÏIC Å§ jÎvI ÏIC Å§ ÏqBÎ¨»A
Å§ Á»Bm ÅI ÂBrÇ Å§ jÎÀ§ ÏIC Å§ ÉÎIC Å§ ÁÎÇAjIG ÅI Ï¼§ Å§ Ë #ÅÎMj¿ ÁÇjUF¯ j°¸»A
AËjÈ£C Ë ÆBÀÍâA AËjmC ±È¸»A KYBuC ½R¿ (ª) K»B ÏIC ½R¿ ÆC$ :¾B³ É¼»A fJ§ ÏIC
#ÅÎMj¿ ÁÇjUC É¼»A ÁÇBMD¯ ºjr»A
−
22. From Tafsir al-'Ayyashi:

Á¸°¼· Ì»$ :¾B´¯ Ë ±È¸»A LBZuC j·g ÉÃC É¼»A fJ§ ÏIC Å§ ÓÎZÍ ÅI É¼»A fÎJ§ Å§
,ÁÎ¤¨»A É¼»BI ºjr»A ÁÇÌ°¼· :¾B´¯ ?ÁÈ¿Ì³ ÁÈ°¼· B¿ :É» ½Î´¯ ,ÁÈ¿Ì³ ÁÈ°¼· B¿ Á¸¿Ì³
#Xj°»A ÁÇÕFU ÓNY ÆBÀÍâA AËjmC Ë ºjr»A ÁÈ» AËjÈ£B¯
−
23. Majma' al-Bayan.
−
24. Tafsir al-Kashaf.
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−
25. al-Amthal, al-Mizan.
−
26. al-Kashif.
−
27. Taken from Majma' al-Bayan:

LBZuC Òv³ Å§ ½v°¿ SÍfY eiË (ª) K»B ÏIC ÅI Ï¼§ ÅÎÄ¿ÛÀ»A jÎ¿C ÒÍAËi Ï¯
ÉÄÎÀÍ Å§ ÒQÝQ ÂB³D¯ ÊÕAikË (pÌÃBÎ´Íe) ÁÇhbMA j°Ã ÒNm ½uÞA ÕàÛÇ ÆB· f´»$ :±È¸»A
ç
Ë fÎ§ Ï¯ ÂÌÍ PAg ÁÇ BÄÎJ¯ ,Ñj¿ ÒÄm ½· Ï¯ AfÎ§ ÁÈ» hbMA Ë .ÊiBnÍ Å§ ÒQÝQ Ë
f³ pj°»A j·Bn§ ÆC ÊjJaD¯ μÍjñI ÊBMC gG ,ÊiBnÍ Å§ Ò¼³AjÈ»A Ë ÉÄÎÀÍ Å§ Ò³iBñJ»A
Å§ AÌÃB· ÅÍh»A ÒQÝR»A fYC ÉÎ»G j¤Ä¯ ,ÉmCi Å§ XBN»A ¡´m ÓNY ¹»h» ÁN«B¯ ,ÉNÎr«
ç
ÆB· B¿ AgG Á§lÍ BÀ· BÈ»G (pÌÃBÎ´Íe) ÆB· Ì» :Én°Ã Ï¯ ¾B´¯ (BbÎ¼ÀM) É» ¾B´Í Ë ÉÄÎÀÍ
.É»âA ½¨¯ Å¿ AhÇ oÎ» Ë ,ÂBÄÍ ÆB· B¿ Ë ,¢Ì¬NÍ Ü Ë ¾ÌJÍ ÆB· B¿ Ë ÁN¬Í
fÄ§ ÂÌÎ»A ¹»g AÌÃB· Ë ,ÁÇfYC fÄ§ ÂÌÍ ½· ÆÌ¨ÀNVÍ ÉNn»A ÕAikÌ»A ÕàÛÇ ÆB· f³ Ë
ÕÏq
6 ÏJ¼³ Ï¯ ©³Ë f³ ,ÊBMÌaG BÍ :ÁÈ» ¾B³ ÁQ ÂB¨ñ»A KÎ Å¿ ÁÈ» hbMB¯ (BbÎ¼ÀM)
ÊhÇ Ï¯ Ðj¸¯ O¼C :¾B³ ?BbÎ¼ÀM BÍ ¹»g B¿ Ë :AÌ»B³ .ÂBÄÀ»A Ë LAjr»A Ë ÂB¨ñ»A ÏÄ¨Ä¿
BÈÎ¯ ÔjUC Å¿ Ë ,BÈ³Ì¯ Å¿ Ò³Ý§ Ü Ë fÀ§ ÝI Ò£Ì°Z¿ BÈ°´m ©¯i Å¿ O¼´¯ ÕBÀn»A
ç
ç
.ÂÌVÄ»BI BÈÄÍk Å¿ Ë ,ÅÎMjvJ¿ ÅÎNÍE ,AjÀ³ Ë BnÀq
BÈnJY Å¿ Ë ,iBal»A ÕBÀ»A ÁÎÀu Ó¼§ BÈZñm Å¿ :O¼´¯ ~iÞA Ï¯ j¸°»A O¼C ÁQ
ç
ÅñI Å¿ BÄÎÄU ÏÄUjaC Å¿ Ïn°Ã Ï¯ Ðj¸¯ O¼C Ë ?Õ6Ïq ½· Ó¼§ fÎÀM ÆC ¾BJV»BI
ç
ç
ÌÇ B¿ Ë ,(¹¼À»A pÌÃBÎ´Íe) jÎ« AjIf¿ Ë B¨ÃBu BÈ» ÆG ?ÏÃBIi Å¿ Ë ÏÃAh« Å¿ Ë Ï¿C
:AÌ»B³ Ë BÈÃÌ¼J´Í ÉÎ¼Ui Ó¼§ (ÕAikÌ»A) ÒÎN°»A K¸ÃB¯ .PAËBÀn»A iBJU Ë ºÌ¼À»A ¹¼¿ ÜG
.BÄÎ¼§ jqB¯ ÔfÈ»A Ó»G É»Ýz»A Å¿ Ó»B¨M É¼»A BÃAfÇ ¹I
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ç
AÌJ·i Ë ÉÖAei Ï¯ BÇju Ë ÁÇie ²ÜE ÒQÝRI É» ½ÖBY Å¿ AjÀM ªBJ¯ (BbÎ¼ÀM) KQË BÄÇ Ë
PÕBU ÊBMÌaG BÍ :BbÎ¼ÀM ÁÈ» ¾B³ ¾BÎ¿C ÒQÝQ AËiBm BÀ¼¯ ,ÒÄÍfÀ»A Å¿ AÌUja Ë ÁÈ»ÌÎa
ÆC É¼»A ½¨» Á¸¼UiC Ó¼§ AÌr¿A Ë Á¸»ÌÎa Å§ AÌ»lÃC ,BÎÃf»A ¹¼¿ KÇg Ë ÑjaàA ÒÄ¸n¿
ç
ç
cmAj¯ Ò¨Jm ÁÈ¼UiC Ó¼§ AÌr¿ Ë ÁÈ»ÌÎa Å§ AÌ»lÄ¯ ,BUjb¿ Ë BUj¯ Á·j¿C Å¿ Á¸» ½¨VÍ
Å¿ ½Ç ,ªAj»A BÈÍC BÍ :AÌ»B´¯ ,ªAi ÁÈ¼J´NmA BÄÇ Ë B¿e jñ´M ÁÈ¼UiC ½¨V¯ ,ÂÌÎ»A ¹»g Ï¯
B¿ Ë ,ºÌ¼À»A ÊÌUË Á¸ÇÌUË ÔiC Å¸» Ë ,ÆÌJZM B¿ ÐfÄ§ :Ï§Aj»A ¾B´¯ ?ÕB¿ ËC ÅJ» ÒIjq
BÄÎZÄÎ¯C Lh¸»A BÄ» ½ZÍ Ü Ï§Aj»A BÈÍC BÍ AÌ»B³ ,¹¼À»A pÌÃBÎ´Íe Å¿ BIjÇ ÜG Á¸Ä£C
©³Ë f´» ÂÌ³ BÍ :¾Ì´Í Ë BÈ¼J´Í ÁÈ¼UiC Ó¼§ Ï§Aj»A K¸ÃB¯ ,ÁÈNv´I ÊËjJaB¯ ?¶fv»A ¹Ä¿
,Á¸I μZ»A Ë BÈIBIiC Ó¼§ ÂBÄ«ÞA eiC ÓNY ÏÃÌ¼È¿C Å¸» Ë Á¸IÌ¼³ Ï¯ ©³Ë B¿ ÏJ¼³ Ï¯
Ë K¼¸»A Ó»G (ÕAikÌ»A) ÒÎN°»A j¤Ä¯...K¼¸»A É¨JNÍ Ó¨nÍ ½J³C Ë ,ÂBÄ«ÞA ej¯ É» AÌ°³ÌN¯
½U Ó»B¨M É¼»A μ¼ñÃB¯ ,ÑiBVZ»BI ÉÎ¼§ AÌZ»B¯ ,ÉYBJÄI BÄZz°Í ÆC ²BbÃ BÃG :ÁÈz¨I ¾B³
ç
Ý§ ÓNY ÁÈI jÎnÍ Ï§Aj»A ¾lÍ Á¼¯ .Á·Ëf§ Å¿ Á¸mjYC ÓNY ÏÃËig (ÝÖB³) K¼¸»A ,Êj·g
ç
ÑjÀR¿ iBVr»A ÆÌÎ§ ±È¸»A ÕBÄ°I AgH¯ (fÎuÌ»A) É» ¾B´Í ±È· Ó¼§ ÁÈI ¡ZÃB¯ ÝJU ÁÈI
Ó¼§ K¼¸»A |Ii Ë ±È¸»A Ó»G AËËF¯ ,½Î¼»A ÁÈÄU Ë ,ÕBÀ»A Å¿ AÌIjq Ë jÀR»A Å¿ AÌ¼·D¯
ÁÈ¿BÃD¯)ÁÈYAËiC |J´I PÌÀ»A ¹¼¿ Ó»G Ó»B¨M É¼»A ÓYËD¯ ,ÉÎ¼§ ÉÍfÍ f¿ Ë ±È¸»A LBI
ç
ç
ç
#(B´ÎÀ§ Ë ÝÍÌ B¿ÌÃ É¼»A
28. Taken from Tafsir al-Qummi:

ç æå æ ää ç Ø å æ ä åæ ä æ ä
Ð ê ÉÃËe
ê ê Å¿ê Ì§fÃ Å»} É»Ì³ Ï¯ (ª) j°¨U ÏIC Å§ eËiBV»A ÏIC ÒÍAËi Ï¯
AgGê BÄ¼³ f´» BÈ_»G
ç
ç ä
#¹Íjq É» ÆC BÄ¼³ ÆG É¼»A Ó¼§ AiÌU ÏÄ¨Í$ {Bññqä
−
29. at-Tibyan.
−
30. Majma' al-Bayan.
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31. Taken from Tafsir al-Qummi:

Ó»G ÊÌ§f¯ ÁÈ´Íj Ï¯ ªAjI AËj¿ ÁÈÃC ¹»g Ë fÎv»A Ò¼ÎZI ÕàÛÇ Xjb¯$ :(ª) ¶eBv»A ¾B³
#K¼¸»A ÁÈIBUB¯ K¼· ªAj»A ©¿ ÆB· Ë ÁÈJVÍ Á¼¯ ÁÇj¿C
32. Taken from Tafsir al-Qummi:

ç
B¿Ì³ ÔCi Ë BÃfÈ§ Ðh»A ²ÝbI ÒÄÍf¿ ÔCj¯ ½Uj»A ¹»g ÕFV¯ $ :¾B³ ,(ª) ¶eBv»A Å§
ÅÍC Ë OÃC Å¿ É» AÌ»B´¯ ,ÁÈN¬» ²j¨Í Á» Ë ÉN¬» AÌ¯j¨Í Á» Ë ÁÈ¯j¨Í Á» ¹ÖàËC ²ÝbI
LBI Ó¼§ AÌ°³Ë ÓNY ÁÈ¨¿ ½Uj»A Ë ÉIBZuC ©¿ ÒÄÍfÀ»A ¹¼M ¹¼¿ Xjb¯ ÁÇjJaD¯ ?O×U
½ae BÀ» ÉÃB¯ ÁÈJYBu jÎ« ÁÈÎ¼§ ¾Ìaf»BI if´Í fYC Å¸Í Á¼¯...ÉÎ¯ ÆÌ¨¼ñNÍ AÌ¼J³AË ±È¸»A
AÌÃB· ÁÈÃC ÁÈJYBu ÁÇjJaD¯ ÁÈI AËj¨q pÌÃBÎ³e LBZuC ÆÌ¸Í ÆC ÅÎ°ÖBa ÁÇfUË ÁÈÎ»G
Ó»G ÁÇfÎ¨Í ÆC Ó»B¨M É¼»A AÌ»Bm Ë AÌ¸J¯ pBÄ¼» ÒÍE ÁÈÃC Ë ½ÍÌñ»A ÆB¿l»A AhÇ ÅÎÀÖBÃ
ç
ÂÌ³ ÕàÛÇ ÆB¯ AfVn¿ BÄÈÇ ÏÄJÃ ÆC Ï¬JÄÍ :¹¼À»A ¾B³ ÁQ AÌÃB· BÀ· ÅÎÀÖBÃ ÁÈ¨UBz¿
#ÅÎÄ¿Û¿
−
33. Taken from Majma' al-Bayan:

é
BÀ» ¹»g ©³Ë ÁQ ÁÇef§ Ï¯ ªAlÃ ©´Îm ÉÃDI Ó»B¨M É¼»A Å¿ iBJaC AhÇ ÆC ½Î³ Ë$ :ÑeBN³ Å§
:ÁÈÄ¿ ÒÎIÌ´¨Î»A O»B´¯ ±È¸»A LBZuC Ôj·g ÔjV¿ (x) ÏJÄ»A Ó»G ÆAjVÃ ÔiBvÃ f¯Ë
:ÆÌÀ¼nÀ»A ¾B³ Ë ÁÈJ¼· ÁÈmeBm ÒnÀa AÌÃB· :ÒÍiÌñnÄ»A O»B³ Ë ÁÈJ¼· ÁÈ¨IAi ÒQÝQ AÌÃB·
è ä ì æ å å ä æ ä æ ì å ä æä ð ä
æå
{½Î¼³ê ÜGê ÁÈÀ¼¨Í B¿ ÁÈMf¨I
ê ê ê ê Á¼§C ÏIi} !fÀZ¿ BÍ {:½³} ,ÁÈJ¼· ÁÈÄ¿BQ Ë Ò¨Jm AÌÃB·
#pBÄ»A Å¿

−
34. Taken from Kanz ad-Daqaiq:

Ë BÄÎ¼r¼· Ë BbÎ¼ÀM :ÁÇÚBÀmC ,ÁÈJ¼· ÁÈÄ¿BQ Ë Ò¨Jm ÁÈÃG$ :(ª) ÅÎÄ¿ÛÀ»A jÎ¿C Å§
Ë ,ÊiBnÍ LBZuC tÌÄÍeBm Ë tÌÃjIe Ë tÌÃj¿ Ë ,¹¼À»A ÅÎÀÍ LBZuC ÕàÛÇ ,BÄÎ¼r¿
ÁÈNÄÍf¿ ÁmG Ë jÎÀñ³ ÁÈJ¼· ÁmG Ë ,ÁÈ´¯AË Ðh»A Ï§Aj»A ©IBn»A Ë ,ÁÇjÎrNnÍ ÆB·
©ÀV¿ Å¿ ½´Ã #oÃÌÄJÌr· Ï§Aj»A ÁmG$ :ÑeBÍlI ÒÍAËj»A ÊhÇ pBJ§ ÅIG ÐËi Ë #pÌn¯C
.ÆBÎJ»A
−
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−
− by al-Qurtubi
− ± al-Ghaib by Fakhruddeen
35. Tafsir al-Jami'
Li-Ahkam
± − al-Quran
± − and Mufatih
−
ar-Razi.
−
36. Taken from Tafsir al-'Ayyashi:

AgG ¾B³$ (ª) K»B ÏIC ÅI Ï¼§ ÉÎIC Å§ (ª) É¼»A fJ§ ÏIC Å§ ÆÌÀÎ¿ ÅI É¼»A fJ§ Å§
ç
ç
ÏJÄ»A AÌ»Bm eÌÈÎ»A Å¿ B¿Ì³ ÆC ¹»g Ë B¿ÌÍ ÅÎ¨IiC Ó»G BÇBÎÄQ É¼¯ É¼»BI ½Uj»A ±¼YC
ç
(ª) ½ÎÖAjJU ÉÄ§ oJNYB¯ ,Á·jJaC ÓNY ÅRNnÍ Á» Ë Af« ÏÃÌNÖG ¾B´¯ Õ6Ïq Å§ (x)
ä åä
ç
ì ä ä æä ì ç ä ä Ð è
äË k åÉ¼»A
ê ÏÃGðê ÙBr»
ÕFrÍ ÆC ÜGê ,Af« ¹»gê ½§B¯
ë ê ìÅ»Ì´M Ü Ë} :¾B³ Ë ,ÊBMC ÁQ B¿ÌÍ ÅÎ¨IiC
ä ìä æ å æ
ä æ ê ä gGæ ¹Ii
#{OÎnÃ
ê j·gA
−
37. Also, taken from the Tafsir of al-'Ayyashi:

ä åä
ä Ðè
ê ÏÃGðê ÙBr»
¹»gê ½§B¯
ë ê ìÅ»Ì´M Ü Ë} :É¼»A ¾B³$ :¾B³(ª) j°¨U ÏIC Å§ jÎÄNnÀ»A ÅI ÂÝm Å§
ì ä ä æä ì ç ä
å
É¼¨¯C ÆC Ó¼§ if³C Ý¯ ½¨¯C Ü ÆC Ï¯ É¼»A ÒÎr¿ μJn¯ É¼¨¯C ÜC {É¼»A ÕFrÍ ÆC ÜGê ,Af«
åæ ä
ä æ ê ä gGæ ä¹Iiì ä j·gA
æ
#¹¼¨¯ Ï¯ É¼»A ÒÎr¿ ÅRNmG ÐC {OÎnÃ
Ë} :É¼»A ¾B³ ¹»h¼¯ :¾B³
ê

− ath-Thaqalain:
38. Taken from Nur

ä åä
ÏÃGðê ÙBr»
ë ê ìÅ»Ì´M Ü Ë}$ :É»Ì³ Ï¯ (ª) É¼»A fJ§ ÏIC Å§ ÆÌÀÎ¿ ÅI É¼»A fJ§ ÒÍAËi Ï¯
å æ ä k åì ä ä æ ä ì ç ä ä Ð è
ä æ ê ä gGæ ä¹Iiì ä j·gA
æ
ê
Ë É¼»A ÕFrÍ ÆC ÜGê ,Af« ¹»gê ½§B¯
ÅÎ¨IiÞA f¨I Å¿ ÜG ¾Ì´M ÆC {OÎnÃ
ê
ç
#ÏnÃ AgG B¿ÌÍ ÅÎ¨IiC ÅÎI Ë ÉÄÎI B¿ ÅÎÀÎ»A Ï¯ ÕBÄRNmâA fJ¨¼¼¯

−
39. Kanz ad-Daqaiq.
−
−
40. Tafsir al-Amthal. Similar points are made in other Tafsir, such as al-Kashif,
al-Mizan,
−
− and others.
Kanz ad-Daqaiq,
Majma' al-Bayan
−
41. From Tafsir al-'Ayyashi:

ì ä ä æä æ æ ä
äÅÍh»A
ê ä©¿ä ¹n°Ã
jJuA
ê Ë} :É»Ì³ Ï¯ (ª) É¼»A fJ§ ÏIC Ë j°¨U ÏIC Å§ ÆAjÀY Ë ÑiAik Å§
ä åæ ä
åì ä ÆÌ§fÍ
ê ä ä ê æÁÈIi
#ÑÝv»A BÈI ÓÄ§ BÀÃG :¾B³$ ,{Ïr¨»A
ð ê ä Ëä ÑËAf¬»BI

−
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42. Taken from Tafsir al-Qummi:

ÆB· Ë ,ÊÚAei Ë ÊiBQe ÌÇ Ë É¿B¨ Ï¯ ÕBn· ÉÎ¼§ ÆB· ,ÏmiB°»A ÆBÀ¼m Ï¯ O»lÃ ÊhÈ¯$
ÒÄÎÎ§ ÔgDN¯ ,ÊfÄ§ ÆBÀ¼m Ë (x) ÏJÄ»A Ó¼§ ÅÎvY ÅI ÒÄÎÎ§ ½af¯ ,²Ì°u Å¿ ÕBn·
BÍ :¾B´¯ ,ÕBn¸»A Ï¯ ¶j¨¯ jZ»A fÍfq ÂÌÍ ÆB· Ë ÉÎ¯ ¶j§ ÆB· f³ Ë ÆBÀ¼m ÕBn· \ÍjI
Å¿ ½aeB¯ BÄUja ÅZÃ AgH¯ ºfÄ§ É¯juA Ë AhÇ XjaB¯ ¹Î¼§ BÄ¼ae ÅZÃ AgG !É¼»A ¾Ìmi
æ æ ä å ä æ ä æ ä æä æ ä æ å ä
ê Ü Ë} É¼»A ¾lÃD¯ ,O×q
Ò°ÍhY ÅI ÅÎvY ÅI ÒÄÎÎ§ ÌÇ Ë {BÃj·g
ê ê Å§ ÉJ¼³ BÄ¼°«C Å¿ ©ñM
#ÐiAl°»A ifI ÅI
−
43. Both taken from Tafsir al-Ayyashi:

Á¼£ Ë ,É¼»A Êj°¬Í Ü Á¼£ :ÒQÝQ Á¼¤»A$ :¾B³ (ª) É¼»A fJ§ ÏIC Å§ ±Íj ÅI f¨m Å§
É¼»A Êj°¬Í Á¼¤»A B¿C Ë ,ºjr»A É¼»A Êj°¬Í Ü Ðh»A Á¼¤»A B¿D¯ ,É§fÍ Ü Á¼£ Ë ,É¼»A Êj°¬Í
#eBJ¨»A ÅÎI KÃh»B¯ É§fÍ Ü Ðh»A Á¼¤»A B¿C Ë ,Én°Ã ½Uj»A Á¼¤¯
fÀZ¿ Ó¼§ Ah¸Ç ÒÍàA ÊhÈI ½ÎÖAjJU ¾lÃ$ :¾B³ (ª) É¼»A fJ§ ÏIC Å§ ÑlÀY ÏIC Å§
æ ä ä æ ä ä ±³ æ åð ä æ
åä
ä ½³
ä æÅ¿ä Ëä æÅ¿ÛÎ¼¯
æ å æ ä æ ä ÕFq
ê æ å ÕFq
ÅÎÀ»B¤¼» BÃfN§C BÃG ,{j°¸Î¼¯
ÅÀ¯ Á¸Ii Å¿ê íμZ»A
ê Ë} :(x)
ç
#AiBÃ ÁÈ´Y fÀZ¿ ¾E
−
44. Taken from Tafsir al-'Ayyashi:

å ä ä åä ä å
æ ÑBÎZ»A
BÈÎ¼vÍ PB¨·i ÏÃBÀQ ÆC BÀ· {BÎÃf»A
Ë ¾BÀ»A} :½U Ë l§ É»A ¾B³$
í ê ä ÒÄÍkê ÆÌÄJ»A
#.ÑjaàA ÒÄÍk ½Î¼»A jaE fJ¨»A

−
45. Taken from Tafsir al-'Ayyashi:

AËha Å¸_»Ð Ë ,Ü :¾B³ ?jzY Ëf§ É¼»A ¾Ìmi BÍ :AÌ»B³ ,Á¸ÄÄU AËha :(x) É¼»A ¾Ìmi ¾B³$
é haDÃ BÀI :AÌ»B´¯ ,iBÄ»A Å¿ Á¸ÄÄU
Ë É¼» fÀZ»A Ë É¼»A ÆBZJm :?iBÄ»A Å¿ É¼»A ¾Ìmi BÍ BÄÄU
PBÎVÄ¿ Ë PAjaÛ¿ Ë PB¿f´¿ ÅÈ» Ë Ò¿BÎ´»A ÂÌÍ ÅÎMDÍ ÅÈÃD¯ ,jJ·C É¼»A Ë É¼»A ÜG É»G Ü
æ ä ì åæ ä
ä
å
ê Ë :(ª) É¼»A fJ§ ÌIC ¾B³ ÁQ ,PBZ»Bv»A PBÎ³BJ»A ÅÇ Ë ,PBJ´¨¿ Ë
:¾B³ ,{jJ·C êÉ¼»A j·h»}
#PAjaÛ¿ Ë AhÇ ÉJq Ë ÂjY ËC ½YC B¿fÄ§ É¼»A j·g
−
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46. Taken from al-Amthal.
− ath-Thaqalain:
47. Taken from Tafsir Nur

Êj¤NÃB¯ ,ÒÀ¼m ÂC ÑjVY ÐÓ»G ½ÀY Ë ÉÎ¼§ ÐÓr« (x) É¼»A ¾Ìmi Ó¼§ ÒÍàA ÊhÇ O»lÃ BÀ»$
ÆG :ÒÀ¼m ÂC O»B³ ?É¼»A ÏJÄ» B¿ :AÌ»B´¯ ÆÌÀ¼nÀ»A ©ÀNUB¯ ,XjbÍ Á¼¯ ÑÝv»A O³Ë ÉIBZuC
ÂÌÍ ÆËjrZM Á¸ÃC !pBÄ»A BÈÍC :¾B´¯ jJÄÀ»A ÐÓ³j¯ ¹»g f¨I Xja ÁQ ,¾Ì¬r¿ Á¸Ä§ É¼»A ÏJÃ
ç ÁN´¼a BÀ· Ò¿BÎ´»A
#ÉIBZuC ÐÓ¼§ Cj³ ÁQ ,ÑAj§
− ath-Thaqalain:
48. Taken from Nur

BÈÎ¯ ÆÞ :¾B³ ?¹»g BÀ» :¾B³ ,pf´À»A OÎI :¾B³ ?BÎÃf»A ¡mË Å§ ÏÃjJaA fÀZ¿ BÍ$
#fÀZ¿ BÍ O³fu :¾B³ ,ÆAlÎÀ»A Ë ¢Ajv»A ÉÎ¯ Ë ,tj¨»A ©°MiA ÉÄ¿ Ë ,jrÄÀ»A Ë jrZÀ»A
−
49. Taken from Majma' al-Bayan:

ç ç ç
,Üj« ÑAj§ ÑB°Y Ò¿BÎ´»A ÂÌÍ ÁÇiÌJ³ Å¿ pBÄ»A jrZÍ :¾B³ ÉÃC (x) ÏJÄ»A Å§ ÐËi$
h×¿ÌÍ ÁÈÄ¿ Õj¿G ½¸» :¾B´¯ ?|¨I Å¿ ÁÈz¨I ÏÎZNnÍ B¿C !fÀZ¿ BÍ :ÒrÖB§ O»B´¯
#ÉÎÄ¬Í ÆDq
− ath-Thaqalain.
Also narrated in Nur

−
50. Taken from Kanz ad-Daqaiq:

ÆËjrZÍ ½I :¾B³ ?ÑAj§ Ò¿BÎ´»A ÂÌÍ ÆËjrZÍ pBÄ»A Å§ ÏÃjJaC :(x) ÏJÄ¼» ½ÖBn»A ¾B³$
,ÁÈÃB°·C efU ÁÈÃAfIC ÓÎYC Ðh»A ÆG :¾B³ ,?OÎ¼I f³ Ë ÆB°·ÞBI ÁÈ» ÓÃC :¾B³ ,ÁÈÃB°·C Ï¯
#ÊfÄ§ Å¿ ÕBrÍ BÀI ÉMiÌ§ É¼»A jNnÍ :¾B³ ,?Å°· ÝI PB¿ ÅÀ¯ :¾B³
−
51. al-Mizan.
−
52. Taken from Tafsir al-'Ayyashi:

½Ç Ë ?Ò¸ÖÝÀ»A Å¿ ÆB·C oÎ¼IG Å§ ÉN»Dm :¾B³ (ª) É¼»A fJ§ ÏIC Å§ XAie ÅI ½ÎÀU Å§$
,ÕFÀn»A j¿C Å¿ Ï¼Í Å¸Í Á» Ë Ò¸ÖÝÀ»A Å¿ Å¸Í Á» ÉÃC :¾B³ ?ÕFÀn»A j¿C Å¿ Ï¼Í ÆB·
oÎ» ÉÃC Á¼¨Í É¼»A ÆB· Ë ,BÈÄ¿ ÊAjM Ò¸ÖÝÀ»A OÃB· Ë Ò¸ÖÝÀ»A ©¿ ÆB· Ë ÅV»A Å¿ ÆB·
#ÆB· Ðh»A ÆB· eÌVn»BI j¿C BÀ¼¯ ,BÈÄ¿
−
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53. Taken from the History of Tabari
(ÐjJñ»A cÍiDM), vol. 1, pg. 84:
±

iBÃ Å¿ AÌ´¼a ,ÅV»A ÁÈ» ¾B´Í Ò¸ÖÝÀ»A ÕBÎYC Å¿ ÏY Å¿ oÎ¼IG ÆB· :¾B³ ,pBJ§ ÅIG Å§$
ç
:¾B³ ,ÒÄV»A ÆAla Å¿ BÃkBa ÆB· Ë :¾B³ ,TiBZ»A ÉÀmA ÆB· Ë ¾B³ ,Ò¸ÖÝÀ»A ÅÎI Å¿ ÂÌÀn»A
Å¿ ÆEj³ Ï¯ AËj·g ÅÍh»A ÅV»A O´¼a :¾B³ ,ÏZ»A AhÇ jÎ« iÌÃ Å¿ ÁÈ¼· Ò¸ÖÝÀ»A O´¼a Ë
Å¿ ÆBnÃâA μ¼a Ë :¾B³ ,OJÈ»C AgG BÈ¯j Ï¯ ÆÌ¸Í Ðh»A iBÄ»A ÆBn» ÌÇ Ë ,iBÃ Å¿ XiB¿
,ÅÎ
ç
S¨J¯ :¾B³ ,Bz¨I ÁÈz¨I ½N³ Ë ÕB¿f»A AÌ´°m Ë BÈÎ¯ AËfn¯D¯ ÅV»A ~iÞA Å¸m Å¿ ¾ËD¯
Å¿ Ë oÎ¼IG ÁÈ¼N´¯ ,ÅV»A ÁÈ» ¾B´Í ÅÍh»A ÏZ»A AhÇ ÁÇ Ë Ò¸ÖÝÀ»A Å¿ fÄU Ï¯ oÎ¼IG É¼»A
Ë ,Én°Ã Ï¯ jN«G ¹»g oÎ¼IG ½¨¯ BÀ¼¯ ,¾BJV»A ²AjC Ë iÌZJ»A jÖAlVI ÁÈ´Z»C ÓNY É¨¿
ç
ÉÎ¼§ ©¼ñM Á» Ë ÉJ¼³ Å¿ ¹»g Ó¼§ É¼»A ©¼B¯ :¾B³ ,fYC ©ÄvÍ Á» B×Îq O¨Äu f³ :¾B³
#É¨¿ ÅÍh»A Ò¸ÖÝÀ»A
−
− Nur
− ath-Thaqalain
54. Taken from Tafsir al-'Ayyashi
(also reported in Tafsir al-Burhan,
−
and Kanz ad-Daqaiq):

ç å ä ä ð å ä ä ä å æå ä
ê hbN¿
ê OÄ· B¿ Ë} :É»Ì³ Ï¯ (ª) j°¨U ÏIC Å§ ÆAËj¿ ÅI fÀZ¿ Å§$
,{Afz§
ÅÎ¼zÀ»A
,ÁqBÇ ÅI ½ÈU ÏIDI ËC LBñb»A ÅI jÀ¨I ÅÍf»A l§C ÁÈ¼»A :¾B³ (x) É¼»A ¾Ìmi ÆG :¾B³
ç å ä ä ð å ä ä ä å æå ä
ê hbN¿
ê OÄ· B¿ Ë} :É¼»A ¾lÃD¯
#BÀÈÎÄ¨Í {Afz§
ÅÎ¼zÀ»A

− ath -Thaqalain:
55. Taken from Nur

ÉÎ¼§ ÉÎ¯ ¾Ì´Í ½ÍÌ SÍfY (ª) ÅÎÄ¿ÛÀ»A jÎ¿C Å§ (Êi) ÏmjJñ¼» XBVNYâA LBN· Ï¯
ä ä ä ì ä å æ å ää ä
ç
ä
AÌÄ¤¯
iBÄ»A
ÆÌ¿jVÀ»A
Ci
Ë}
:É»Ì³
¹»g
Ë
,BÄÎ´Í
ÅÍj¯B¸»A Å£ |¨I ÆÌ¸Í f³$ :ÂÝn»A
í
ê
å å æ åìä
å
#BÇÌ¨³AÌ¿ ÁÈÃC AÌÄ´ÍC ÐC {BÇÌ¨³AÌ¿ ÁÈÃC

−
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− ash-Sharai'
− by Shaikh Saduq:
−
56. Taken from the book 'Ilal

ÅI j°¨U Å§ ÉÎIC Å§ ÑiBÀ§ ÅI fÀZ¿ ÅI j°¨U Ó»G TeBÄmBI ©ÖAjr»A ½¼§ LBN· Ï¯
ç
ç
,É¿Ì³ ÐÓ»G ÐÓ»B¨M Ë ºiBJM É¼»A ÉR¨I Ýmj¿ BÎJÃ ÆB· jzb»A ÆA$ :¾B³ ÉÃA (ª) fÀZ¿
ÐÓ¼§ o¼VÍ Ü ÆB· ÉÃC ÉNÍE OÃB· Ë .ÉJN· Ë É¼mi Ë ÉÖBÎJÃDI iAj³âA Ë fÎYÌM ÐÓ»G ÁÇB§f¯
ç
ç
ÉÀmG ÆB· Ë ¹»h» Ajza ÏÀm BÀÃG Ë ,Ajza PjÇkA ÜG ÕBzÎI ~iC Ü Ë ,ÒnIBÍ ÒJra
ç
ÅIG Å§ BzÍC ÐËi #ÂÝn»A ÉÎ¼§ `ÌÃ ÅI ÂBq ÅI fÎrb¯iA ÅI j¿B§ ÅI ÆB¸¼¿ ÅI BÎ»BM
.fÀZ¿ ÅI j°¨U Å§ ÉÍÌIBI
−
57. Taken from Majma' al-Bayan:

Ï¯ ÁÎÇAjIG ÅI ÂBrÇ Ë oÃÌÍ ±¼NaG ¾B³ ¾ÝI ÅI Ï¼§ ÅI fÀZ¿ ÏÄQfY :ÁÎÇAjIG ÅIG ¾B³
Ë ÉN³Ë Ï¯ ÒVY ÓmÌ¿ ÐÓ¼§ ÆÌ¸Í ÆC kÌVÍ ½Ç Ë Á¼§C ÆB· BÀÈÍC ÐÓmÌ¿ ÊBMC Ðh»A Á»B¨»A
Ï¯ KN¸¯ ,¹»g Å§ ÉÃÌ»DnÍ (ª) Byj»A ÅnZ»A ÏIC Ó»G AÌJN¸¯ É´¼a Ó¼§ É¼»A ÒVY ÌÇ
j¸ÃB¯ ÓmÌ¿ ÉÎ¼§ Á¼n¯ ,jZJ»A jÖAlU Å¿ ÑjÍlU Ï¯ ÉIBuD¯ Á»B¨»A ÓmÌ¿ ÓMC$ :LAÌV»A
OÃC :¾B³ ,ÆAjÀ§ ÅI ÓmÌ¿ BÃC :¾B³ ,?OÃC Å¿ä ¾B³ ,ÂÝn»A BÈI oÎ» ~iDI ÆB· gG ÂÝn»A
ç
ÏÄÀ¼¨N» O×U :¾B³ ,?¹NUBY B¿ :¾B³ ,Á¨Ã :¾B³ ?BÀÎ¼¸M É¼»A ÉÀ¼· Ðh»A ÆAjÀ§ ÅI ÓmÌ¿
ç
#É»ÌñI jJb»A É´ÎC Ü j¿DI O¼·Ë Ë É´ÎñM Ü j¿DI O¼·Ë ÏÃG :¾B³ ,Afqi OÀ¼§ BÀ¿
−
58. Taken from Tafsir al-'Ayyashi:

©¿ ÏrÀÍ Á»B¨»A BÀÄÎI :¾Ì´Í O¨Àm :¾B³ (ª) É¼»A fJ§ ÏIC Å§ iBÀ§ ÅI ¶BZmG Å§$
ç ì ä ç æ ä ä æ ä ää
å ä ä ä ä K¨¼I ÂÝ¬I ÁÇgG ÓmÌ¿
ê Bn°Ã O¼N³C} :ÓmÌ¿ É» ¾B³ ,É¼N´¯ Á»B¨»A Êl·Ë :¾B³ {É¼N´¯}
ÒÎ·k
ç æ ç æ ä ä æ æ ää ¢ æä æ ä
O×Uê f´» o°Ã
j¯B· LÌN¸¿ ÉÎ¼§ AgH¯ É°N· ©¼N³B¯ ÊfÍ Á»B¨»A ½aeB¯ {Aj¸Ãå B×Îq
ë jÎ¬I
ê ê
ç
.ÆBÇjJ»A Ë ÅÎ¼´R»A iÌÃ Ï¯ BzÍC ÐËi #ªÌJñ¿

−
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59. Taken from Tafsir al-Qummi:

:AÌ»B³ jzb»A Ë ÊBN¯ Ë ÓmÌ¿ jJbI (x) É¼»A ¾Ìmi jJaC BÀ¼¯$ :ÁÎÇAjIG ÅI Ï¼§ ¾B³
ä ä åä æ ä ä
¹ÃÌ¼×nÍ Ë} :É¼»A ¾lÃD¯ ?ÉNv³ B¿ Ë ÌÇ Å¿ Lj¬À»A Ë ¶jrÀ»A ²B ±ÖB Å§ BÃjJaD¯
ç æ å æ æ å æ ä ä åæä ä æ å æ ä æ ä
ð½·å æÅ¿ê åÊBÄÎME
ì ì ä BÃGì ,Aj·g
æä Ï¯ê åÉ»ä BÄ¸¿
æ ä Ëä ê~iÞA
AÌ¼MDm ½³ êÅÎÃj´»A Ðgê æÅ§ä
ê ê ÉÄ¿ê Á¸Î¼§
ç ä ä ä ä æä ä ç
çää æ ä
#{BJJm ©JMD¯} ÝÎ»e ÐC {BJJm
Õë 6Ïq
¢

60. Taken from Tafsir al-Qummi:

ÉÎIC Å§ ÑlÀY ÏIC Å§ Ï¼§ ÅI ÅnZ»A Å§ ÓmÌ¿ ÅI É¼»A fJ§ Å§ fÀYC ÅI j°¨U BÄQfY
ä ä åä æ ä ä
Ðgê æÅ§ä ¹ÃÌ¼×nÍ
Ë} :É¼»A ¾Ì³ Å§ ÉN»Dm$ :¾B³ ,(ª) É¼»A fJ§ ÏIC Å§ jÎvI ÏIC Å§
ç æ æ æ å æ ä ä åæä ä æ å æ ä æ ä
ê Á¸Î¼§ AÌ¼MDm ½³ êÅÎÃj´»A
Ó¼§ ÊÌIjz¯ É¿Ì³ Ó»G É¼»A ÉR¨I ÅÎÃj´»A Ag ÆC :¾B³ {Aj·gê åÉÄ¿
jnÍÞA ÉÃj³ Ó¼§ ÊÌIjz¯ ¹»g f¨I ÁÈÎ»G É¼»A ÉR¨I ÁQ ,ÂB§ ÒÖBÀnÀa É¼»A ÉMB¿D¯ ÅÀÍÞA ÉÃj³
Å¿ BÈIiB¬¿ Ë ~iÞA ¶iBr¿ É¸¼À¯ ¹»g f¨I ÁÈÎ»G ÉR¨I ÁQ ,ÂB§ ÒÖBÀnÀa É¼»A ÉMB¿D¯
#Lj¬M SÎY Ó»G oÀr»A ©¼ñM SÎY
¢

−
61. Taken from Tafsir al-'Ayyashi:

Å§ ÆBIC ÅI ÅnZ»A ÅI ÅÎnZ»A Å§ iBñ¨»A ÓÎZÍ ÅI fÀZ¿ Å§ ÉÎIC Å§ ÉÍÌIBI OIG Å§
ÂB³ :¾B³ ÒMBJÃ ÅI −JuC Å§ Ï¼V¨»A fÍjI Å§ ÑËj§ ÅI ÁmB´»A ÏÄQfY ¾B³ Ò¿iËC ÅI fÀZ¿
¹¼¿C ÅÎÃj´»A Ðg Å§ ÏÃjJaA ÅÎÄ¿ÛÀ»A jÎ¿C BÍ$:¾B´¯ (ª) ÅÎÄ¿ÛÀ»A jÎ¿C Ó»G Ì¸»A ÅIG
Ë ,¹¼¿ Ü Ë ÏJÄ»A Å¸Í Á» ÉÃC :(ª) ¾B³ ?Òz¯ ËC KÇgC ÊBÃj³ Å§ ÏÃjJaA Ë ?ÏJÃ ÂC ÆB·
ç
BÀÃG Ë ,É» \vÄ¯ É¼» \vÃ Ë ÉJYD¯ É¼»A KYC AfJ§ ÆB· ÉÄ¸» Ë Òz¯ Ü Ë KÇg ÊBÃj³ Å¸Í Á»
ÁÇB§f¯ ÁÈÎ»G eB§ ÁQ ,ÁÈÄ§ LB¬¯ ÉÃj³ Ó¼§ ÊÌIjz¯ É¿Ì³ B§e ÉÃÜ ÅÎÃj´»A Ëg ÏÀm
ç
.ÅÎ¼´R»A iÌÃ jÎn°M Ï¯ BzÍC ÐËi Ë #É¼R¿ Á¸Î¯ Ë ,jaÞA ÉÃj³ Ó¼§ ±În»BI ÊÌIjz¯

−
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62. Taken from Tafsir al-Burhan:

ÆB´Çf»A É¼»A fÎJ§ Å§ ÏÄÎñ´Î»A ÓnÎ§ ÅI fÀZ¿ Å§ Ï³jJ»A f»Ba ÅI fÀZ¿ ÅI fÀYC Å§
ÅI ÓmÌ¿ ÅnZ»A ÏIC Å§ fÎÀZ»A fJ§ ÅI ÁÎÇAjIG Å§ ÏñmAÌ»A iÌvÄ¿ ÏIC ÅI Omie Å§
#ÒÄm ÅÎQÝQ É¸¼¿ Ï¯ ¹¼¿ Ë ÒÄm Ñjr§ BNÄQG ÅIG ÌÇ Ë ÅÎÃj´»A Ëg ¹¼¿$ :¾B³ (ª) j°¨U
−
63. Taken from Tafsir al-'Ayyashi:

ç
ç
~iÞA Ï¯ B·Ì¼¿ ÕBÎJÃC
S¨JÍ Á» É¼»A ÆA$ :¾B³ (ª) j°¨U ÏIC Å§ Ï»BÀR»A ÑlÀY ÏIC Å§
tBÎ§ B¿D¯ ,±mÌÍ Ë ÆBÀÎ¼m Ë eËAe Ë ,tBÎ§ ÉÀmA Ë ÅÎÃj´»A Ëg ÁÈ»ËC ,`ÌÃ f¨I Ò¨IiC ÜG
Ë jbñuA eÝI Ó»G PB¿Br»A ÅÎI B¿ ¹¼À¯ eËAe B¿C Ë ,Lj¬À»A Ë ¶jrÀ»A ÅÎI B¿ ¹¼À¯
#BÇjÎ« Ó»G BÇkËBVÍ Á» BÈÍiAjI Ë jv¿ ¹¼À¯ ±mÌÍ B¿B¯ ,ÆBÀÎ¼m ¹¼¿ ¹»h·

−
64. From Tafsir al-'Ayyashi
on the authority of 'Ali Ibn al-Hasan
and Muhammad
Ibn
±
±
Naseer:
±

ÁÇeBnUC PjÎ« Ë oÀr»A ÁÈN³jYC ÂÌ³ Ó¼§ eiË ÅÎÃj´»A Ag ÆG$ :(ª) ÅÎÄ¿ÛÀ»A jÎ¿C ¾B³
å ç
ç
BÍ AÌ»B³} ÜÌ³ ÆÌÈ´°Í ÆËeB¸Í Ü B¿Ì³ BÀÈÃËe Å¿ fUË ÅÍfn»A ÅÎI −¼I AgG ÓNY ÁÈÃAÌ»C Ë
æ ä ì æä ä
ä
ä å ê æ å XÌUD¿
ä åæ ä Ëä äXÌUDÍ
å
æ
æ Ag
ê
Ï¯ ÆËfn°Í ÁÇ Ë ÅÎ¼JV»A ÅÍhÇ ±¼a {~iÞA
Ï¯
ÆËfn°¿
ÆGê êÅÎÃj´»A
ê
BÄ§Ëik Ë BÃiBÀQ Å¿ AÌ§j¯ ÅÍfn»A ÅÍhÇ Å¿ BÄÎ¼§ AÌUja BÃiBÀQ Ë BÄ§Ëik ÆBIC gG ,~iÞA
ä ä æ ä æä ä ä
ç æ ä ä ä å ä æä æ ää
Ø Ð ÂB§ ½· ¹Î»G ÉÍeÛÃ {BUja
½¨VM ÆC Ó¼§}
¹» ½¨VÃ ½È¯} ,Õ6Ïq BÈÄ¿ ÆÌ´JÍ Ü ÓNY
ç é ä æ åä æä ä ä æä
ä äå É»Ì³ Ó»G {Afm
ê ê ä jIk}
¾BR¿C É» AÌ¨¼´¯ fÍfY ½JU É» j°NYD¯ :¾B³ ,{fÍfZ»A
ÁÈÄÎI Ë BÄÄÎI
ç
B¿ei ÓÄI Å¿ ¾ËC ÌÇ ÅÎÃj´»A Ëg ÆB· Ë ,ÅÎ¯fv»A ÅÎI BÀÎ¯ |¨I Ó¼§ Éz¨I `jñ¯ ,ÅJ¼»A
,ÉÎ¼§ AÌb°Ä¯ cÎ¯BÄÀ»A ÉÎ¼§ ©yË Ë ,iBÄ»A ÉÎ¯ KÈ»C Ë KñZ»A ÉÎ¼§ ©ÀU ÁQ ,~iÞA Ó¼§
ç
ÊÌYjñ¯ o¿ Å¿ ÝJU É» AËj°NYD¯ :¾B³ ,jÀYÞA oÀ»A
ê ÌÇ Ë jn´I ÏÃÌME :¾B³ LAg BÀ¼¯
ä
æ
ä
ä
åÉ» AÌ§BñNmA
å ä æ B¿ Ëä åÊËjÈ¤Í
å ä ä ÆCæ AÌ§BñmA
Ø å æ BÀ¯}
:¾B³ ,ÉI ¡¼NaA Ë É¨¿ LAh¯ fÍfZ»A Ó¼§
ää ä ðä å æä ä
çæ
è ä æä Ð ä
ä
ä ì ä åÉ¼¨U
Ëä ÕF·e
ÏIi f§Ë ÕFU AgH¯ê ÏIið ä æÅ¿ê ÒÀYi
AhÇ ¾B³} XÌUD¿ Ë XÌUDÍ ÏÄ¨Í ,{BJ´Ãä
çé ä ð ä å æ ä ä
#{B´Y
ÏIi f§Ë ÆB·
X

−
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65. Taken from Majma' al-Bayan:

ä ää
ä ä ä ì ä Ð æå
æOñJZ¯
å
ä
ä
æ
å
ð
ê ¹×_»ËC}
ê
ê ê Ë ÁÈIi PBÍFI
ê ê AËj°· ÅÍh»A
:Ó»B¨M É»Ì³ Å§ ÊeBÄmHI ÏqBÎ¨»A ÔËi
ê êÉÖF´»
ç
åå æä
ä ê äÂÌÍæ ä æÁÈ»åä åÁÎ´Ãêå Ý¯ä æÁÈ»BÀ§C
(ª) ÅÎÄ¿ÛÀ»A jÎ¿C Ó»G ÕAÌ¸»A ÅIG ÂB³$ :¾B³ {BÃkËæ ä êÒ¿BÎ´»A
OñJZ¯ ÁÈÄÍe Ï¯ AÌ§fNIA Ë ÁÈIjI AËj°· LBN¸»A ½ÇC ¹ÖàËC :¾B´¯ ÒÍE AhÇ ½ÇC É»Dn¯
#XiAÌb»A ÏÄ¨Í fÎ¨JI jÈÄ»A ½ÇC B¿ Ë ÁÈ»BÀ§C

66. Taken from Tafsir al-Amthal:

ì æ ä æ å æå
ê F¿} :(x) ÏJÄ»A ÁÈ» ¾B³ BÀ» eÌÈÎ»A O»B³$ :¾B³ pBJ§ ÅIG Å§
ê Å¿ê ÁNÎMËC
ÜGê êÁ¼¨»A
ç ä ç æ ä ä æå æ ä ä
ç ä
ê AjÎa ÏMËC
ê f´¯} ÑAiÌN»A ÓMËC Å¿ Ë ÑAiÌN»A BÄÎMËC f³ Ë ±Î· Ë :AÌ»B³ ,{ÝÎ¼³ê
¾lÄ¯ ?{AjÎR·
ä ç åæ ä ä æä æ å
ê ê ê AeAf¿ê jZJ»A
#{ÏIið ä PBÀ¼¸»
ÆB· Ì» ½³} :Ó»B¨M É»Ì³

−
67. Taken from Tafsir al-Burhan:

jbu ÅI jÀ§ Å§ ,ÐjVZ»A ÓÎZÍ ÅI fÀZ¿ Å§ ,ÏÀ¨Rb»A ÅÎnZ»A ÅI fÀZ¿ BÄQfY ¾B³
½¸»$ :¾B³ ÉÃC (ª) Ï¼§ Å§ TiBZ»A Å§ ,¶BZmG ÏIC Å§ ,ÓÎZÍ ÅI `BJv»A Å§ ,Ï»hÈ»A
ÁÈÎ¼§ Ë ÉÎ¼§ É¼»A Ó¼u fÀZ¿ ¾E Ë fÀZÀ» ÏÇ Ë pËej°»A ÒÄV»A ÑËig Ë ÑËig Õ6Ïq
#ÅÎ¨ÀUC
−
68. Taken from Tafsir al-'Ayyashi:

å ä ä åä ä ì
ê ÒÍE ÆEj´»A Ï¯ B¿$ :¾B³ pBJ§ ÅIG Å§ Ò¿j¸§ Å§
ê ê ì AÌ¼À§
ÜG {PBZ»Bv»A
ê Ë AÌÄ¿E ÅÍh»A}
j·g B¿ Ë ,É¼»A ÉJMB§ f³ Ë ÜG ½Ui fÀZ¿ LBZuC Å¿ B¿ Ë ,BÈ°Íjq Ë BÇjÎ¿C Ï¼§ Ë
ç
#jÎbI ÜG BÎ¼§

−
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69. Taken from Tafsir al-Qummi:

Å§ ÉÎIC Å§ ÑlÀY ÏIC ÅI Ï¼§ ÅI ÅnZ»A Å§ ÓmÌ¿ ÅI É¼»A fÎJ§ Å§ fÀYC ÅI j°¨U Å§
ç ä æ ä ä åæä
ê BÈÄ§ ÆÌ¬JÍ Ü BÈÎ¯ê äÅÍf»Ba}
ê ê :É»Ì³ Ï¯ (ª) É¼»A fJ§ ÏIC Å§ jÎvI ÏIC
:¾B³$ {ÜÌY
ç
ç
:É»Ì³ :O¼³ ,ÜfI BÈI ÆËfÍjÍ Ü :¾B³ ÜÌY BÈÄ§ ÆÌ¬JÍ Ü Ë BÈÄ¿ ÆÌUjbÍ Ü BÈÎ¯ ÅÍf»Ba
ä ç åæ ä ä æä æ å
ê ê ê AeAf¿ê jZJ»A
Ü Ë jaE É» oÎ» É¼»A ÂÝ· ÆC ºjJaA f³ :¾B³ ,c»G {ÏIið ä PBÀ¼¸»
ÆB· Ì» ½³}
ä
å
ç
ì ì
ä PBZ»Bv»A
å ì ä æÁÈ»å æOÃB·
å ä äÅÍh»A
ê ÆG}
ê ê ì AÌ¼À§
PBÄU
:É»Ì³
O¼³
,AfIC
©ñ´ÄÍ Ë ÒÍB«
ê ä Ëä AÌÄ¿E
ê
ç
æ äæ ê
PBÄU ÁÈ» ½¨U jmBÍ ÅI iBÀ§ Ë eAf´À»A Ë ÆBÀ¼m Ë ig ÏIC Ï¯ O»lÃ :¾B³ {ÜlÃåä êpËej°»A
ç
ç
#ÜlÄ¿ Ë ÔËD¿ ÐC ÜlÃ pËej°»A
−
70. Taken from Tafsir al-Burhan:

ÏIÞ O¼³$ :¾B³ ,(ª) Ðj¸n¨»A ÅnZ»A fÀZ¿ ÏIC Å§ Ë ÏmjJñ¼» XBVNYâA LBN· Ï¯
AgG ÅÎ·jrÀ»A Ë eÌÈÎ»A j£BÄÍ (x) É¼»A ¾Ìmi ÆB· ½Ç :ÂÝn»A BÀÈÎ¼§ ,fÀZ¿ ÅI Ï¼§
ç
ç ç
ÕBÄ°I Ò¸ÀI ÂÌÍ PAg Af§B³ ÆB· (x) É¼»A ¾Ìmi ÆC ,AjÎR· AiAj¿ :¾B³ ?ÁÈUBZÍ Ë ÊÌJMB§
ÔÌ§e OÎ§eG f´» fÀZ¿ BÍ :¾B´¯ Ï¿ËlbÀ»A ÒÎ¿C ÏIC ÅI É¼»A fJ§ CfNIG AgG ÒJ¨¸»A
ç ç
Ë ÅÎÀ»B¨»A Lj» Ï¬JÄÍ B¿ Ë ,ÅÎÀ»B¨»A Li ¾Ìmi ¹ÃA OÀ§k ,ÝÖBÇ ÜB´¿ O¼³ Ë ,ÒÀÎ¤§
ç
¶AÌmÞA Ï¯ ÏrÀM Ë ½·DÃ BÀ· ½·DM BÄ¼R¿ AjrI É»Ìmi ¹¼R¿ ÆÌ¸Í ÆC ÅÎ¨ÀUC μ¼b»A μ»Ba
,ÏrÀÃ BÀ·
É»B³ B¿ Á¼¨M ,Õ6Ïq ½¸I Á»B¨»A Ë ,PÌu ½¸» ©¿Bn»A OÃC ÁÈ¼»C :(x) É¼»A ¾Ìmi ¾B´¯
å ä
ì å åæ åì
Ð
ê æ ä Ëä äÂB¨ñ»A ½·DÍä ¾Ìmj»A
Ï¯ê ÏrÀÍ
AhÇ
¾B¿
AÌ»B³
Ë} :fÀZ¿ BÍ ÉÎ¼§ É¼»A ¾lÃB¯ ,ºeBJ§
ê
ê
ä
ä
ç å æ ä ç åä
æå
ää
ì
æ
èjrI
BÃC FÀÃGê ½³} fÀZ¿ BÍ :Ó»B¨M É¼»A ¾lÃC ÁQ {AiÌZn¿ ÝUi} É»Ì³ Ó»G {¶AÌmÞA
ê
ä
å
å åæ
ä
è ê É_»G
è Ð æÁ¸È_»G
å Ð BÀÃCì ìÏ»G ÓYÌÍ}
ä å ,ÂB¨ñ»A ½·E ÏÄ¨Í {Á¸¼R¿
æ
Ð
Ø
ê
Ï¯ BÃC ÁÈ» ½³ ÏÄ¨Í {fYAË
ê
ê
ê
ÒZv»A Ë ÏÄ¬»BI jrJ»A |¨I wbÍ BÀ· Á¸ÃËe ÑÌJÄ»BI ÏIi ÏÄva Å¸_»Ð Ë Á¸¼R¿ ÒÍjrJ»A
ç
É»ÌñI SÍfZ»A Âf´M #ÑÌJÄ»BI BzÍC ÏÄvbÍ ÆC AËj¸ÄM Ý¯ ,jrJ»A Å¿ |¨I ÆËe ¾BÀV»A Ë
ç åæ ä æä ä ä ä å æ ä Ð ì ä ä ä ä æ å æ ä å ä
ê Å» AÌ»B³ Ë} :Ó»B¨M É»Ì³ Ï¯
{B§ÌJÄÍ
ê~iÞA Å¿ê BÄ» jV°M ÓNY ¹» Å¿ÛÃ
−
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71. Taken from Tafsir al-Kashif:

Ï¿eE ÉÃDI Én°Ã Ó¼§ j´Í ÆC Êj¿D¯ ,ÒÍàA ÊhÈI ©yAÌN»A ÉÎJÃ É¼»A Á¼§$ :pBJ§ ÅIG ¾B³
#ÏYÌ»BI É¿j·C É¼»A ÆC ÔÌm ÊjÎ¬·
−
72. Taken from Tafsir al-'Ayyashi:

ç ä ä æ ä æ äæ ä ðä ä
ä æÅÀ¯}
åæ ä ÆB·
ä ä :Ó»B¨M É»Ì³ Å§ (x) É¼»A fJ§ ÏIC Å§ `AjU Å§
ÝÀ§
½À¨Î¼¯ êÉIi ÕF´»ê AÌUjÍ
ç Øð ä ä æ æ å ä ç
ç
ê ê ê ºjrÍ
ê
ê ÑeBJ¨I
Ü jJ»A Å¿ B×Îq ½À¨Í ½Ui Å¿ oÎ» ÉÃA$ :(ª) ¾B³ {AfYCä ÉIi
ê Ü Ë BZ»Bu
ºjqC Ðh»A ºAh¯ ,pBÄ»A ÉI ©ÀnÍ ÆC ÏÈNrÍ pBÄ»A ÒÎ·lM ÉI K¼ñÍ BÀÃG É¼»A ÉUË ÉI K¼ñÍ
#ÉIi ÑeBJ¨I

73. Taken from Tafsir al-Qummi:

:É¼»A ¾Ì³ jÎn°M Å§ (x) É¼»A ¾Ìmi ½×m$ :¾B³ (ª) j°¨U ÏIC Å§ eËiBV»A ÏIC ÒÍAËi Ï¯
ä æÅÀ¯}
åæ ä ÆB·
ää
ä ê AÌUjÍ
ê ð ä ÕF´»
ÑAÕAj¿ Ó·k Å¿ Ë ,ºjr¿ ÌÈ¯ pBÄ»A ÑAÕAj¿ Ó¼u Å¿ :¾B´¯ c»A {ÉIi
ÌÈ¯ pBÄ»A ÑAÕAj¿ WY Å¿ Ë ºjr¿ ÌÈ¯ pBÄ»A ÑAÕAj¿ ÂBu Å¿ Ë ºjr¿ ÌÈ¯ pBÄ»A
ç
½À§ É¼»A ½J´Í Ü Ë ,ºjr¿ ÌÈ¯ pBÄ»A ÑAÕAj¿ ÉI É¼»A j¿C BÀ¿ ÝÀ§ ½À§ Å¿ Ë ,ºjr¿
#ÑAÕAj¿
− ath-Thaqalain:
74. Taken from Tafsir Nur

½À§ ÅÀ¯ ºjr»A Å§ ÕB·jr»A ÓÄ«C BÃC :½U Ë l§ É¼»A ¾B³$ :¾B³ (x) ÏJÄ»A Å§ ÐËi
ç
\ÎZv»A Ï¯ Á¼n¿ ÊeiËC #ºjqC Ðh¼» ÌÈ¯ Õ6ÐjI ÉÄ¿ BÃD¯ ÐjÎ« ÉÎ¯ ºjqC ÝÀ§
− ath-Thaqalain:
75. Taken from Nur

½À§ ÅÀ¯ ºjr»A Å§ ÕB·jr»A ÓÄ«C BÃC :½U Ë l§ É¼»A ¾B³$ :¾B³ ÉÃC (x) ÏJÄ»A Å§ ÐËi
ç
#ºjqC Ðh¼» ÌÈ¯ ,ÙjI ÉÄ¿ ÉÃB¯ ÐjÎ« ÉÎ¯ ºjqC ÝÀ§
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76. Taken from the Book of Tauheed(
fÎYÌN»A LBN·) by Shaikh Saduq:
±
± −

ÉJNqG BÀ§ ½Ui É»Dm f³ Ë ÉÎ¯ ¾Ì´Í ,½ÍÌ SÍfY (ª) Ï¼§ Å§ :fÎYÌN»A LBN· Ï¯ Ë
ä å ê æÁÈIið ä ÙF´¼Iê æÁÇå æ½I}
ä :É»Ì³ B¿D¯$ :ÒÍàA Å¿ ÉÎ¼§
½U Ë l§ ÊBÀn¯ ,S¨J»BI :ÏÄ¨Í {ÆËj¯B·
ê ê ê
ç
ç ä ä æ ä æ äæ ä ð ä ä
ä æÅ¿}
ä æÅÀ¯}
åæ ä ÆB·
ä :É»Ì³ Ë {BZ»Bu
ä ä :É»Ì³ ¹»h· Ëä ,ÊÕF´»
ê ÝÀ§
ÆB·
½À¨Î¼¯ êÉIi ÕF´»ê AÌUjÍ
ä ì ä ää ì ä ì ä
åæ ä
ë êÉ¼»A
Pà É¼»A f§Ë ÆH¯ TÌ¨J¿ ÉÃDI Å¿ÛÍ Å¿ :É»Ì´I ÏÄ¨Í ,{Pà
½UC ÆH¯ê êÉ¼»A ÕF´»ê AÌUjÍ
Ï¯ B¿ ©ÎÀU ÁÈ¯D¯ ,S¨J»A ÌÇ ÕF´» Ë ,ÒÍÚj»BI oÎ» BÄÈÇ ÕF´¼¼¯ ,LB´¨»A Ë LAÌR»A Å¿
#S¨J»A :¹»g ÏÄ¨Í ÉÃB¯ ÉÖF´» Å¿ É¼»A LBN·

−
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ÅÎÃj´»A Ðg ÑjÎm
− and he ruled the earth. He
− ± (Noah). His name was 'Ayyash
He was the first ruler after Nuh
−
was in the era of Ibrahim,
al-Khaleel (AS). They met and shook hands, then at the time of
−
−
his leaving, (the rulership) passed to (Ibrahim)
al-Khaleel (AS). Ibrahim
accepted it and he
shook his hand.
It is said that this righteous man was a citizen of Alexandria and he was not a prophet nor
a king. Rather, he was a righteous servant, he loved Allah, the Exalted, and Allah loved
− He
him. He was sincere and acted purely for his Lord. It is said he was called Iskandarus.
had literary knowledge, ethics and modesty since his youth until he matured and became
a man. One night in his dream, he saw that it was like he was close to the sun until he
took it by its two horns in the east and west. When he narrated his vision to his people,
they named him Zulqarnain (posessor of the two horns).
Then, when he saw this vision, his importance become known remotely, his voice was
elevated and he became mighty among his people until he became revered among them
and obeyed. That was in the days of his elderly mother. When his affair was elevated and
his capability became important among his people, the first of that which he resolved in
his affair was that he said: I surrender to Allah, the Mighty and Majestic. Then, he took to
summoning his people to faith in Allah, the Exalted. They made their believing a
reverence for him until a sufficient number of his city accepted Islam at his hand. His city
−
was named Dumah
al-Jandal (¾fÄV»A Ò¿Ëe) in which he had a home (said to be located in a
valley between Jordan and Najd).
Allah, the Exalted, mentioned his narrative in a summary manner in His, be He Glorified's,
saying: "And they ask you about Zulqarnain, Say: I will recite to you an account of him.
Surely We established him in the land and granted him means of access to every thing,"
until its end, [al-Kahf 18:83-84]. It is also narrated that he lived five hundred years and in
his life two centuries of people became extinct. It is said that is the reason of his being
named Zulqarnain and his fame. Or because he traveled the two corners of the world,
meaning its east and its west, or other than that.
Because Zulqarnain was sincere and pure toward Allah, be He Glorified, He inspired him
in some affairs and strengthened him in the earth. Allah gave him power, bravery and
reverence. Then, Allah granted him brilliant reasoning capabilities and piercing insight.
His love entered into the hearts of people and Allah gave him knowledge of all things by
which he could recognize truth from falsehood.
−
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Then, Allah revealed to him that he should travel to the west of the earth and to its east as
your city had come under your fold and that was worship for you. Allah made a
−
companion of one of the angels for him, said to be Raqaeel,
then he became his friend.
He would descend to him and converse in whatever he liked and he took him into his
confidence.
Allah made clouds subservient for him and he was able to select between two types:
− (¾Ì»g), and it was that which had no thunder, no lightning nor any lightning bolts and
Dhulul
Sa'b
(K¨u), and it was that which included the three matters or some of them. Zulqarnain
±
− Zulqarnain rode the cloud and traveled in the land and
selected from the two Dhulul.
called the populace of servants to Allah, be He Glorified, and he was a messenger in
himself. (Allah) extended for him the means and spread for him light until the night and
the day were the same for him. He could see and perceive in the night just as he could
perceive during the day. Allah, the Exalted, assisted him with fear. People upon seeing
him, their stomachs would become filled with terror of him and reverence for him and fear
of his influence. When he would descend into a town, he would roar in it just like an angry
lion.
Allah, the Mighty and Majestic, revealed to him: O Zulqarnain! You are My proof upon all
creation between the heart beats from the place of the rising of the sun to the place of its
setting and this is the interpretation of your vision. Then, he said: My God! Surely You are
assigning me a great matter no one is capable of except for You.
Inform me about this nation, in which people are their majority; by which number can I
vanquish them; with which stratagem is their deception; by which patience can I bear
them; with which tongue can I speak with them; how can I recognize their language; by
what hearing am I capable of (understanding) their words; by which insight can I
penetrate them; by which proof can I debate with them; in which heart may I ignore from
them; with which wisdom may I organize their affairs; in which forbearance may I
persevere over them; with which justice shall I be fair with them; with which
understanding shall I make separation between them; with which knowledge shall I bring
their affairs to perfection; with which reasoning shall I hold them accountable; with which
army shall I fight them?
I have nothing with me of that which You have mentioned. O my Lord! Protect me against
them for You are the Merciful Lord. You do not burden a soul except with that which it is
capable; You do not burden us except with what we can bear.
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Then Allah, Majestic is His splendor, revealed to him: Surely I will give you the ability of
that which you can bear and I will lay open for you your heart, then you will hear every
thing. I will expand for you your understanding and give you a deep understanding of
every thing. I will set loose your tongue for every thing.
I will account for you, then you will not miss anything; I will preserve you and nothing will
depart from you; I will strengthen your back so nothing will frighten you; I will dress you
with awe, then nothing will scare you; I will guide your opinion for you and you will
achieve every thing; I will make your body subservient for you and you will perceive every
thing; I will make subservient for you light and darkness and make both two soldiers of
your army; the light will guide you and the darkness will prevent nations from behind you.
Then, when the people of his town accepted faith at his hand, they gathered around him
and revered him. He ordered them that they build a central place of worship, its length
− (approx. 272 m./680 ft.) and its width was 200 Zhara'i
− (approx.
was four hundred Zhara'i
136 m./340 ft.). Then, they said to him: How can wood reach across the two walls for
you? He said: When you finish, make it obligatory upon every believer something of gold
and silver within his ability. After gathering the gold and silver they cut each of those like
nail clippings. Then, they mixed it with soil and squeezed it and filled that which was
between the two walls with that soil mixed with the two metals until it became suitable for
raising across the two walls. When they finished with that, they came with sheets of
copper melting it above that mixture of soil which the higher level became level with the
earth until the copper became one piece and a roof supported by the four sides of the
walls.
Then, they summoned the poor to transfer that soil from under the roof in order to vacate
(the soil) collected in it. Along with making every transfer of something from the soil, each
one became the owner of all of that gold and silver in it. Quickly, they went to it being
desirous of the metal in it. The people responded to that and obeyed his command. They
constructed the place of worship for him and worked as he commanded. When the poor
had evacuated the soil from inside of the place of worship, the roof was independent in
itself resting upon the walls. The poor benefited from that and they become free of need in
their lives and they gathered around Zulqarnain compliant with his commands, quickly
being most obedient in that which they were ordered.
At that time, the army of Zulqarnain was four armies, each army being ten thousand. He
distributed them in the country for the call to truth. Then, he decided himself to travel in
parts of the earth after he gathered around him armies and power of that which only Allah
had taught him. In that is His, be He Glorified's saying: "We had a full knowledge of what
he had." [al-Kahf 18:91], in the meaning that the most of what was achieved is only
encompassed by the knowledge of the Sublime, All-Informed (God).
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The people of his city gathered around him and requested him to stay among them and
beseeched him to change his decision to travel away from them saying: O Zulqarnain! By
God we implore you: do not favor yourself with other than us. We are most deserving of
seeing you and in us is the place to rest your head. Among us you originated and you
were raised. This is our wealth and ourselves before you and you are the judge in it. This
is your very elderly mother, she is the greatest creation of Allah in rights over you and it
behooves you not to disobey her and differ with her in your departing.
He said to them: By God! Surely the sayings are your sayings and the view is your view
but I am at the level of one seized by his heart, his hearing and sight and driven to that
before him and pushed from behind him. I don't know where it will take me nor what is
intended. When his departure became near, groups gathered with him crying due to his
departure. In the forefront of them was his poor mother. She was near to death from the
severity of anxiety. Due to her being impaired, she had not bore a child except him and
was not close to anyone other than he because her husband was the father of Alexander
− the Greek. He had died in a period far from him.
which it is said that he was Failfus,
In the end, (Zulqarnain) revealed a will for his people emphasizing that they stay firm in
faith to Allah, the Exalted, and warned them of varying from him and warned them about
(their) destruction. Then he sought out the influential men of his city and commanded
them to fill his Masjid with worship after him and that they console his mother regarding
his departure after his leaving for his journey. Then, he started his journey setting off in
the mission of his Lord, the Mighty and Majestic.
Allah strengthened him in that which He had promised him. He had not passed by any
nation except that he would call them to Allah, the Exalted. Then, they would respond and
believe in Allah before them. If they did not respond, darkness covered them, then their
cities, their towns, their fortresses and their homes until their eyes were covered.
Something, like smoke, entered into their mouths, their noses and their stomachs. They
would continue in it like the absent-minded until they responded to him and believed in
Allah, the Mighty and Majestic.
After that, he conquered the rulership of the west and defeated them and humbled them
before Allah, the Exalted. He devoted himself in traveling until he ended up at the Green
River. Then, he returned to Egypt and built a city and named it with his name. Then, he
set his sights on the lands of Syria and entered it after the Hebrews, the Copts and
Berbers paid allegiance to him.
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Then, he turned toward Armenia and the Gate of Gates. Then, toward the land of Persia.
He conquered their rulers and took control over their capitals. Then, he set his intentions
for India and China and that which is behind them among the remote nations and he
− and 'Iraq
− and built
humbled them for Allah, the Exalted. Then, he returned to Khurisan
many cities and he gained control over the east of the earth and its west and north.
When Zulqarnain ended his journey at the place of the setting of the sun, meaning the
edge of civilization on the western side, he saw that it was like the sun was setting into a
black sea, meaning it possessed putrid black clay, with that the star never disappeared or
entered into the sea, but Zulqarnain never saw it like that as in the ocean he saw it setting
into the ocean. He who is in the desert will find it setting into the smooth earth. Due to
that, Allah, the Exalted said: "Until he reached the place where the sun set, he found it..."
meaning he saw it, " going down into a black sea..." He found there an abundant nation
possessing numerous (people) no one could count them except Allah. They possessed
power and strong fortitude no one could gain mastery over them except the Master, the
Omnipotent (Allah), the Mighty and Lofty.
They possessed varying languages, wintry air, differing hearts, He descended to them
and summoned them to Allah. He dealt with them with the same conduct of whomever he
had met before them. Then, whomever of them believed, he made him safe and they
accepted his faith from him. Whomever did not believe, he killed them or he punished
them with imprisonment ...This is the saying of Allah, the Exalted: "Until he reached the
place where the sun set..." Until His, the Exalted's saying: "And found by it a people. We
said: O Zulqarnain! either give them a chastisement or do them a benefit." [al-Kahf
18:86] (meaning) by imprisonment, education or forgiveness, until His, be He Glorified's
saying: "Then he followed (another) course." [al-Kahf 18:89], meaning he followed
another path and he pursued his journey "Until when he reached the land of the rising
sun..." Meaning the last place, and he found it inhabited in a corner of the east. There, he
also met an abundant nation, bulky and numerous. He dealt them the same conduct.
"Then he followed (another) course." [al-Kahf 18:92], the third."Until when he reached (a
place) between two mountains..." at-Tibirsi
says they are behind the Mediterranean Sea
± ±
−
(Bahr
near their rear is al-Bahr
± ar-Rum),
± al-Muheet,
± ± the distance between the two being
three miles. "He found on that side of them a people who could hardly understand a
word." [al-Kahf 18:93]
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Zulqarnain descended (upon them) with his huge army to their direction. An abundant
nation gathered toward him which they beseeched his assistance in defending them
− and Majuj.
− They were two tribes which were near to them.
against the harm of Yajuj
When they were hungry they roamed the land. They did not leave anything which came to
them without spoiling it and eating it. When they came to a land, its people moved out
from it and abandoned it. None of the people knew their number and where was their
beginning or their end. No creation had conquered them. When they went to a region, the
filled all of its area whereas no one of the creation of Allah could have the ability to sit in
the area nor any place to go forward. No one was able to fill their eyes looking at them
nor able to draw near to them due to the excess of their squalor, impurity and the
abhorrence of their odor.
When Zulqarnain descended to this region, this abundant nation gathered living near the
− and Majuj
− were behind. They sought Zulqarnain's help, they said to
mountain which Yajuj
him: It has come to us that which Allah gave you in rulership and authority and that which
He has He has given you in reverence. He has strengthened you with light and darkness
− and Majuj
− and there is nothing between
and an army of the earth. Our neighbors are Yajuj
us except this mountain and there is no path to us except through this opening between
these two mountains. If they incline toward us they will surely hasten us from our land and
that is due to their excessive (numbers). All the time we fear that the first of them will
overtake us from between these two mountains. Allah has given you the stratagem and
power of that which He has not given to any one in the world. Then, we will gather for you
from our wealth something and make a barrier between us and them, then with that we
may be safe from their evil and corruption?
− with His, the Exalted's words: "They said: O
Allah has pointed to this in the Noble Quran
Zulqarnain! surely Gog and Magog make mischief in the land. Shall we then pay you a
tribute on the condition that you should raise a barrier between us and them. He said:
That in which my Lord has established me is better, therefore you only help me with
workers, I will make a fortified barrier between you and them," meaning a fortified barrier.
"Bring me blocks of iron..." [al-Kahf 18:94-96]
Zulqarnain sought from them that they bring him pieces of iron and copper with which he
could fill that which was between the two mountains widthwise and raise it. They said:
From where is this iron and copper which can encompass this work? He said: I will show
you the mine of iron and copper.
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Then, he came with them to two other mountains there and they struck in it until they split
them and uncovered in both mines of iron and copper. When the people saw that, they
debated in their affair. They said: By which power will enable us to cut these two
minerals? Then, Zulqarnain showed them a third mineral stronger than iron and copper
− − It was white like ice. That mineral was also removed for them and tools
called as-Samur.
were made from it to extract the iron and copper. They extracted some, then some
(more).
− − Sulaiman
− Ibn Dawoud cut the columns of Bait al-Muqaddas from its
With this Samur,
−
mines. As such, the huge bolders were that which the Jinn moved by (Sulaiman's)
command to wherever he desired.
After accepting the command of Zulqarnain to take a sufficient quantity of minerals from
the two mines, he ordered them to dig a foundation between the two mountains in the
width of a mile. They dug until they reached water and the foundation was filled with
blocks of iron. The copper was melted, then placed in the gaps of iron. The pieces of iron
became on the level of bricks and stone and the copper on the level of clay between the
pieces. Some where thrown upon others until it became a layer of copper and a layer of
iron until it became level to the face of the earth. Then, they built upon it as such from iron
− (approx. 136 m./340 ft.) until it became level
and copper by raising it two-hundred Zhara'
with the height of the two mountains. It was the first dam built on the face of the earth.
Then, fire was ignited on all of it and bellows were placed upon it and they blew air on it
until the pieces melted together and it all became one smooth piece. An unshakable
barrier, the yellow and red of copper and the black of iron along with its hardness.
Then, Zulqarnain showed them a mine of red copper (íoÀ»A
ê ) in a mountain there. They dug

æ

in the mine and extracted the red copper from it. It is the molten brass (åjñ´»A
ê ) mentioned in
− and it is stronger in hardness than iron and copper. They melted it until it
the Noble Quran
mixed with (iron and copper), as it was said: "Until when he had filled up the space
between the two mountain sides, he said: Blow; until when he had made it (as) fire, he
said: Bring me molten brass which I may pour over it." [al-Kahf 18:96] When the parts of
that barrier mixed with other parts of it, it became a rigid mountain of intense strength and
power.
− and Majuj,
− they were roaming in their land, at the time they stopped at
Regarding Yajuj
the barrier, then the dam blocked them off. "So they were not able to scale it ," meaning
they were unable to get above it by ascending it due to its height and smoothness."Nor
could they make a hole in it." [al-Kahf 18:97] due to the ample width and due to its
hardness.
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Zulqarnain and his people realized that, then was pleased with it. Zulqarnain gave thanks
to his Lord for enabling that for him: "He said: This is a mercy from my Lord," that the
worshippers were safe as well as the land from the corruption of this filth and their evil
until end times and the conditions of the final hour (appear) along with the signs of
−
−
Qiyamah:
"But when the promise of my Lord comes to pass," with the emergence of Yajuj
− and the day of judgment drawing near,"He will make it level with the ground,"
and Majuj
− and Majuj
− to pass by the barrier. The
[al-Kahf 18:98] and enable the tribes of Yajuj
− with His, the Exalted's saying: "Even
description of their emergence came in the Quran
when Gog and Magog are let loose and they shall break forth from every elevated place
−½ 21:96] At that time, they will emerge
and the true promise shall draw nigh." [al-Anbiya
toward lands and create corruption in the various regions of the earth and people will take
protection fearing their evil, excesses and tyranny until Allah sends to them a worm with
which will be their destruction.
When Zulqarnain finished with the work of the barrier, he departed with his huge army
and his military which could not be counted. Whereas he was traveling with them when
they ended up before a Shaikh praying in the middle of his path. Then when this massive
assembly passed by him, he paid no attention to anything from them nor interrupted his
prayer, nor faced toward other than his Lord. He continued in his humbleness in his
prayer. Zulqarnain became amazed at him and stopped before him with the masses of
his army until the Shaikh finished his prayer. He advanced toward him and said to him: O
Shaikh! How did that which you see of my army not frighten you? The Shaikh said: I was
intimating with He who is greater than you in forces, might, authority and stronger in
power. Had I turned my face toward you, I could not have realized my need before you.
With his answer, Zulqarnain increased his delight. He recognized him as a pure servant
and he liked him and desired that he accompany him. He said to him: Would you like to
depart with me and I will help you myself and get assistance from you in some of my
affairs? He said: Yes, if you guarantee for me four qualities. When Zulqarnain asked him
about them, he said: Happiness, not ceasing; health, no sickness in it; youth no senility in
it and life, no death in it.
Zulqarnain said: And which creation is capable of these qualities? The Shaikh said: I am
with He who is capable of it, He is Master of it and you. Then, Zulqarnain bid farewell to
him left him with his worship.
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Of that which has been conveyed from reports of his wisdom, his knowledge and his
reflection is that in his travels he passed by the final man to come to him as an test. He
said to him: O Zulqarnain! Inform me of two things standing since Allah, the Mighty and
Majestic, created them; and about two things (that are) neighbors; about two things
differing and about two things which hate one another. Zulqarnain said: Regarding the
two things standing are the heavens and the earth; regarding the two neighbors, it is the
sun and the moon; regarding the two things differing, it is the day and night and regarding
the two things hating one another, it is death and life. The man said: Depart, surely you
are knowledgeable.
Then, he left him and traveled with he whom was with him until they ended at a righteous
nation. They were those whom Allah took from their loins a rightly guided nation from the
−
people of Musa
(AS) which were praised in His Noble Book and He described them in
−
His, the Exalted's saying: "And Musa's
people was a party who guided (people) with
− 7:159] Zulqarnain descended to them
truth, and thereby did they do justice." [al-A'raf
and found them to be a fair nation, just, dividing with equality and ruling with justice. Each
currying favor with one another and merciful to one another. Their situation was one, their
words were agreeable, their hearts were united, their path was straight, their conduct was
beautiful, the graves of their dead were in the courtyard in front of their homes. There
were no doors for their homes. There were no rulers nor among them any judges. There
were no rich, no kings, no nobility, no dissimilarity, no preferences, no differences, no
rivalries, no intrigue, no quarreling, no fighting and no plagues befell them until there was
nothing other than that of praiseworthy qualities and numerous good attributes.
Zulqarnain was perplexed by them, confused and filled with amazement and wonder. He
asked them about that saying: O people! Inform me of your news. Surely, I have circled
the earth, all of it, its east and west, its land and its sea, its plains and its mountains, its
light and its darkness. I have not seen the likes of you and the likes of that which you
have in attributes and conditions. They said: When we placed the graves of our dead at
the doors of our homes and in our courtyards until we could not forget death nor will its
remembrance leave from our hearts. Regarding our homes not having doors, then there
are no thieves amongst us nor any treasures and each of us is truthful. Regarding that
there is no ruler over us, then certainly we do commit injustice. There is no judge
because we do not dispute. there are no kings among us because we do not have
abundance. There are no nobility because we have no rivalries and there is no
superiority, no differences because we curried favor among us and are merciful to one
another. We had no intrigue and no quarrels in order to unite our hearts and have
righteousness amongst us.
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There was no intrigue nor any fighting because we restrained our nature with resolve.
Regarding our words being one and our path being straight, then it is because we do not
lie and deceive and we do not slander some of us others. There are no poor or indigent
amongst us because we divide with equality. There are no uncouth nor crude amongst us
while amongst us are the humble and modest. By this, Allah, the Exalted has made us the
longest in age because we are engaged in the truth and we rule with justice. Droughts do
not afflict us nor calamities because we are not neglectful in seeking forgiveness. We are
not sorrowful because we have made ourselves accustom to calamity and we covet and
blame ourselves. We are not afflicted with plague because we do not depend on other
than Allah and we do not seek rain with stars and constellations. As such, we found our
fathers acting.
They were merciful to their indigent and seeking favor among their poor and forgiving
whoever oppressed them and doing good toward whomever did ill toward them. They
sought forgiveness for their evil-doers and maintained connections to their relatives, and
fulfilled their trusts, they were truthful and did not lie. Allah, the Mighty and Majestic
improved for them their affairs till in the end is that which they mention of the praiseworthy
(nature) of their attributes.
Zulqarnain became intimate with them and liked them and stayed with them a long period
of time. It is said that he resided with them at the end of his life until he died and was
−
buried among their graves. Likewise, it is also said that he was buried in Dumah
al-Jandal.
_______________
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